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PREFACE
This report covers the efforts of Fairchild Hiller Corporation and its
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organization and responsibilities during the study effort are shown on
the accompanying chart. The report is divided into eight volumes, as
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8. 0 RADIO INTERFEBOMETER EXPERIMENT
8. 1 INTRODUCTION
Results of this study indicate that a state-of-the-art direct phase
reading X-band radio interferometer is capable of determining spacecraft
attitude (pitch and roll) to an accuracy of better than +- 0.05 degree, which
exceeds the requirements for ATS-4. This accuracy can be improved further
by incorporating filters which are used in conjunction with the associated
processor. High accuracy is obtained by employing signal-to-noise ratios
of 30 dB or greater and by using a superinsulated aluminum box beam for the
interferometer arms (which minimizes phase errors that can result from
bending or expansion). The interferometer arm assembly is the most critical
subassembly in the interferometer, However, preliminary analysis indicates
that by applying well-known mechanical and thermal design techniques, residual
inaccuracies can be made acceptably small. Instrumentation errors, such as
electrical phase errors due to variation in cable length, are reduced by
performing amplification and conversion near the antenna location.
Demonstration of a precision radio interferometer as a sensor for
spacecraft attitude and/or antenna pointing reference is feasible for the
1969-1970 time period. The ATS-4 interferometer is the next logical step
in evolution of this technology to provide precision, long life space hardware.
Flying a radio interferometer experiment is particularly attractive
in conjunction with precision stabilization and control equipment which can
8-1
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exploit the high resolution and accuracy of the interferometer. Integrated with
large aperture antennas for communications relay, the interferometer can be
used as an attitude and pointing reference. In addition, the presence of a
monopulse system with its precision pointing capability permits very accurate
evaluation of the interferometer.
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8.2 STUDY APPROACH
The purpose of this study is to define a realizable RF
interferometer whose performance characteristics will satisfy the ATS-4
mission objectives based on the following constraints and requirements.
Constraints and Rec_uirements
• Spacecraft Pointing Mode Accuracy _+ 0. 1°
• Spacecraft Slewing Mode Accuracy + 0.5 °
(The above requirements are those imposed on the
stabilization and control system.)
• Field of view: + 17.5 °
• Interferometer Design Goal
Accuracy in determining satellite + 0.05 °
attitude - in roll and pitch axis.
• The interferometer antenna system will operate in
a frequency range consistent with the attainment of
the maximum resolution and accuracy performance
characteristics required for the spacecraft attitude
control system.
• The selection of a preferred approach will consider
interfaces with other spacecraft experiments, power,
telemetry and structural subsystems in addition to
ground support elements.
Study Tasks
A broad review of angle measuring concepts was made
with particular emphasis placed upon interferometer techniques applicable
to the ATS-4 satellite and its mission. Study of the techniques found in the
8-3
literature and practice produced a large number of feasible interferometer
system designs potentially capable of meeting or exceeding the performance
requirements of the ATS-4 mission. However in view of the total mission
requirements and constraints a selection was made eliminating all but four
of the total number of systems. Parametric studies of these systems were
carried to the point of obvious incompatibility with the spacecraft or perfor-
mance limitation. One particular system, the "Direct Phase Reading Inter-
ferometer", emerged as the leading candidate or "preferred system".
Finally, a detailed design of this system was made.
The study tasks can be grouped into the following major
categories.
• Identification of candidate
interferometer concepts
• Selection of most realizable interferometer
systems from the candidate concepts
• Evaluation of the selected systems and identifica-
tion of the preferred concept
• Design of the preferred interferometer system
• Error analysis of the preferred system
• Conclusions and recommendations
8-4
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8.3 CANDIDATE INTERFEROMETER CONCEPTS
Concept generation began with a literature search which
included a large number of relevant technological areas (see
Section g.9), such as
I. Navigation
a. Own position determination from signals received
from distant stations {both cooperative and non-
cooperative types)
b. Surveillance type position determination of traffic
from ground, or air based station, or surveillance
satellite.
2. Target Detection and Location
a. PEncil beam radars (electrical and mechanical scan),
including rnonopulse radar, other sequential and
simultaneous lobing systems)
b. System using Doppler plus angle measuring
c. Spread spectrum systems
d. Triangulation systems
3. Astronomy {Section C of the Bibliography)
a. Mills Cross, Christiansen and other similar
"unfilled aperture" interferometers.
b. Brown, Hanbury and Twiss type interferometers.
4. Special radio interferometers (Section D of the Bibliography)
a. Direct phase reading
b. Cross correlation
c. Optical type signal processes.
8-5
Areas 2a, 2c, 4a, 4b, and to some extent 4c offered potentially
feasible system designs capable of meeting the ATS-4 requirements. Con-
cepts from these areas were detailed. Block diagrams and functional des-
criptions are given in paragraph 8.4, "Candidate Interferometer Systems".
In addition to the systems which were surveyed in literature study,
data on components, especially critical components, error sources, and
special data processing systems were covered. Items requiring develop-
ment, new designs, or no difficulty in procurement were identified for
each system. This information was used in selection of the preferred
system.
The literature search was directed toward clarifying and categoriz-
ing basic principles of high resolution angle determination. The objective
was to identify the most effective basic principle of measurement and to
compare and optimize various techniques of implementation.
Interferometry is a classical field of optical technology and
derives by definition from the use of radiation interference to obtain
measurements of distances, frequencies, wavelengths, angles, align-
ments of surfaces, collimation of optical devices, and other metric
applications. The essential principle involves the vectorial addition of
two or more signals (light waves, radio waves) arriving from different
immediate sources (e.g. t_vo slits, two radio antenna, two prisms, two
mirrors, etc.)in such a way that one or both of the source positions is
related to the angle or distance measured and in such a way that the sum
of the signals can be sensitively detected.
The term interferometry has often been broadened in the literature
to include any techniques of distance or angle measurement wherein the
8-6
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measurements are obtained by detecting the differential arrival times of
distant signals detected by two reasonably closely located receivers. A
configuration of two such receivers (such as in the Brown-Twiss inter-
ferometer arm" bears a physical resemblance to the classical two-slit
diffraction interferometer sometimes used in optical interferometry.
For this reason, and others, the term is broadly applied, not only to two
receiver systems but to many 'Unfilled aperture" systems.
Direct "Interference" of the received signals need not be the
essential signal detection process. The "l_irect Phase Reading" interfero-
meter does not add the incoming signals to produce interference but first
converts them to lower frequencies and then measures the difference in
phase by detecting time difference between "cross-over" points. Thus in
a general sense, the direct phase reading interferometer and direct inter-
ference interferometers (signal adding types) are identical in that they
measure the "coincidence" of two signals. Thus, perhaps it does no violence
to the term "interferometry" and its definition if all such variations of
usage are included, the exception being full "imaging" of the source by
"filled" aperture systems.
More than a dozen potential candidate techniques for the inter-
ferometer were selected from those reviewed. These were tabulated
(see the first column of Table 8.3-1) and analyzed as to their essential
features such as Antenna Type, Signal Handling Process, and Signal
Handling Techniques. Table 8.3-I indicates two basic groups of Inter-
ferometer Systems based upon use of either a single antenna element pair
or upon multiple pairs of elements. Signal Handling processes are
principally Circuit Processing and Direct Processing of Received Radiation.
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The former divides into Direct Phase Difference reading circuits, Signal
Adding circuits (cross correlation, monopulse, simultaneous lobing,
sequential lobing), and Spread Spectrum Circuits (FM altimeter techniques,
other modulation techniques, dual frequency systems, etc).
Tabulation of concepts as in Table 8.3-1 is a logical step toward
finding new approaches to interferometer design. For example, "signal
adding" is conventional (e.g. grating interferometers in optics) but is
less common with radio frequencies. However, the existence of signal
adding processes with circuits and with optics suggests that the analogue
of this process can be obtained at radio frequencies. As is commonly
known this analogue has been realized in a number of zoned, or grating
like antennas or antenna arrays, wherein the radiation intercepted by
each antenna element is guided to a common adding point (focus, first
order diffraction zone, or other equivalent term).
A second example of such system origination is the potentially
feasible technique of using a radio, grating interferometer to separate
the spectrum of a spread spectrum (e. g., wide deviation fro) signal into
spatially separate line images of the ground transmitter. Position of the
line images in the plane of principal focus would be space angle dependent
and thus sensitive to direction of arrival of the signal.
Table 8.3-1 denotes the signal handling processes of each tabulat-
ed system by an "X". However, by the reasoning shown by examples
above, many other alternate concepts were considered. Most were
eliminated as impractical for the ATS-4 or not realizable because of
nece s s ary hardware developments.
8-9
The literature search concluded with:
I. A fairly comprehensive bibliography of interferometry
for special reference.
,2_, A "n11"r'n]",_'r r_-F -r-.r-,+,,_._,+-_--,11...¢,_'1-.1 ..... .i.^---
............. _........... y ........ oy=_=,_,s for Lhe ATS-4.
3. A number of alternate system concepts and a logical
approach to their synthesis. Confidence was gained
that some of the most important design concepts were
exposed and the likelihood of overlooking a significant
technique was considerably reduced.
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8.4 CANDIDATE INTERFEROMETER SYSTEMS
The interferometer concepts produced through literature
search were critically reviewed according to certain selection criteria
and certain outstanding ones were block diagrammed and detailed in sub-
system function for further parametric study and evaluation.
8.4. 1 Selection Criteria
A number of selection criteria were produced to aid evalua-
tion of the many interferometer concepts. The principal criteria are given
in Column 1 of Table 8.4-1, and parameter values for four selected systems
are given in the right hand columns. Some o£ the import ant criteria, such
as Spacecraft Considerations involve many complex factors. In these cases,
the systems were ranked in relative value as objectively as possible.
Table 8.4-1 shows only the concepts (systems) retained for further
study.
8.4. 2 System Block Diagrams
Figures 8.4-1 through 8.4-4 are block diagrams of
the selected systems. The system descriptions are given in Tables 8.4-2
through 8.4-5. Each table is comprised of two parts
Part A, summarizing the system characteristics
Part B, a detailed description of the signal flow
and operation of the system.
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SEQUENCER
I
IF,
Table 8.4-i
(A)
LF Direct Phase Reading interferor1_eter
Op eratin$ Principles
• Receives signal power at a known point in wave front
relative to other clen_ents.
- uu,_sI-F _i_a± in _acn antenna element channel.
Pres(,r\ es phas(_.
• Measures p]:as_: difference by counting cycles of
internal36MHzclock and provides count proportional
to pLas e .
•!_plementati°n - Systelr, configuration consists of following
subsystem corrlponents, given in the order
of signal flow from received RF signal to
final computed space angle.
• Multi element antenna array
• Multiple channel RF to LK converters
• Electronic Counter
Zero crossint_< detector
Clock
On-off gate
Signal F]ow and System Function
• Receives signa] power at separate antenna elements.
• Produces an I-Fsignal in each antenna element
signal channel.
• Sends I-Fsigna] to electronic counter
Detects zero crossing of I-Fsignals
Tl,rns on then off 36 MHz clock signal by means
of zero crossing detector outputs
Counts clock cvc]e between zero crossing
6 Count output proportional to phase.
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Device Device Subsystem Subs>stem
Device Characteristics Function Function Characteristic
1 Ground Stations requisite l_wer output produce plane wave front
and frequency stability at frequencies fl and f2
2 Antenna Element
t
3 RF Mixer
4 Multiplier Chain(s)
RF Switch
4 -Th row
RF Switch
2-Throw
7 Phase Locked Loop
IF Amplifier
9 IF Mixer
10 Offset Oscillator
II IF LO Mixer
Xtal. Filter
29.9 MHz
13 Filter
I 4 Eh.ctronic Counter
15-20 ° beamwidth
Narrow bandwidth.
Fixed Phase Center for
variable incidence angle
and polarization
non-linear impedance
at RF
stable output amplitude
at frequency fl LO (orf 2
LO), low spurious output
single pole, 4 throw,
low insertion loss, high
isolation
single pole, 2 throw,
low insertion loss, high
isolation
requisite gain and phase
margin to yield desired
acquisition time and
bandwidth at the chosen
switching rate
amplifies IF signals to
requisite level with
narrow pass band
non-linear imoeda.nce
at IF phase stable
generates stable IF
signal
non-linear impedance
at IF phase stable
narrow bandwidth; high
center frequency sta-
bility; low spurious
outputs
narrow bandwidth; high
center frequency sta-
bility; high phase
stability
counts cycles between
zero crossings
to receive signal power
at a known point in wave
front relative to other
elements
to produce IF signal
multiples 30 MHz signal
to fl LO (or f2 LO)
connects mixer (3)
sequentially to antenna
elements
connects mixers (3)
sequentially to
multiplier chains
(fl LO, f2 LO)
locks voltage controlled i
oscillator (VCO) to IF I
signal
amplifies IF signals to
requisite level with
narrow pass band
I to 0reduce IF il00 kHz}
signal
provides I00 kHz signal
to generate IF LO
generates local oscil-
lator signal for IF
mixer (9)
selects proper IF LO
m_er (11) sideband
narrows mixer output
bandwidth
measures time interval
betx_een IF signals
measures phase
difference between
reference antenna
signal and coarse
(or vernier) sig_:d
produces signals
indicative of spatial
orientation (angle of
arrivall of wave front
produces IF signal at
difference frequency
enables measurements
with vernier and coarse
antenna ambiguities
enables measurement of
two different ground
stations for 2-axis angle
reading
enables LO switchingwhile
preserving constant IF fre-
quency; gives narrow IF
bandwidth to reduce noise
while maintaining phase
stability
prncinc_s IF Ri_nal aT
difference frequency
between IF (30 MHz) and
IF LO (29.9 MHz)
produces IF LO sLgnal
at difference frequency
between IF (30 MHz) and
Xtal. osc. (100 kHz)
reduces systetflnoise
by reducing post
detection bandwidth
measures phase
difference by counting
c>eles of internal
36 Mllz clock
I
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Table 8.4-2
(A)
RMS Phrase' R_.ading Interferometer
Operating Principle
o Sample s th_ radiation of wave front at prime number distances along
a known lint" (intt:rferonleter arm) of mechanical reference.
o Measure phase differences and transmit them to Multi-phase
Difference Con_puter,
o To obto,in an unambiguous electrical phase gradient function
dt-pend_:nt (or directly related to) upon wave front angle of arrival by
least squares or other corr,,',lation technique.
implementation - Syst_'m configuration consists of following subsystem
compc_nents, given ir the order of signal flow from received
RF si;2na] to final computed space angle,
o Linear multi <_]_mcnt array°
o RF Phase Diff_.rt,nce Reader (device can be LF or IF Phase Difference
Reader)°
o Multi Phase Diff_-rence Computer
o Phase Gradient Computer
o RMS Gradient Computer
o Space Angle Computer
Signal Flow and System Function
o Elements receive signal power at known points in waw_ front, relative
to other elem,'nts
o Antenna Elem_,nt Switch switches all non-redundant pairs, P , oi
antcnn,t element outputs to the RF Phase Difference Reader as
indicated in Switching M_tri-:, Figure 2,
o RF Phase Diff_ rence Readt'r measures differences and transmits
them to multi pi',ase different e to multi-phase difference computer.
o Computes and stores a matrix ot all element pair phase differences.
o To obtain a unique linear fit of k = _/d for all _ . Determines
phase gradient having least prob_[ble error. Computes space
angle.
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TABLE 8.4-3(B}
SYSTEM B2 - OPEN LOOP RFo RMS PHASE DIFFERENCE READING
Device
1 Antenna Element(s)
Antenna Element Suitch
(switch may be alter-
nately in the RF or IF
circuitry)
Device
Characteristics
Device
Function
RF Phase Difference
Reader (device can be
LF or IF Phase Dif-
ference Reader)
Multi-Phase Difference
Computer
Phase Gradient
Computer
RM5 Gradient
Computer
7 SI):tce .\ntale Computer
15-20 ° beam x_ idth -
narrou band - fixed
phase center for
variable incidence
angle and polarization
Two pole (channel),
multi-throw switch
Measures (by clock
cycle counting) phase
difference between
signal pairs
Computes pairs of
phase differences, 0,
for all combinations of
elements.
Stores all computations
for each computation
sequence.
1) Computes a value
"k" for all phase dif-
ferences ¢p, by
On = kn_ where_ = Id,
3d . , . lld andd is
unit spacing of antenna
elements
2) Multiplies (bn by
integer values to obtain
equal values of k n
(except for measure-
men{ error differences)
RMS computer; or
"least squares fit"
computer, or other
function to be deter-
mined for computation
economy and for error
redaction
Soh'es space angle
t,quation
To receive signal
power at known point
in wave front, relative
to other elements
To switch all non
redundant pairs of
antenna element out-
puts to the RF Phase
Difference Reader as
indicated in Switching
Matrix
To measure phase
differences and trans-
mit them to Multi-
phase Difference
Computer
To compute and store
a matrix of all element
pair phase differences
To obtain a unique
linear fit of k n = dp/l
for all _ to k = (C/l) n
except for measure-
ment error difference
in _.
Prime number element
spacing makes unique
fit possible for useful
field-of-view, space
angle.
Determine phase
gradient having least
probable error
Computes spat'{, angle
Subs) stemFunction
To sample radiation
of _ave front at prime
I number distancesalong a knox_n line of
mecnamcai reference
To sequence all
antenna elements for
all relative phase
difference measure-
ments
To obtain an unam-
biguous electrical
phase gradient function
dependent (or directly
related to) upon wave
front angle of arrival
To obtain accurate
phase gradient for
space angle compu-
tation
Subs) stem
Cha ravteristl,,,
Produces sigmais
indicative of spati:d
orientation (anglc-ol-
arrival} {}f _avc fronl
Derives unambiguous
space angle from
ground st;ltl,}n _,lk'm;ll
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I
Table 8.4-3
(A)
13e,lrn Search, Cross Correlation Interferometer Technique
©p_rating Principle
• Receives signals at multiple points in wavefront by means of
antenna array.
• Generates an internal signal whose space angle sensitivity is the
pattern f(#) of the array.
• Searches for target by controlling direction of maximum array
sensitivity; and value of maximum sensitivity; f(O) max.
• Locates target in terms of f(_))max by searching.
I ,lplernentation - System configuration consists of following subsystem
components, given in the order of signal flow from
received RF signal to final computed space angle.
• Multiple Elements in an antenna array.
• Correlator
. RF summing network; Mixer, Filter or Synch detector
• Ground Station Search Subsyster_n (onboard)
Search Generator; Phase control of antenna element signals;
Target Detection Subsystem,
_nal Flow and System Function
• Receives and adds separate antenna signals.
• Generates sensitivity pattern f(@) by forming the product and
integrating separate antenna signals.
• Controls phase function f(@) to control space angle of maximum sensi-
tivity by proportional control of phase delay elements in each antenna
circuit.
• Varies f(_) through field of view to locate target.
Stops search when ground station search subsystem gives
signal above threshold,
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TABLE 8.4-4{B}
SYSTEM B4 - BEAM SEARCH, CROSS CORRELATION
IIWTERFEROMETER TECHNIQUE
Device
1 Single Antenna Element
Dex ice
Characteristics
Device
Function
Single low gain - low Receivea signal at single
direetivity pattern point in wave front
2 Multiple Elements In Multiple lo_ gain - Receives signals at
an Antenna Arra3 low directivit5 multiple points in wave
front
3 RF Summing Network Linear coherent Adds separate antenna
addition of RF fields signals
4 Mixer Square law, or higher Obtains product of
order response signals
5 Filter or Synch Det.
Phase Control of
Antenna Element
Signals
7 Search Generator
b Threshold Detector
9 Coordinate Convertor
Balancing Circuit for
Main Lobe Nulls
l0
Band pass at IF; or,
low pass at video
Produces currents
necessary to control
phase delay elements
in accordance with
f,_ , f(ch;b?
"'Vs" " _dD)
Ramp voltage generator
Voltage sensitivity
gate thresholds the
received signals
Solves equation
0 = f(v), where "v" is
phase control voltage
1) Dithers 6
2) Detects unequal
amplitudes of main
lobe nulls
3) Sends nulling con-
trol signal to 7
1) Dithers 6
2) Detects biased
signal, oft center of
main lobe null
3) bends hulling con-
trol signal to 7
Bahmcing Circuit for
Nulling Split
Main Lobe on Target
Selects squared or
higher order terms and
integrates signal over
period of 2T
Controls phase function
for space angle of
maximum sensitivity.
Controls phase function
(_d_l
f _d-'DJ to obtain maxi-
mum_ directivity.
Varies f(%) through
field of view to locate
target, Stops search
when signal detection
indicated.
Selects signal return
above arbitrary thresh-
old level; level set
between side lobe and
maximum gain levels
Transforms phase
control voltage to
space angle
To center 7 and 6 with
respect to target sig-
nal. Main lobe peak
lies midway to nulls.
Same as Above
Subs) stem
Function
Performs correlation
of signals in time
Performs cross corre-
lat_nn _f f fd_._! u, lth
.......... _dDj ......
arriving phase front
in space
Detects peak of cross
correlation signal
Interfaces between
system measurement
coordinates and atti-
tude control coordinates
To center main lobe
peak on target
Same as Above
Subs 3stem
Characteristic
Provides man:,' higher
order signal products
Selects a signal _ hose
space angle sensitivity
is the pattern of the
array
Provides means to con-
trol direction of maxi-
mum array sensitivity;
and v_lue of inaxinlu-rn
sensitivity
Locates target in terms
of f{ ) when 7 gives
indication
Limits reception of
signals to maximum lobe
only; rejects side lobe
RFI, noise, ambiguous
response
Provides space angle
To enable search func-
tion generator to read
out precise phase con-
trol voltage for target
relative direction
Same us Abme
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(A)
Spread Spectrum (FM) Signal Search
Opera tin_ Principle
o Ground station produces frequency gradient across
interferometer antenna elements by transmitting
linear sawtooth FM signal.
o Obtains beat frequency between antenna element
signals.
o Converts beat frequency to equivalent space angle.
implementation - System configuration consists of following
subsystem components, given in the order of
signal flow from received RF signal to final
computed space angle.
o Multiple element antenna array
o RF and [-F circuitry
o Frequency meter
o Space angle converter
Signal Flow and System Function
o Receives signal power at known point in wavefront
o Generates cross channel I-Fsignals
o Measures frequency difference between channels
o Converts frequency to a space angle
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8.5 SELECTION OF PREFERRED CONCEPT
The Direct Phase Reading Interferometer System was
selected as the preferred system from the four systems described in Sec-
tion 8.4. The selection was based upon the performance parameters and
other selection criteria discussed in Paragraph 8.4-1 and upon an analysis
of the error sources and errors within each system.
This section discusses the error sources identified for
the Direct Phase Reading Interferometer and gives an evaluation of the
candidates and the logic in selecting the preferred system.
8.5. I Candidate Evaluation and Selection of Preferred System
A semi-quantitative comparison was made of the candidate
interferometer techniques using those criteria listed in Table 8.5-I. Using
these criteria and examining the functional block diagrams, the candidate
systems were ranked as shown on Table 8.5-2. The tv¢o most promising
candidates are the Cross-Correlationand Direct Phase Reading Interfero-
meters. The cross-correlation technique was ranked higher for the per-
formance criteria since it can be designed so that potentially it can pro-
vide a greater accuracy by judicious beam design and by increasing the
signal-to-noise ratio due to the signal correlation process. The latter is
accomplished by multiplying the output of two additive arrays. For example,
each array produces a multi-lobed pattern as shown in Figure 8.5-I. The
position of these lobes is determined entirely by element separation. If the
respective element spacings in the two arrays are made different, then one
can arrange matters in such a way that one major lobe of one array coincides
with one major lobe of the second, but that other major lobes do not coincide.
When the two patterns are multiplied, the results are shown in Figure 8.5-I.
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Table 8.5-I
IDENTIFICATION OF ERROR SOURCES
The principal errors and their sources which govern the
design of the interferometer are the following:
It Antenna and receiver noise 1.
2. Component error sources. 2.
3. System error sources 3.
a} Ephemeris errors
b) Ground coordinate errors
important to interferometer
evaluations ).
c) Interference from other on-
board systems (e.g., phased
array}.
d) Ambiguity resolution errors
e) Polarity errors
f) Data sampling errors
g) Propagation errors
h) Antenna coupling and purity
and alignments of polarizations
Basic performance parameters
(space angle resolution, ambig-
uity resolution, etc. ).
See Table 8.5-2 (1-4)
a) 100 feet
b) 50 feet
c) Coupling errors (estimated
20-30db} c,
d)(0.01 ° to . 1.)
e} _ ambiguity errors and + space
a=gle. (See Appendix 8. I_A)
f)+ 0. 1° IF electrical phase angle
rrleas. (e stimated).
g). 005 U to . 01 ° error in ground
loc ation
h) Negligible - See _ppendices
8_, 8. D, and 8. E
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The peaks of the pattern come at locations where a main lobe of one array is
_]t,plying a side lobe of the other. A schematic of such an array is shown
on Figure 8.5-2. If each array consists of point sources with uniform
<]er,_ent spacings and a uniform in-phase amplitude distribution, we have for
1 a normalized product pattern (Ref.'_nterferometer Development ", Pickard
a;_d B:rns,lnc. Need]:an_,Mass.)
1 _ (._-_ fiF {x l, x 2, D) Sin q_ X l Sin q Zxz Cos _ Sin
NiSin XIN2Sin X 2
1 where
X 1
and where
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
,2
-- I I; dl'Z2 Sin e1
ql,2
D
= number of elements in the arrays
= phase center spacing
dl,z
O
S
= respective element spacing
= propagation angle of incident plane wave
measured frona array normal.
_'_;_,•, , t}:ese techniques, it appears feasible for the interferometer to operate
clos_,r to the thermal noise threshold. Although a complete analysis is not
a_ailable at this time, it is estimated that the signal-to-noise ratio above
th<_rmal noise will be 6dB - 12 dB. The manner in which this technique reduces
int<_rference by correlation is discussed in Appendix 8. A An indication
of t]l(_space angle accuracy achievable with array antennas can be seen by
I
I
I
o×a:uining the monopulse equation and curve shown in Figure 8.5-3. No
att(,lupt to derive a similar expression for the cross-correlation interferometer
,,,as _ade due to the following reasons. }f the assumption regarding an ERP
of _,4 dBW is valid, then a system with this inherent sensitivity is not warranted
Ik,r th(, present ATS-4 mission obiectives.
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t:igur'e 8. 5-2 PAt{TIAL SYSTEM SCHEMATIC OF CHOSS
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I
On the other hand, it may find application in a system wherein a station
has a low ERP illuminator.
The Direct Phase Reading Interferometer meets the design
goal accuracy requirements. The results of a total system error analysis,
described in detail in Section 8.7, are shown on Figures _, 7, -i0 and
8, 7, Ii. Theoretically the error is less than one degree for a signal-to-
noise ratio of 20 dB. However, when the implementation of the cross-over
detector is considered, it is ascertained that without undue complexity;
the best that can be done is to measure to an accuracy of one degree at a
signal-to-noise ratio of 30 dB. Therefore, a SNR equal to 30 db is
given in Figure 8.5-4.
The Direct Phase Reading Interferometer was ranked
above the Cross-Correlation Interferometer in the design simplicty and
state-of-the-art category. While it is recognized that the interferometer
arm assembly is a critical subassembly in the interferometer, by
applying well-known mechanical and thermal design techniques, the
errors in this subassembly can be made negligible. All of the components,
techniques and circuits required for this design can be considered state-
of-the-art. The design of the cross-correlationinterferometer requires
the manipulation of the antennas and arrays proper, such as phasing,
judicious positioning (including element spacing) and controlled amplitude
distribution over the aperture. Two methods of phase shifting were
investigated. A mechanical phase shifter besides requiring motion, could
not be driven at a rate greater than i00 cycles per second.
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Fcrrite phas_ shifters present a problc,_ due to errors in phase as a function
of t{:mperatur,.. T]_c phase shift(_r is a critical component and requires an
!',e D effort to aci_ie\e phase accuracies of one degree or ]ess. According
I_, L. R. Whicker and R_ R ones (i:) the following are representative of
tl_¢, statc-of-t]'_e-art,
Low Cost Med. Cost High Cost
A _ ambient temp + 50% + 5% + 3%
0 ° -f)0% 0 ° - 60%
1 andwith
+ 55
A _ \s. freq.
Cooling Circ.
Mate rial Ferrite
-40 ° to +60°C
+ 3% + 3%
air or liq. liq.
temperature
compensated
garnet
fine grained
doped temp.
comp. garnet
F_r the two nlethods considered, there is no appreciable difference with regard
t_, spacecraft consid_:rations. Based on the results of the analysis performed,
the Direct Phase Reading Interferometer is the preferred system.
( ) 'Design G_tide to Latching Phase Shiftcrs," Microwaves - Vol. 5, pp.
31-39, No', ember 196L.
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Antenna and Receiver Noise Errors
Figure 8.5-5 shows the relationships between the
space angle resolution, the interval of unambiguous measurement, and the
frequency as a function of the antenna element separation to wavelength
ratio. At the chosen design point, the required electrical phase reading
accuracy must equal or exceed l° The error source limiting this accuracy
is primarily the antenna and receiver noise. It has been shown that this
error is given by the following formula:
360 . Sec @s 1
O_(degree) = 2 Ir 2 _ D
Th_s error is plotted as a function of the signal-to-noise ratio in Figure
8.5-4 From this curve it is seen that a signal-to-noise ratio of
30-40 dB at the crossover detector is sufficient to give the required space
angle accuracy of .05 ° degrees. It has been shown in Appendix 8_B that a 40ft.
dish supplied by 10W of power at the ground station will be sufficient to give
this signal-to-noise ratio with allowance n_ade for the noi,_e figure introdllced
by the antenna and receiver and by other system propagation losses.
Component Errors
The results of the error analysis made on the components
indicated that the two major components which contributed significantly to
th¢_ phase error budget were the transmission lines and crossover detector.
A plot of the phase error due to various type lines versus
temperature differential is shown in Figure 8.5-6 By good thern_al and
,_lectronic design it is shown in the Section 8.6, that the error can be
reduced to a negligible amount,
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!
In the case of the crossover detector, for SNR greater
than 30 dt), th, phase error is such that the space angle error is .05 °
,vhich is t]le design req_lirement.
Other component errors are shown in Table 8.5-3 through
8.5-6.
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TABLE 8.5-3
System #A4 - Component Errors Direct Phase Reading System
11
3
i
! -
zD,O
I 8
I
119,,
i 13
14
Device Name Est. Order of
M<:_nit_de
Antenna Element 0. 1 mm
RF Mixer
, ._V-LL _. L" p.Li _ _r"
I
RF Switches
+0.5 db
+ io
iohase Locked Loop
IF Amplifier
IF Mixer
Xtal. Oscillator
Xtal. Filter
Filter
Electronic
Counter
Error Source
Phase center variation with space angle (due to
radiation coupling and/or polarization)
Individual antenna
element identic ality
Mechanical Alignment:
a) Canister base warpage (thermal)
b) Element placement (assembly tolerance,
launch upset)
c)Boresight alignment
Conversion Loss Stability
Phase Shift Stability
Phase Shift Tracking
RF Line Lengths +
q_.u_4 n_ s Outputs
Inserzion Loss Stability +
Isolation Stability +
I
0. i rnm
displacement
0.1ram
displacement
+ 0.01 °
r--
+0.5 db
70.5 °
70.5 °
1o
tO.5 db
-40 db
]2 IJ._C* i_iid.be _DgciL)z±ILy
Gain Stability
Gain Tracking
Phase Stability +
Phase Tracking "7
Conversion Loss Stability +
Phase Shift Stability "7
Phase Shift Tracking +
Freq. Stability
Amplitude Stability
Phase Stability
Phase Stability
Phase Tracking
Clock Stability
Relay Skew
Zero Crossing Detector Error
0.05 db
0.5 db
O
+0.5
!o
+0.5 db
+0.5 db
1o
1o
0.3 db
0.3 °
0.3 °
1:108
+0.2 db
1
+ io
+0.5 °
_0.5 °
i:I0 $
+0. i°
+0.5 o
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System Error Sources
One of the major system error sources is the number of
effects due to cross-coupling of the antenna elements of the interferometer,
coupling with the nearby phased array antenna elements, and various kinds
of polarization errors. Section 8.5.3 provides the results of an analysis of
the effects of coupling between these various antenna elements. It was con-
cluded that the interferometer should be so designed that the elements should
have linear polarization sensitivity and should be illuminated by circular
polarization from the ground antenna. The reference antenna polarization
should be linear and parallel with one of the antenna arms. The coarse
measurement antenna elements located nearby in the two interferometer arms
should be polarized orthogonally to the reference antenna in order to minimize
cross-coupling with it. Appendix 8. C shows the degree of coupling for several
combinations of horn types and waveguide structures.
In the final design all considerations lead to a horn con-
structed with an exponential flare necking down from a square mouth (polar-
ization parallel with one of its diagonals) smoothly to a circular cross-sec-
tion and then smoothly making a transition into a rectangular throat. The
shape of this horn is illustrated in Section 8.6. The rectangular throat of
the horn acts as a polarization filter. The square mouth excited along a
diagonal insures that the antenna gain pattern is as nearly circular as
po ssible.
Another system error source is the system polarization.
The choice of the polarization of the interferometer antenna elements and
the polarization of the ground station antenna will influence the accuracy
of the iaterferometer system. Appendis 8. D and 8. E shows that the best
system is one in which the ground station polarization is circular and the
interferometer elements are linearly polarized.
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8.5o 2 Ph_____).:_,_,d_jkrr_,_/._!__.-!!j._l n__tc rferometer
]_trodu_ titan
It has bc,,n suggested theft some of the antenna elements of
.... ,..... _ --_........ 1 rray h,, u_,,d ,is antt_nna elements for the interferometer.
The practicality ¢_f thl_ _L_ggest]on will bc examined
Necessary Characteristics of Interferometer Antenna Elements
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P_earnwidth and gain - 4pproximately 1 dB down at - 17 °
off antenna axis
Polarization - Preferably linear, so that cross-polariza-
tion can be used to isolate coarse antennas. If circular,
w'ry good axial ratio.
Input Impedance match - Good; preferably less than I. 2.
Mut_lal coupling -as low as possible.
Phased Array Configuration
A section of thu phased array is shown in Figure 8. 5-7. It I
can bc seen that each antenna element consists of a triangular
array of helix antennas I
iBcamwidth -_A 7-I/2 turn helix has a 3 dD beamwidth of •
about ,12° (l dB _ 23°). The triangular arraying will
not affe_:t this bcamwidth significantly; thi_: beamwidth I
is satisfactory,
Polarization - The polarization of the phased array elerqent I
is circular with a very good axial ratio. As mentioned m
m
abov,:, linear polarization would be more desirable.
:'.:The pha_('d array evaluated in thi'. section is the preliminary design presented I
to GSFC in October, 1966.
,; 14 I
!
2-V2"
l
7-I,/2 TURN HELIX
_'igure 8. 5-7 EAYOUT OF PHASED ARRAY
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t-Iowt.x, er, since the mutual coupling between antenna
elements is low and the axial ratio is so good, circular
polarization could be satisfactory,
Input Impedance Match - While impedance matching _eems
to be f,airiy easy for tow frequency helix antennas, no
data could be found for x-band helix antennas. It
would :-_-cm theft impedance matching might be _, rather
sen,qitiw" function of helix dimensions.
Mutu;_l Coupling - The mutual coupling between two
heli<_':-; spaced 3. 25 inches = 2.2 wavelengths apart is
about -49 dB. This is rather good since the phased
array elements that would be used are the edge elements
in the array, there would be some mutual coupling with
all the other array elements. It is difficult to evalu _te
the magnitude of this effect without detailed calcula-
tions.
(ieneral Comments
SPDT _witches would have to be inserted in the line
Betwe,,-,a e,tch helix triad and its feed line that is to be shared
with the interferometer. This switch would be a factor in the
intcrferometer system r_'liability.
It se,,ms likely that the uniformity between the array
helix elements would probably not !,.e _:-_ controllable as the'
uniformity between the horn elements proposed for the
interferornete r,
()
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The spacing between the proposed interferometer horn
is larger than that between the edge elements of the array,
This will give increased angular accuracy.
It would be difficult to mount the array elements on a
temperature-controlled beam because of the intricate
corporate feed structure behind them.
Conclusions
While there is no single item that obviously precludes the
use of ,_ome of the phased array elements as interferometer
elements, the many small difficulties mentioned above seem
to indicate that separate antenna systems for the interferom-
eter and the phased array would be preferable.
<'. _ESIGN O1; PREI-ERRED INTERFEROMETER SYSTEM
I ,d,, o! . , t_ _, , , rr_c-, ,_d spacecraft constr_in_,> i>di_att's
that the (lir,'ct phase readln.g interf_rometer s_tisfie_ tlw A'15-4 mission
rcquJrt'_:Jent-{ .:_d is m economical choice in terms of design, developp,.ent
and expcri;nent operation.
Principal prelin_inary design efforts on the interferometer
,/_te:_'_ w_.re _ om entr;tted on the most difficult design problen-_s. Final
r,-sult of th_',;_' efforts is an interferon_eter system consisting of two
phy:_icallv ,eparate units a_{ follow>.
[. Interferometer Arms and RF" sub-units
2, Electronics P.._ckage
Principal pro!)le_,'ns of design of these units are sntnmarized
J_ 'i° _!,.le _. 6-1. Their ._ut),_ystems are given in column 1 with their
r-.':spcctive design proble.,'qs and solutions in the second and third columns.
T],.e follov,'ing paragraphs describe the overall design of the
]nterfero.,::.eter syste,_ ._nd discus.-, the solutions to the design problems.
A genorat _ircuil description is given below.
i_.. _ , l Gem. ral Circuit Description
The selected direct phase reading system is shown in functional
for:.,", in Figure 8. (.-1 ..rod is laid out for easy following of signal flow from
lh_- RF ,ntennas down to the phase difference counter.. Antenna Element'3 i_
the' r,'f,'rence _len-:enl and Jr,- :njx_.r output, No. _. ,t the IN frequency, enters
IF Swit,'h No 2 :{nd follows down the right hand receiver channel in Filaure
;. _,-1. Tb' antenna elen,ent >ignal to be compared with th'._ reference
cl,'nqent -,i,,n -_ follows down 11_" left hand receiver channel Provision is
,de Io s,a, it_h the referem_' _ nannel to the oth_.r :qixcr outputs if, for any
cc_ o:_. the Rt ° portion of the refers.nee channel ,.Jhould f;_il ,nd it would } (.
!c>i rabid' to _,>'.' ol!-,er _nten,;;_ ,_',ll])uts for the reference.
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J
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FIGURE 8.6-1 DIRECT PHASE READING INTERFEROMET];I_
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All horn mixer outputs,
left hand channel in Figure 8. 6-1.
will switch through positions 1, Z,
likewise, go to IF Switch No. l, in the
In normal operation IF Switch No. I
3 and 4, Ameasurement of the phase
difference between that respective antenna element and the reference will
be made during the dwell time of the switch at each position.
The local oscillator switch under control of the onboard
sequencer-processor will excite either multiplier No. l or multiplier No. 2,
thus providing two different LO frequencies to the mixers in order that one
of a pair of ground stations may be selectively received. The multiplier
frequencies are controlled by a phase-lock loop which decreases the noise
l)andwidth of the system to approximately 20 cycles and thereby provides a
stable reference frequency.
The I00 kHz clock, its associated mixer and crystal filter,
provide a 29.9 MHz signal locked to the received carrier and injects this
signal to a mixer fed by the IF output signal in the right hand channel. The
output of this mixer is then a 100 kI-l_ signal which is phase-locked to the
RF _ignal received by the antenna element selected by IF Switch No. i.
This reference IF signal is processed to obtain a sharply differentiated
_ignal corresponding with each zero crossover. Figure 8. 6-i illustrates
a simplified technique to provide this processing by means of a limiting
a nplifier, a Schmidt trigger and a differentiation and clipping circuit.
Simultaneously to processing of the reference signal, ihe
._ignal of the selected antenna element is given similar processing in the
[eft hanJ. channel. The result is two signal pulses separated in time propor-
tional to the phase difference between the reference and selected antenna
_'lement signals. The selected signal pulse starts the counter which is
subsequently stopped by the ref._rewesi_lal t_lse. The count of the counter is
thu,-: proportional lo llje phase difference between the signals arriving
at the antenna elements.
The counter oulput is transnnitted to the on-board sequencer-
processor, Its operalion,_ are described in paragraph S. 6. 3.
"[he followin_ paragraphs describe some of the particulars of
the :.uk,syste!_.s discussed in the above general operation of the systern.
RY Circuit Design
Three principal types of RF' lines were considered in the
design of the interft, ro_rieter, namely:
t. Wave gt, ides; rectangular, circular and elliptical:
2. Fitted dl,_-leetric coaxial lines.
3 Rigid un-filled coaxial lines .
The pri,-qary criteria used in consideration for these lines are as follows:
1. Independence of electrical characteristics upon temperature,
,w, echanicaI deformation and electrical impedance properties,
alterations in standing wave ratio, electrical loss or syste_n
noise.
2. Therr,_al properties, such as heat conductivity and
specific heat
3 Weight and size.
4. M_nufacturing tolerances.
A su,_._.qary of the' analysis of each type of line for the
inlerfero:_eler is _s follow'_. ?he circular waveguide offers weight savinlz
w}_en r,;r,t,edded in a supportine nlalerial due to the volume it displaces (for
ex;tnnpl,,, the line could be for'f_ed by drilling and internally elect roplating a
s(flid low weight plastic bar). i_xtruded tubes on the other hand are simple
in r_nechanical structure and have high strength. However, this line was
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quickly removed from further consideration because of the well-known
problems of cross-moding and of matching to other components. An
elliptical guide, easier to operate with a single polarization, is somewhat
more subject to bending and other mechanical deformation affects than
circular guides and offers no other advantages. Further, circular and
elliptical guides, as well as rectangular waveguides, are sharply phase-
dependent upon lateral mechanical dimensions when near cutoff frequency.
Rectangular waveguides, of conventional materials, have significant
thermal expansion with increase in temperature which affects both the
cutoff frequency and overall length of the guide.
Coaxial lines of the types having solid dielectrics, such as
teflon, ceramic disks, posts and spiral wound ribbons, have excellent
electrical properties in regard to temperature. However, in the interest
of the 1._ost stable stru-cture possible, it is desirable that the line have as
few discontinuities in structure as possible due to the possibility that
v_riations or thermal stress may introduce errors through their properties.
Particular carc i_;u_t be tak_H in r_gard to the internat supporting structure
at transition elements such as couplers and terminations
Rigid coaxial line has the following desirable properties.
1. Electrical length is nearly independent of cross-sectional
dimensional changes.
2. Inner conductor position changes introduce impedance
variations but little effect on electrical length.
3. The line is simple in structure; has no inherent discontinuities.
J!'or these characteristics the rigid unfilled coaxial line was chosen for the
interferometer RF circuitry.
!_- :%1
I
.'7he geometry of the RY lines with regard to length and explicit
path to the mixers, was given careful consideration. In many respects, it
would have been desirable to have all RF tines to the mixers have equal
length. If this could he accm_plisb(,d so that all lines were subjected to
the same thermal gradients and absolute temperatures, the thermally
ind_lced phase errors would cancel each other. However, it was clear
that such a configuration was not possible without adding extra length of
line to oT_v or more of the horns. Thus, this approach was abandoned
because it is better to mini_;ive line length as far as possible.
Several alternate approache.-, to the problem of placement and
o_eometry of the local oscillators and the mixers were
consider,_d. Most of these are illustrated and discussed in Appendix 8. F.
The final solution to the RF line geometry is illustrated in
i:igure 8 6-2. The antenna horns are connected by 1RF lines, of as
short a lt-ngth as possible, running inward along the interferometer arm
_oward the reference horn located at the juncture of the arms. They were
brought out sy_nmetricalIy with respect to the reference horn to the mixer
ba._e plate T}_ermal d_si_n is such that the RF lines within the interferometer
arms are insulated and should not introduce errors due to either mechanical
or thermal :_tress. ";-he design of the arm will be described in Section 8. 6. 2.
Because of lh_ ,eat produced by the frequency
:_,iliplier._, they were :,otm_ed external to the interferonneter arms. The
RF lines emerging t ro_.', the insulated interferometer arm and connecting
tcJ the r:_ixer:s, are of special _onstruction. They are of the rigid unfilled
coaxJ,_l line type, identical in di_en._ions to the other RF lines but are
constructed of a ceranaic of tow therr_al conductivity and are internally
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I
sil'_ l'-plat,,?_ il_ or'tot to prc>','ie]_, the proper RF properties. A proper
_ hoicc of su<h materials should provide a thermal barrier to heat-produced
12_ Lilt" llllii_±i.;xxt L Lll_ ...........
"l'hc mixers are mounted on the common base plate so that they
ar_' equa] i:_distance' to a common go feed point and .thus are equi-phased.
The bas_, plate cnclos_,s a power-dividing network and frequency multipliers
',<hich injL,cl a local oscillator signal of equal power to each mixer. Because
of lhe high thermal conductivity of the mixer base plate and because of the
_ei_a] li,,_ lci_glhs Io _,ach mixer, each mixer will receive a LO signal
()fthe same _ .i<_,,'trica]phase withi1_ a tolerance of less than one electrical
ch_gree. Thus, ii_the overall structure, thermal errors in the RF signal
]im, s and Local Oscillator lines shollld be minimized.
Local OscilIator Power Divider Design
There arc two principal types of power dividers: reactive power
dividers and resistive power dividers. The phase performance of the
selected type is a paramount consideration. It would be highly desirable
to minimize the local oscillator power requirements in regard to the output
demanded from the i-nullipli{,rs since they are inherently very ineffici_,nt.
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However, it is considered that the design of a resistive power
divider, for the precision phase requirements of the interferometer, is
more practicable. The disadvantageous effects of low efficiency and heat
production wil[ be allowed and it is expected that the thermal design of
the multiplier-mixer base plate described in Section 8.6 2 will alleviate
the deleterious effects of the resistive heat sources due to the power divider.
RF Mixers
The RF mixers utilize barrier (Schottky) diodes to obtain a low
noise figure for the receiver system. It is expected that the present
emphasis on development of these components in the band of selected
operating frequency will provide a reliable and suitable diode in the
1968-1970 time frame. Alternative to the Schottky diode is the ordinary
germanium point contact diode which, however, has a 2 to 3 dB higher
noise figure,
Electronic Component Design
The IF amplifiers are of conventional design. However, a
soecial requirement is that the TIP a____p!ifie_'= ;,- ÷_'_ _'_" ....... _ .... ' _-_
the switch channel is that their total phase shift be equal. Besides identical
construction and bench mating for similar pairs of IF channels, the IF strips
wilt be mounted in a common thermal environment and fed from a common
power supply.
The second mixers will be simple video germanium crystal diode
mixers since they wilt not appreciably affect the noise figure of the receiver.
The 100 kHz IF filter serves to improve the signal-to-noise ratio.
%ht bandwidth must be sufficient to permit sampling of the antenna outputs
by the IF switch at the required rate. Similar to the requirment for the
I
IF amplifiers, these tilters shall have identical phase shifts in the reference
and switch channels. The limiting amplifiers shall have the same phase
tolerance as the other IF equipment. The Schmidt trigger and the differen-
tiation and clip circuit, as well as the gating circuits leading to the main
counter input, shall have a total delay variance for each channel of less
than one electrical degree. The main counter must operate at 36 MHz or
21. J()_ ('.
Local Oscillator Multiplier
The L. O, multipliers consist of diode multipliers with ampli-
fication only at the lowest frequencies (to be determined).
Tuning to several ground staticms can be normally done by
inserting an offset or interpolation frequency increment with an auxiliary
oscillator plus a mixer, and by picking off the difference or sum frequency.
In the system at hand this increment would result in a second IF that is
entirely outside the pass band of the second IF filters of the phase lock Loop.
Thus a shift in operating frequency must be accomplished by either pulling
the VCO frequency until the loop locks on the second station or supplying
a second multiplier. Since the VCO range is limited, and operating it far
from its natural frequency is not advisable, a second method of operation
is used in this system.
Study shows that if each multiplier stage multiplies by a factor
of factor of five (five being considered the maximu:n permissable multi-
plication in any one stage), then for a nominal 30 MHz VCO, and X band
i_.L:, the choice of multipliers narrows to 250 (53x2); 256 (28); 270 (2x33x5).
tj,;ing 250 and 256 will resulI in 1RF frequencies of 7. 5 gH7 and 7. 65 gHz
•,,_hen working with ),,3MHz or '_, 00 gHz 7'?_d 8.192 gHz with an IF of 32 MHz.
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A thir<t a]1_,rnati\'{' _s to use two VCO's each with a sli#htlv different
_t,'ra] fr_'qm_ncv or to s\vitch _he _ quency• , re dotermining eompcments in
tht, VCO. Eith_,r of th_'se alt_,rnatives may be chosen in final design analysis,
Oni){)ar<t Intorf_ _rom_'ter Calibration
It is _,vident that reasonable t, ffort should be exp_,nded to assure
_nih_rmitv and predictability of sensor characteristics, Howover, the
_!timat_ _ acc,tracv depends more on instrument calibration and component
stal)ility than on a priori design characteristics. The primary reason being
the difl'icultv in dcfinin_ installed array geometry and phase response to tht,
r<cttli _it¢, precision.
An onboar,d m__,ans for implementing a calibrating loop con_ph, t(,ly
_r<).tnr{ r-t-and phase measurillg portions of the system would be desirabl_,
lh),.vcver, t_,,<_ basi_ factors make it c_,rtain that an operational method l-ntl._l
, _ts_,(t i:_stt, ad: first inde_,,rmi:_.acv of a phvslcal arrav_ ni_, r_'_p_,,a,._.
, ','._ts signa! a_gl<., of arrival; second, inability to couple, a colocat(_d source
:_i<>Ih(" itrray ap(,rturt, in such a way as to sinaulat_, an incident plane, v,avc.
A:I (_perat_onal calibr<._lion method is dr, scribed in St,_ tior. 2. Z, 5,
T}]ottgh s{,ti-conta]l',,'<t overall system calibration nn(,ans is not
it,:,,4it_i , <'alibration ()f the, clt,,tronics portion is feasible and highly desirai,le,
S !c iillct l,'()n c_i" ;t c;llibrat]n_ r_. signai at ore' of lht, op_'lati_g x-band
r 'q_tcn_i(.s '.',o,_l,'I rt,quirr phase, control of the calibrator ]]n(,s somewhat
)t'll_'[" !_t;tt] Lilt' _ntct'tt'r()121etc't" sgnal ]inc, s th(,mscl,c,s, t}_c. test _i]L be' pcrform{,d
)x intr,_ducing a signal into _t_. first IF_s. Thus, pt. rIt_rn_anct, of all
, 1,( tronl<s can bc I-_?c_t.-;ur¢,cl exc('pl for the mixers. The IF" test generator
v, ill also pro\'c useful iJ_ providing a reference test condition for obtaining
.... ,_.:..u _,_ d4re,c_ly correlated withal.lYlCII. VVlI.I. LII <?_n
_(,asurcn]cnts prior I(, ] ......
p(,rforn_an<c during the n_ission.
The following collc]usions were made after careful stucly of the
al_,_\,, appr()achcs to systctn calibration and several variations in the
appr()achcs taken to find n_c_tns of oxcrcolning their disadvantages.
1. Calibration systenls which calibrate around the most
serious system (,rrors (RF) are themselves subject to
the sarTlt, error sourc:es, and sometimes to a greater
degr('c than interferolneter system itself and thus are not
cfft_('iiv( , as calibration means.
2 Although not shown as part of the present equipment
impl_n(.nlation, a test circuit providing an IF signal
should be integrated into both channels to exercise the
active electronic circuiIry whose output \,,'ill provide a
reference throughout ground test and t.h(: experiment
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_. _,. 2 M_'chanica] and Thermal Desi_,._
The ,entra! probJen_ of dt'._ig_'_ of the ir'_l_ vft:ron_et_,r arm is to
prcv_:nt sig_,ifi; a_t changes ir_ _.lectri, a] length IRF phase) of the R_-
circuitr\, or shifts ira phases of the RF signals due to temperature and
naechani¢al effects. Therefore, the design of the interferomcter arms
consists of three principal aspects icefer to Figure 8. 6-2):
1. RF D_._ign {lines or xxaveguides, transition elements,
couplers, and the antenna elements then_selves).
ft. Mechanical Design (Structure to maintain alignment of
antenna elen_ents and orientation of inte rferomete r base
lines x_ith m'spect to canister carry-through structure).
3. Thermal Design (Insulation or surface treatnaents to
,_fL,c_ practi.al operatin_ ten_perature range for all
co_nponents }.
8 - L 9
These aspects mvlst be considered together, for cxarnple, the RF lines
I
not only transmit _h_, proper RF signal to each RF mixer, but unavoidably
provide, a thel'mal J_'ILI_gc path. In addition to providing _m, chanical
s,.lf-support wtnich n_ay bc helpf_t! in mechanical design, the lines may
incur deleterious variations in length (electrical length is of the final
I
I
I
importance) due to temperature variations.
The simple preliminary design approach taken is to separate
these problems as far as possible and thus to solve each by itself.
I
I
1. RF Lira' Problem
_°
RF lines were chosen having a minimum of:
electrical dependence upon physical dimensions;
electrical and mechanical dependence upon temperature
alld tclnpc rat are gradients; and, in case of coupling to
thermaJ sources, RF chokes constituting thermal barriers
wc re used.
Mechanical Sup_port Problem
A rigid aluminum bo-: section enclosing the RF lines
was chosen. This structure is intended to maintain
mechanical connection and alignment with respect to the
('anister by means of a central cantilever support and a
single sliding support at each arm so as to permit
longitudinal play.
Thermal Problem
To insure a practical operating temperature:
1) superinsulation is w,'apped around r)r affixed to
the surface of the box channel support; Z) the antenna
el_'ments a,',. paintc'd with a reflectiv,, paint so as to
limit lheir maximum lemperature excursion when in
sunlivbt and to _inimize conductive heat transfer into
the RF lin(,s; 3) thermal barriers are interposed
b(.twt,en the anlcnna eleJnents and RF lim,s and between
the nllxt, rs a,ld RF lines internal to the int,.rf¢,rometer arm.
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_},, intcrtc'rc_L_,t_,r systcn_, a,'_d, in particular, the intcrf_rom-
..l_.r _tr;a_', _ist bc able to survive the acceleration and vibration of
ia_mch. "They _nust bc supported by the load carrying structur,, of the
canister so that no boresight error of the interferometer is produced.
The thern_al considerations arc most ilnportant during the
operational phase. The thcrn_al (,,nvironn_ent during this p}_;,sc includes
principally the effects of direct sunlight incident upon the inlerIcrom(,ter
;Lnlcnna clen_ents, the radiant and conductive heat transferr,_d to the intcr-
I-{,r()_)_ct_,r arnl fronl the on-board electronics systems, the heat generated
b'/ the, necessary RF e]em_nts of the interferor_etcr, the radi_tion _)f the,
i_1_,rlcron_tcr to free space and secondarily the effect of th(, earth's black
b{)d\ radiation, and th<, lunar and stellar radiation.
,%- fi]
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l{orn Design
Figure 8.6 -3 shov :_a cross section of one of the horn antennas. I
There arc- three principal features ,tffecting its mechanical design and I
placement in the arm, namely:
[. Orientation and position I
2. Sl,ape _tnd size
3. Material I
A reference horn is placed at the corner of the L and two other I
horns, tbc "fine measurement" horns, at each end of the arm. The spacing
is approximately 34 inches, The coarse measurement horns are placed t
approximately 4 l/2 inche> from the reference horn on the center line to
tLe fine measurement horns. The horns are boresighted at infinity by I
electrical ground test and are oriented accurately in their respective I
planes of polarization, The reference horn is polarized parallel to one
arm of the interferometer and the adjacent coarse horns are respectively I
oriented with polarizations orthogonal to the reference horn. The fine measure-
ment horns are oriented with polarizations parallel to their respective coarse I
measurement horns. The diagonals of the horns lie approximately along I
their respective planes of polarization.
The shape and configuration of the horn is a rectangular wave I
guide at the base merging smoothly into a circular cross section approximately
3 inches fron the base and then smoothly into a rectangular mouth. The I
result is a high sensitivity to linear polarization in the polarization plane of
the waveguide, and a horn gain pattern which is very nearly symmetrical I
about the horn boresighl axe,_. The inside of the horn is painted with a i
coating such as MgCO 3 havin_ high reflectivity to the sun spectrum, low heat
,, |
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I
conductivity, and relatively little effect upon the IRF properties of the
horn due to a reasonably low loss tangent and to the thinness of the coating
required. "Ihe horn itself may be constructed of several materials. The
thermai an:_ sis 511C) W': LILd[ Lilt- ttzJxx[3,._a_ .... e ..................
temperature and the ambient temperature of the box channel support
structure which is roughly at the average temperature inside the canister.
Akthough no great extremes will be encountered, the horn should have low
exp;tnsion with tempt, rature changes.
It is important that the mechanical tolerances of the horn be
maintained during the temperature excursions because the phase center
of the horn must be fixed to less than a millimeter variation°
The throat of the horn end:_ in a 90-degree bend. The heat
reflectivt, paint is c _rried around the bend. The bend itself may be
constructed of a separate ,ilicate material of low heat conductivity or
may be terminated hy a separate short section of such material. The net
purpose of either approach is to prevent conducted or radiant heat from
emering the waveglide to coaxial line transition, since this element may
be most critical in fixing the effective phase center of the antenna horn.
Thermal Design of the Interferorneter
The thermal design of the interferometer is affected by
the following,, constraints"
I. Average tt'n_peratur( _ between metallic RF lines, less than
I0 de_rees Fahrenheil variation
2. _femp_rate gradients P,F lines, I0 ° F.
3, Mixers tolerance plus or minus 20 ° F.
4. Muttiptiers plus or minus 20 ° F.
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The heat budget of the interferometer must be such that
these temperature excursions are not exceeded. The principal thermal
paths connecting the interferometer arm to its environment are:
(I) its mechanical supports, (2) its surface radiation to the inner of the
canister, (3) irradiation of the horn by the external satellite environment,
(4) electrical inputs to the interferometer components.
Figure 8. 6-4 shows the passive RF components, consisting
principally of the RF lines and horns, inside of an insulator and the
active components embedded separately in a base plate of high conductivity.
This figure shows the heat sources acting to change the temperat_ire of the
passive RF components and consists principally of the electronic packages
within the canister, the external radiation envirolm_ent of the satellite and
the heat flow from the active cu1nponent embedment into the passive RF
lines. All these paths are made as highly resistant to the heat flow as
possible. As described above, the horns are designed to provide a path of
low conductivity to the insulated RF lines. The mounts which must support
the interferometer arm are constructed of ceramic posts of low heat
conductivity. Finally, the RF lines which are necessary to conduct the
signals to the externalmixers are made of silver-plated ceramic tubing of
low heat conductivity. Calculations show that the temperature of the external
sections of the horn will be amaximum of 254 degrees Kelvin. It is con-
cluded that the passive interferometer elements can be closely controlled
in temperature and temperature gradient.
The active components are anchored thermally to the canister.
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PRECISION SUPPORT TO IN'T'F. ARM I
! I
SUN S
_. _,>LIGHT
j_ ACTIVE COMPONENTS ._- O--_ THERMAL
i "
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PASSIVE rf LINES I
Separate Embeddment of Passive (in insulating jacket)and
Active (in high conductivity matrix) RF Components.
I"igure 8. 6-4 I1NTtCRFEROMt.;TtER THERMAL FLOW DIAGt{AMS
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c_. _.. 3 Ii_t<,rfcr{,l_ t_.r .-Ktlitude Scnsc)r SCS Ileal flat<:
ThL' objective of this all-digital special-purp_)s_, subsystem
is to _ on_ptttc the spa_t-_ raft attitude and to pro\idc a control signal that _ill
_'_aintai:: ,,[_,sirt,d attitud,' to within _ 0 10 °. The attitude, a_gle computations
t_22utht, r _ith the error corrections are performed in rc, al-lJiiic.. Therefor,.,
th,, .systc_ is designed with the following objectiw_s in _nimi (ref Fi_ 8. 6-5).
1 To compute tht' attitude angles in a three coordinate
system ix, y, z} using phase angle difference mt, asure-
ments from different antenna pairs.
g. Mode selection" If position 5 is treated as a reference,
each of the remaining four positions, tog_,tht_r \\ith the
reference position, will constitute a pair of signals whose
phase difference is to be measured. These four readings
comprise one mode of operation.
3. Phase Difference Measurements: The phase difference
measurements between the reference signal and that from
any of the four antenna positions is measured. This
measurement is naade at two different frt, q_l_,ncJ('s
\<hic}_ results in eight diff,,rent readings. Th{, (,ighl
readings wil], therefore, bu repeated p,,rio(lically and
hence will constitute one frarn(,. ]'h_' t, ight rea_li_ngs
8-6_
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within each frame corresponds to four vernier readings
and four coarse readings. In order to accomplish the
above objectives, the following subsystems are required.
A. Mode Selector: capable of selecting any of the above-
mentioned fc_r modes.
B. Phase Difference Detector:measures the phase dif-
ference between any antenna position signal and the
reference signal and hence provides the correct
readings for both vernier and coarse counters.
C. Arithmetic Unit: Having determined the phase dif-
ference measurements, the arithmetic unit utilizes
these measurements to compute the three components
of spacecraft attitude error.
and &
D.
!.
'-x' y z
i,
where _ = k:' + _
x x x
, £' +E
y= Y Y
rl
E = £'+_
Z Z Z .
These equations which will be used by the stabiliza-
tion and control system are derived and described in
Section 8.7.
Timing and Control Subsystem : The purpose of
this subsystem is to generate z t[ timing signal_;
which will perform various instructions, sub-command
operations and other computational requirements within
_- 70
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the system. These control signals will coordinate the
flow of data from one subsystem to the other and
regulate the traffic within each subsystem. Thus,
any operation, regardless of how minute or important
it is, takes place under the control of this subsystem.
In order to accomplish the foregoing objectives by means
of the above subsystems, it is desirable to describe each
of the subsystems separately and show how they interact
between each other to form the special purpose processor
shown in Figure 8. 6-6, that will interface with the
SCS. A bank of filters can receive the three signals from
the arithmetic unit and may be considered as an option
rather than an essential part of the system. Their purpose
is simply to smooth these signals and thus improve the
accuracy of the computed attitude error. Therefore, despite
the fact that the system is designed to provide very high
accuracy of the attitude measurement, such accuracy
can be further enhanced if desired by introducing these
filters without adding too much complexity to the overall
system.
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System Recluirements
Mode Selection and Phase Measurements:
Figure 8. 6-7 is a logic diagram for the mode selection and phase
measurement. This is the operation mode when the reference antenna
element is position 5 and the remaining positions are Nos. i-4, inclusive.
In this diagram, elements l-4are sampled sequentially with respect to
element 5 by the sequencing control signals Cl, C2, C3 and C4. The
duration of each of these control signals is determined by the geometry
basic to the interferometer. That is, the control signals shall be of a
duration which is determined by the maximum phase difference to be
measured which is at least 4 x 10 -5 seconds. For this value, the maximum
clock rate is 25 kHz. Any lower rate is permissible. A 2 kHz clock was
selected providing a 500 microsecond sampling duration. This value
insures that there is no correlation between count errors, and in addition
is consistent with other subsystem requirements.
An insight into the operation can better be comprehended and
thus appreciated if the signal from the antenna position elements is traced
all the way through to the point of establishing the phase measurement.
The 30 Mc signals from antenna positions I-4 are brought to the
sequencing gates together with the sampling control signals, Cl through
C4. The outputs of these four AND gates are OR gated together to drive
the IF amplifier which in turn drives the crossover detector via the 100 kHz
second IF and filter. The purpose of this analog loop is to convert the 30 Hz
frequency to 100 kHz and also digitize and shape the output signal. Thus, the
output of the detector and shaper is a digital pulse at 100 kHz frequency.
8-73
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The output of the shaper is extended to drive an 8-bit
binary counter that counts 1-50, and a word detector that produces a pulse
corresponding to count of one. This circuitry is required since we are
sampling the signal from the antenna positions at the rate of 2 kHz. This
means each sample at 2 kHz rate will embrace fifty cycles at 100 kHz and
that only one of the fifty cycles is required to perform phase measurement
with respect to the reference element. The output of this word detector
together with the sampling control signals, C1-C 4, enables an array of
four AND gates whose outputs are OR gated to set the phase detector flip-
flop. This flip-flop is reset by the reference signal. The output of the
phase detector, therefore, has a duration that is a measure of the phase
difference. This duration will vary from zero to the duration of the word
slot depending upon the angle of arrival of the wavefront (signal from the
illuminator). If the phase difference is _ then _ =k/ t d where t d represents
the duration of the signal coming out of the _h_qe detecter f!ip-f!cp.
The output signal of the phase detector controls an array of eight
counters whose readings represent the actual measure of the phase
difference. A 36 MHz clock is AND gated with the phase detector output
together with the sequencing control signals. A single gate is enabled
at each time and thus the pertinent counter is operating during the interval
that this gate is enabled. This is evident since the sampling of the
antenna position is carried out in a sequential manner. The eight counters
correspond to the eight readings within the frame of eight samples.
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Vvl and VvZ, and the remaining four give the coarse readings designated by
Nxl, NxZ, Nyl and NyZ over two illuminating frequencies F I and F Z. The
c.:_m_ters \vhich are preceded by a divide circuit are the coarse reading
< ountcrs \',hich read up to a maximum of 360 clock pulses which corresponds
*,_ 36 , _vhcr_,as the vernier counters read up to a maximtm_ of 360 clock
I)LIIS_'Swhi<'h corresponds to 60 minute's. These counters are also shift
_'e_istcrs \vhose contents provide inputs to the arithmetic unit for the computa-
li_ (ffthe equations required by the stabilization and control subsystem.
The remain1_g logic circuitry in this diagram is strictly
t_ pr_vide control signals for switching from one frequency to the other.
A!_(_, it provides means to distribute the power evenly among the five
a_,l_;_na p_sitions. The details of the above operations can be clearly
_¢_,n fro_l the timing diagram of Figure 8. 6-7. In this diagram, the
t_asi_ g kHz clock rate is shown at the top of the figure and is derived
_ron_ the 100 kHz clock that comes out of the crossover deteclor circuitry,
l"iip-.flop 3 driven by the Z-bit control signal counter is required to control
ti_e Lip cotiversion operation of the multiplying chain corresponding to
iilm__inating frequency F I or F Z. The control signals CI, C2, C3 and C4
a_'e derived from the Z-bit control signal counter which is driven by the
1\\'_ I;,I-tz pulse train. The scale of the next four wa\efor_ns is different
!:'_ thal of lhc preceding set. For reasons of clarity, P. is the antenna
1
. l_'_ll,'nt po._;ition. The word detector No. 1 pulses are de. rived fron_ the one
• _r(i ,iclc<-l(_r. The phase difference between the rcicrence and other channel
it; >;h()_-n in the next two wavefor_ns. The next set of the waveforms, again
c:,pal_et,,d i_" scale, show the relationship between the control signals (C.),
1
t_' (Iurati()n of the phase differential, and the 36 MHz clock of the phase count_,r
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r,'adinzs Th{- latter ;_rc the N's for the coarse" count and the V's
[,,r the w'rni(_r <ount. The last set of _<aveforms are details of the
r,.f{,rcncc and antenna vlcment signal with the resulting phast - measure-
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Arithmetic Unit and Timing and Control:
Th," ,'quation_ to be used in determining attitude
angle errors are derived in Sect. 8.10. They are stated here and a method
Iotlh,,lr lrnt)len_cntation is _iven. The thr_e _'quations _,re:
I
°
D
I
I
I
I
The' logic implementation for solving the first two equations is given in
Figure 8 6-8. The' implementation for solving equ;{tion 3 is simil_tr to
th-_t of the first two exc_.pl for th( _ additional binary multipliers. This is
>h,.,<n in Fi_ur',. ,% 6-9. 7he values for the vernier counts, Vxl, Vxl,
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V,I and V)2 and the coarse counts Nxl, Nx2, Nyl and Ny2 are derived
_:'r)_. l._._ ' int,'r1c'ro_n_.tt, r shift counter lozic. The other constants are
,t, l_,rt_in¢,d at the ground c:omputcr complex and are tra_;smitted to the
spacecraft via the conlmand link.
Yht_ iJnpJena_,ntation to mechanize the above equations
is , l_,arlv s_.,t_ii froln Figurt, s 8. 6-8 and 9. Therefore, no further
ct, s, ription in this regard is felt to be necessary.
The nlost important point that should be noted in these
,,,, diagrams that constitute the arithmetic unit is the question of how to
,)()rdinate and control these computations by means of hardware. This
has bt:en accomplished by means of various control signals that are
sp,.citically generatc_d by the time distribution circuitry of Figure, 8. 6-10.
A t_ta, ()I sixtc_,n tinge pulses are generated by the circuit to e.xecute the computa-
ti;_l ;_f instruclions required by the arithmetic unit. It should be noted that all
t};¢, col_putatior;s have to start after the, eighth sample is completed. This is
i ;_p,)rtant since the complete set of phase lneasurements art, available
_r<,_n ti_, verJ_i_,r and coarse counters only at the end of the eighth sample.
:-;inc,, the _.ighth sample is completed effectively by the end of the signal
lha_ c(_rr_,sponds t,_ :_,/1 (the first p_tlse out of fifty within the eighth
_;, ,:pl_'), the, computatiol_al instructions should start at the, end of this
i_:n;_l Heln_,. lh_, _ o,np_tational tit_" pulses TP1 thr,)_:eb TP16 art,
, ,_, r:,_.,i !,, ,oral tLis p_int but _Iill within the _'ighth sampt,,. The method
,_1 _t't_,.ratin._ lh_,.s¢, control signals is done by the time pulse, distributor
tl?,tlri-.. \vhi(h is drivn_hv ,: and \ cottnters as shown in Fi_2ure 8. 6-11.
Th,, x _*n¢l v counter bits arc designated by A, B, C, D. Fc, r (*xa_p](.,
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GENERATOR
P15
P16
2-BIT COUNT
TIME PULSE
DISTRIBUTOR
MATR I X
v
V BIT J
T
O_l -
R__
m
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
Pll
P12
P13
P14
P15
P16
m
m
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
10000 •
0100. . .
0010. . .
0001
0. • , 1
1
1
1 •
1 0 0 0
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
D C B A
D C B A
D C B A
D C B A
l"igure 8. 6-11 TIME DISTRIBUTION OF THE ARITHMETIC UNITS (TDA)
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TP1 corresponds toD_B_ andTP2 corresponds to DCBA, etc. The
matrix notation in this diagram gives the representation of the time
pulses in terms of the binary variables A, B, C and D.
In order to have a better insight as to how these signals
are used to compute the above three equations, let us consider as an
example the case of executing the first equation and thus refer ence to
Figure 8.6-8, is recommended.
TPI Clear "FAI' adder and "RI" register.
TP2 Add Nxg and _rx2 and transfer to R 1 register.
TP3
TP4
Clear "BMI" multiplier and "R " register.Z
D
Add _zI and the contents of R 1 and transfer to 1:12
register.
TP5
TP6
TP7
TP8
TP9
TP10
TPll
TPlZ
TPI3
Shift the contents of R 2 to the right.
register contains now the product
(Note that this
D
./o z l (Vx2 + Nx2).
Clear "FA_" adder and "R " register.3
Add Nxl and Vxl and transfer to R 3 register.
Clear "BMZ" multiplier and "R4" register.
D
Add Pz 2 and the contents of R 3 and transfer to R 4.
Shift the contents of R 4 to the right. (Note that this
register contains now the product P p
z 2 (Vxl +Nxl).
Clear "FSI" subtractor.
IT
Subtract the contents of "R 4 register from the contents
of "R " register. (Note this output is now
Z
s (_' +_"
Z Z )"
through TP16 are not used.
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It ,ollows from tb.(, above that in ordt. r Io conlpute any of
th,. lilrt.e cquat:.ons, at least twelve such instructions ar_' needed. Therefore,
;.11 thesc' computations, as mentioned earlier, have to be perior_ned ,.vit'hin
li_(, eighth sample. Since only ten microseconds out of 500 microseconds
,tr,, ls,,d for *he phase detecti,.)r_ duri_g the eighth sanlple, the remaining
-490 ,_.i,. r(,seconds _vill be allotted for housekeeping operations, such as
,.--,,. _lti_i_, thv above arithmetic operalions. The timing diagraln of
I_'i,,',tr, b t,-10 shov:s ho'_\ these _on_l_and operations are generated and
,lliliz,, t ,.vitLin the eight sample, i.e., during C4. FF3. W1. For practical
l)_ll-pos(,s, sixte,,n of these tinge pulses correspondi>g to si×teen inde, pe, ndent
ins;1 ,,'_.,, lions are generate([. It should be noted that a given time puls(,
pav be used to perform more than a single operatior_ provided suet:, operations
,'_,, _(,t interfere \':ilh each other. It should be further noted that the total tin>,
r,.q,.i_!',.d to (o_ptlte all the lhre_, equations do not exceed 160 nlicr:)secon(ts
l};t: _, 1,,_. remainin v 330 microseconds will be used as needed.
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8.6.4
_Physical Characteristic s
Weight (Est.)
Antenna Array and Mixer Assembly
Processor (Including Sequencer)
I.F. Amp. Strip
C ount e r
Clock
Phase Lock Loop
Local Oscillator (100KC)
Multiplier
Miscellaneous Circuitry
T otal
Power (Est.)
Preorbital
L.O. and Mult.
R.F. Amp 1 Watt
I.F. Amp 5 Watt
Proce ssor (Including 0
Sequencer)
Counter and Clock 0
0
0
8-85
Ibs.
15
7
I
2
I
1.5
0.5
1.5
1.5
30.5
Normal
i Watt
5 Watt
8 Watt
I0 Watt
5 Watt
34 Watts
8.7 ERROR ANALYSIS OF PREFERRED CONCEPT
Preferred Concept, Simplified
The description of the operation of the direct phase read-
ing interferometer system pertinent to the analyses follows.
Based on this model (Tigure 8.7-i) the major results of
these analyses are given. Error curves for the composite or total system
summarize the analysis.
The system operation may be conveniently divided into
three parts; the interferometer electronics which converts an RF signal into
something proportional to electrical phase; a scale factor which converts
this result into a signal which gives the direction, (9S, of the RF wavefront
relative to the baseline; and lastly a geometrical transformation which con-
verts 0 S into spatial attitude, _ (e.g. pitch, roll and yaw).
The first block is d_scussed in an earlier section. However,
for purposes of analysis .Figure 8.7-Z provides a reasonable basis. As seen
from this figure, the output is the count, N which is proportional to electrical
phase. In Appendix 8. F this relationship is developed and is given by
equation I.
( on0
_ - _ + c 0 (I)
c 2 C c 2 _ IFA-
g
Calibration
O_
g
Ambiguity Signal
The term ( r/_ O ) (n-m) Wc represents the ambiguity which is removed via
the long-short baseline concept. The last term m /Zo_c G (OlFA- 01FB_
represents the bias count produced by an uncalibrated system. A calibration
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Figure 8. 7-1 SYSTEM MODEL
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procedure removes this bias to an acceptable level. The center term is
the desired signal. For purposes of analysis the expression _c(ton-toff)
will be used except where the effects of atmospheric refraction are concerned.
It will be assumed therefore that ambiguity and bias errors have been re-
moved from the count N.
The conversion of counts to 0 S is given by equation 4.
The development of this equation follows directly from Figure 8.7-3.
Clearly
_ cT _RF 0 (z)
cos @S D - 2 7rD RF
The effect of the phase locked loop is to preserve phase
such that
0RF : _IF or phase at the output of the IF.
N
But {ton-toff) : /¢0c (in radians) (3)
XRF _ IF
_ (4)
,ho_o¢_e o_= O S 2 _D
C
the arc cosine.
....... _ 0,_ u_=u_y L_ ,_ nut necessary to calculate
RF ¢0IF AARF
Hence the scale factor is - = F.
27rD oJ 2 rD. i
C 1
The geometrical transformation which converts @
S
into spatial attitude is somewhat more complex. The details of the develop-
ment may be found in Appendix 81. There are two results; one for large
attitude error angles and the other for small attitude error angles. Attitude
error angles are defined here as the difference between the commanded and
actual attitude angles. The large attitude error angle equation uses four (4)
phase readings to determine three (3) spatial angles (a redundancy of one).
The small attitude error signal equations uses three (3) phase readings to
8-89
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X__ _ ORF = _,RF
D B R_- RB
7"
C
l,'igure 8. 7-:_ BASIC INTI;I{t_I;t_()M]'7'['ICt_ t_l;I,\'l'l()NSlllt'
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to determine three (3) spatial angles. The advantage of the small error signal
equations is simplicity. Though the large error signal equations will
provide slightly more accuracy due to the redundancy, the small attitude
error signal equations wilt be used here as they provide considerably more
physical insight into the problem.
I
equations 5, 6 and 7.
The small attitude error signal equations are given by
Ii D D
I ,z= (-_PxZ .(--_-)Px, (5)
"P Z p p
| "__y xl + x2 (6)
\ P zll
where
D D D D )S= p -pyl z2 yZ Pzl
Pxl = FIN11; Px2 = FINzi ; Pyi = FzNIz
I
I
I
I
I
!
Nij is the count produced across baseline leg
station j. Notice the Py2 is not used in equations 5, 6 or 7.
used in the large attitude error signal equations.
i from ground
P yZ would be
Figure 8.7-4 provides a graphic picture of equations 5,
6 and 7.
Error Analysis Results of Interferorneter Electronics
J ,
!
I
There are several identifiable sources of error exclusive
of ambiguity and calibration. They are:
1) error in N, aN
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RA'RB 12) refraction error A
These errors in turn may be shown to be composed of other
error sources. Taking each error in turn;
N is composed of errors in turning the counter ON, turning
it OFF and the quantization error in the count. The error in turning the
counter on or elf is caused by noise superimposed on the IF signal which
causes the gate to trigger at afalse time. The noise is caused primarily
by thermal noise which enters through the antenna, and internally generated
noise.
Appendix 8H shows that the variance of this triggering error
is given by
2 4- r 1 ,463
: --_ _ = _ S/N
t 4 _LF IF
(s)
where S/N is the signal to noise ratio at the input to the gate and w if is
the IF frequency.
counter on and off is given by
AN = w (At -C on
The variance of AN is given by
where
Atoff) (9)
2 2 raz 2
a = _o L + • -2N c ton t off 2at on t of
2 Ilkc t on off
(lO)
k on off (T) is the cross correlation coefficient between the on and
off gating errors.
8-93
I
The cross correlation coefficient is given by
k on off (T) = Sin _ BT_rBT cos w oT (11)
where T is the time between ON and O9"9 ' pulses, B is the bandwidth of the
IF section and w is the center frequency of the IF.
o
The ON and OFF gating errors are correlated because the
white noise entering via the antenna travels down the A and B circuits and
becomes highly correlated (colored) by the narrow band IF section. Thus
the noise that causes an error in turning the counter ON tends to be the same
noise that causes an error in turning if OFF. The net effect as shown by
equation 10 is to provide a smaller count variance than would ordinarily be
expected.
The quantization error is caused by the fact that the counter
"counts" only at the clock oscillator positive going zero crossing. Thus it
is possible to "gain" time at the start of the count and "lose" time at the
This effect is analyzed in Appendix 81-1and is given hereend of the count.
as
._[-__ T (Iz)
O" _T = _ 3 60 C
The quantization error and the gating errors are satisti-
cally independent. Thus the variance of the combined errors is the
sum of the respective variances.
2 2 2 2
= a + -- r (13)
N 3
NT
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Equation 13 is plotted in Figure 8.7-5 versus @ S (which
establishes the nominal T for equation ii) and for several values of signal
to noise ratio.
Error Produced by Refraction
There are two effects here as shown by Figure 8.7-6 and
described below.
E G is the elevation angle in the absence of an atmosphere
E _':- is the apparent elevation angle in the presence of an atmosphere
RA, R B are the ranges in the absence of an atmosphere
R_, 1R_ are the ranges in the presence of an atmosphere.
E - E G versus elevation angle is sketched in Figure 8.7-7
for an RF signal of about 10 000 _"_) Kz 1"1/-_ •
Figure 8.7-8 shows the difference in slant range due to
atmospheric refraction versus the effective baseline length.
The cross hatched areas show the region in which the system
is noz_1_lly expected to operate. As will be shown, both effects are negligible
compared to the error in the count or the desired system accuracy.
Errors in the Scale Factor
The scale factor which converts N into cos @S is given
by
F. = A/ (14)i k_F Z 7r D.
1
Therefore any error in scale factor caused by the system
not having the proper RF wavelength and/or baseline length produces an
error in cos 0 S in addition to that produced by the count.
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(A1N A r_:Acos 0.. : _TD,
Acos'_ AA AD" AN
t< _ mr 1 +
c o s _ _ D. N
(15)
It is apparent that the F error depends on the nomina[i
0 .... It i_ zero when the wavefront is parallel to the baseline. At 0S= 60 °
"5
3
(,,a, efront is 30 ° ;vith respect to the baseline), the nominal N is 127r X10
cadians (6000 counts). The 3 a probable AN =_t that attitude (from Figure 8
is 15 radians.(S/7'i- : 40 Db). Hence.
15 -3
AN/N : _ .4 X I0
ig_ XIO 3
From equation 15 for the baseline error to be negligible
requires tha.t _
!
AD < .4X10"4 D = 1.59 X 10-4 ft _ .00Zinches
Similarly
< .4XI0 "4 X : .4XI0 -5 ft.
A X RF RF
7 -_)
<3 r A, XfR F < 4000 cps.7
.... These are highly conservative requirements and may be
rel_,:(i I: v 3:1 without appreciable loss of performance.
An error of _ parts per million in the speed of light produces
an _ rior n hRF equal to
.. _ , ..... A ___Ac :- . 1 13X10-_ ', -_#[0...
, c The significant sources of err
;-:_ir_ed.
"7f:
-,e bee,. shown to be"
',vh. :: i_ .g[igibic.
¢.H=I 3:
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Spatial Attitude Errors Resultin_ from Interferometer Errors
Equations 5, 6 and 7 are the key equations. It is assumed
that those variables with superscript D are errorless. This assumes a
perfect navigation system and an error less survey between the two ground
stations. In any event the errors in ¢ x, y, z as caused by the interfero-
meter are independent of the navigation and survey errors and may there-
fore be treated separately.
A linear relationship is seen to exist between the count,
N, and the attitude error signal ¢. Therefore the error equations which
relate errors in N to errors in _ may be derived directly from equations
5, 6 and 7. The error equations are given by equation 16 and have been
arranged in matrix notation.
where
I _t_,,, if) p,
I c_'_ , _,
-: - Y2 I
"lot,-,
ib (16)
D
Two singularities exist: one, where P zl ' is zero and the
D
other where Sis zero. Referring to Figure 8.7-4 it is seen that P zl is
unlikely to be zero since this would point the main antenna axis out into space.
However, the possibility of S being small is quite high.
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Noting that __.
Pv - _' PY / "-
D D .... L i_ D
: i sin "Y =i p ,_ p : iS (17)
p x P2 , i zZ z! Z
I
where _ is the angle subtended between the lines of sight to the two ground
stations and that sin ? _ L/H _,;£000/Z0,000 : o i, it is clear that a magnifica-
tion factor of approximately 1O is present in the conversion of A p errors to
A ( errors.
D D
But iTigure 8.7,.4 _howa th__.t Pxl and Px2 will ordinarily
be very small. The net effect is that only the _ axis errors are amplified
z
by this factor of i0. The _ and _ axes arr,plification factor is about unity.
x y
A typical satellite-,greunl station configuration would
produce the following matrix.
[ A_x]
A_y
A_
.Z
0
: 1
.5
° °i!, I
_-9o 6 0 J _'/'P./1
(18)
This corffiguratioz_ as_-ar_<e,s a ground station separation of
D
2000 n. mi and Pzl is pointed at one of t_-e ground stations. The pitch
axis is assumed normal to tb.e plane fo__'__n,ed by the satellite and tow ground
stations. (see Glossary entry at "?"_ "y", ",_'}
Total System Perlcr_ne.rc,_ (Int¢.rferorneter Only)
In this section tha results of the, separate analyses will be
combined and the overall system p erforrn:_nce determined.
The significant seu_:ces of error have been shown to be:
i) error in the count due t-; _xternal thermal noise
2) error in the cour_.t "_.u_ to qu.antization.
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The errors caused by refraction, ground oscillator stability,
speed of light, baseline stability can be shown to be negligible.
It has also been shown that the error in N due to external
thermal noise depends to a large extent on the bandwidth of the IF section
and the orientation of the baseline relative to the RF wavefront.
The accuracy of conversion of counts into spatial attitude
depends heavily on the geometry between the satellite and the ground station.
For a normal mode of operation only one axis, the axis pointed toward the
ground (i.e. the yaw axis) is susceptible to inaccuracies an order of
magnitude larger than the other two (i. e. pitch and roll axes).
The system error equation which relates error in the count
to errors in spatial attitude is given by
L..
I
-N
p
/' _., '
_ ,.'
,/ f_.,
"2 •
. _,r: /V / _, G ._\"
i,__. )jr ]
1.,:
"" .,.I
09)
\v_ e r e
The covariance matrix of attitude errors is given by
..... ;:,,¢(::
j
".,..
,'Y
/,
3
"9.
(20)
and < > denotes mathematical expectation.
8-I03
The count errors are uncorrelated by virtue of the time
lapse between counting Nil and N21 , N22 and N12 , and Nll and N12.
The time lapse is dictated by the switching time which is on the order
of 10 .3 seconds which is at least an order of magnitude greater than the
time between ON and OFF pulses. The quantization error portion of
is also assumed independent among the three counts.
Thus equation Z0 may be written as follows
N
Z4 respectively.
The attitude variances are given by equations 22,
2 D
\ DI 4
t
23 and
(23)
In order to present the results of equations 2Z, 23 and Z4
numerically the following has been done. First only motion about the pitch
axis will be investigated. The results for the yaw axis motion should be
very similar. Second, the pitch axis is assumed normal to the plane
formed by the satellite and the two ground stations. Figure 8.7-9 illustrates
the situation.
The angle 0
b_ing held constant at 4.74 °.
will be varied from zero to 30 degrees,
The standard deviations of zl e and
z
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A e is plotted versus
X
_. 7-ii.
O for S/N = 20, 30 and 40 Db in Figures 8. 7-10 and
The Problem of Computing Desired Attitude from Navigation
¢:t I I tJ_ ,_) LI I. V ¢,.. _ l.J el. b ¢_.
Before beginning the error analyses of the navigation systems,
the equations which transform navigation and survey data into desired
attit_de will be developed.
I
I
I
I
I
I
Consider Figure 8. 7-12 •
learly R D = R - R (27)
l S IG
and IRD (28)2 =RS -R2G
- !The navigation filter yields o S in anxyz ECI system which
is probably aligned with the z axis along the earth's spin axis and the xy
- |pla:ne in the equator. PlGand are also expressed in this frame.
Thus the x axis is therefore probably directed along the Greenwich meridian I
u
;_I so,_e arbitrary reference time. The vector substractions are then per-
formed as indicated by equations 27 and 28, I
The results of equations 27 and 28 are next transformed
into _he desired set of axes. This may be done easily by rotat._.ons about I
Equation 29 represents this rotation in matrix rotation.
D
R = M A M B REF (29)
!wo ;,:<es.
here N/IA and M B are 3 X 3 orthonornal rotation matrices whose elements
_re filnctions only of the desired rotation. This last set of rotations is
The error in pD D i
1 or P2 s therefore expressable without
8-I 06
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Y
loss of generality or accuracy directly from equations 27 and 28. Converting
to normalized vectors first yields
J
L
The error in [To or _'is given by
[
- /e- :__.,-.:
The first two terms on the RH side of equatlons 32 and 33
r,,prasent the navigation errors while the last two terms represent the
st_r\, ey errors.
Jvp
(31)
(32)
(33)
Survey Errors
The error in S due to survey errors may be expressed as
C +A_AC/l z
A S : (34)
H
where H is the attitude of the satellite and _ _ j is the survey error of the
j th station measured in the plane formed by the satellite and the two ground
stations.
Within the Zone of the Interior _ _. < + . l n. mi (3a value}.j --
The survey errors for stations 2000 n. ml apart are reasonably expected
to be uncorrelated. Therefore the variance of S is given by
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(ZO, 000) 2
(35)
Then
4
a s/S = 0.25 X 10"
The propagation of AS into A e is given by
_( X RF K M@ N) e s/S (36)i 2 _r SD
• 005 degrees
which is negligible
D D
The survey error also propagates into p or p by virtue
x y
of an error in establishing a true bearing between the ground stations.
The error is approximately
AB=
L
(37)
where L is the distance between ground stations. It follows from equations
34 and 35 that
B
= .0015 deg. (38)
which is also negligible.
Note that the error in B is approximately the error in
P for the orientation which has the p axis normal to the plane.
X X
It is clear that survey errors do not seriously affect the
absolute accuracy of the interferometer system.
Navigation Errors
Referring to Figure 8.7-13 and equations 27 through 31
it is seen that the major error effect of navigation on attitude is to orient
8-111
I
R incorrectly.
s
fore, errors in
The orientation of R is shown by Figure 8. 7-_3. There-
8
" or _ resul; in errors in the commanded attitude.
s s
c ...... I .... _,=t_¢,,_ systems have been considered, They are:
I) Range and Range Rate from one ground station
7) Range and Range Rate from two ground stations
3) Range, Range Rate and Angular Data from one ground
station.
4) Range, Range Rate and Angular Data from two ground
stations.
Two and four were discarded since only one station currently
has RR capability, This capability would not be requested unless all four
systems proved inadequate.
The range and range rate svstem can obviously not determine
the position and velocity of the satellite with a single set of readings. At
least 3 sets of RR readings spaced in time must be made. These sets of
data must then be filtered to the equations of motion of the satellite to
estimate the satellite's position and velocity. The filter is commonly
referred to as the navigation filter. A brief study was made regarding
the accuracy of an RR system using an optimal filtering technique.
The optimal filter consisted of an 8 state Kalman type
recursive filter. The 8 states x_,ere six for the sateIlite's position and velocity
parameters and two for the systematic errors in range and range rate (e. _.
th{ calibration errors). The results of this analysis are shown in
Table 8. 7-I.
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TABLE 8. 7-i RR SYSTEM ACCURACY
No. of RR readings
taken 1 hr apart
0
I
Z
3
4
5
6
Error in
_s(deg)
a_s(deg)
6
6
57
53
0Z
01Z
OO9
pecitvely.
Error in
a_s
a (deg)
_t
S
60
60
58
58
58
58
58
The RR accuracy is 15 meters and . 1 meter/sec res-
Systematic errors of 30 meters in range and . 2 meters/sec
in range rate were assumed. The non improvement of _a is apparent.
S
The value given is simply the assumed apriori standard deviation as de-
rived from the injection guidance accuracy and has no absolute significance.
These results show the inability of the RR system to improve on the error
in as. There is a reason for this which is explained in Appendix 8C.
The possibility of using angular measurements was also
investiagted. NASA document "General Specifications for the ATS Program"
gives the angular accuracy of the monopulse system as + .05 degrees or
+ 1 mr. Though this document did not make it absolutely clear whether
this angular capability would be available for ATS-4, the possibility
seemed to exist and therefore an analysis was made of a _a.-r_.gation system
based on R, R and angular (A, E) measurements.
The navigation filter for this system was also optimal but
incorporated a 10 state filter, the additional two states for the angular
bie.,ses. The results of the analysis are given in Table 8.7-Z.
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No. of RAER readings
taken 1 hr apart.
0
l
2
3
4
5
TABLE 8.7-2
Error in
_s
o_ (deg)
S
6
024
025
013
010
0084
Error in
ot S
(deg)
_r_s
6
024
024
024
024
024
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
As seen from this table, the accuracy of a.._is improved considerably.
However, the accuracy does not improve with redundancy. Aninvestiga-
tion into this effect shows that a depends on the aximuth bias. Un-
S
fortunately the filter is unable to improve the apriori estimate of the azimuth
bias. Thus the error in
azimuth bias.
a depends strongly upon the error in the apriori
s
The conclusion is that RAER system can meet overall
system specifications where as the RIR system cannot.
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8.8 Conclusion and Recommendation
The use of a precision radio frequency interferometer as
an attitude sensor is shown to be feasible. The preferred concept, namely,
a Direct Phase Reading Interferometer, is sho_'n to n-_eetthe accuracy
requirements in determining sp_.cecraft attitude and, in addition, all
components of this system are within the state-of-the-art. No major prob-
lems exist in using this system with the ATS ground stations. The accuracy
of the Direct Phase Reading Interferometer deisgn shown here can be im-
proved incorporating filters which are used in conjunction with the associated
processor; consequently this system has growth potential.
R ecommendation
For the ATS-4 mission, the Direct Phase Reading Inter-
ferometer design outlined above is recommended since the mission objectives
are satisfied and feasibility has been shown.
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GLOSSARY
to
IF
Constant -
t_
c
Bandwidth, hertz
Velocity of light (2. 9979 x 108 meters per second)
Distance - between antenna elements on interferometer
arm
D with perturbations
Distance, incremental, between antenna elements
Frequency, in hertz unless subscripted.
Function of ( )
Transmitting Antenna Gain
Receiving Antenna Gain
Degrees Kelvin
CorreIation factor of on and off gating time errors
Boltzmann's Constant 1, 38 x 10 .23
Phase correlation coefficient
Monopulse error coefficient
Free space loss
MisceIlaneous loss
Matrix of earth station constants (0(/ _)
Number of wavefronts that have passed first antenna
since an arbitrary reference time
Noise spectral density, watts/cycle
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G_ossary
_,T( ) •
N
n-m
P
t
P
n
q
R
S/N
17
_.nt
m-
•feed
T
rec
sys
t
It
m.
Count or binary number representing a course phase
angle subscripted ([ or Z) to designate ground .....
station and (x or y) for axis
Generalized count repre,_enting phase
Same as small m above except second antenna
Number of wavefronts between first and second
antennas
Transmitted power
Noise power (in general received noise power)
Number of antenna elements on interferometer arm
Distance, transmitter to receiver
subscripted to designate reference and measure-
ment antennas in error analysis
Distance, transmitter to receiver, with atmospheric
bending accounted for
Signal-to-noise ratio in dB
_quivalent noise temperature degrees Kelvin, Antenna
Equivalent noise temperature degrees Kelvin,
Antenna Feed
Equivalent noise temperature degrees Kelvin, Receiver
Equivalent noise temperature degrees Kelvin,
Entire Receive System
Period, in seconds
Time, in seconds
Frequency r__uttiplication of local oscillator of
satellit_
Count or binary number representing a vernier phase
angle, subscripted to denote ground station (1 or Z)
and axis (x or y)
8 - 1 3 '2
,,c ¸ • .
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Glossary
xx1Y, y
Z_ z .
0L --
s
s
w
0 =
S
Spacecraft coordinate system
Angular estir£_ate in navigation system
3 dB antenna beamwidth, degrees
Angular estimate in navigation system
Spacecraft attitude errors, subscripted x, y or z to
indicate axis about which measured
Pitch angle
Space angle
Interferometer estimate of 0 when arm is perturbated
S
8 - 1 3 3
Glossary
% =
0 • =
I
@
S
@ =
t
7 =
N
q =
tq
Nt
[ =
T
,_ =
¢ =
=
LU =
LJ =
C
cO =
c.
IF
RF
Wavelength (generally in meters)
Survey position ( A_= survey error)
Unit vector along the LOS (line-of-sight) pointing from the
vehicle to the i-th station.
In general, th_ standard deviation of the subscripting
parameter
Standard deviation of space angle
Standard deviation of triRgering time
Standard deviation of phase angle count due to noise
Standard deviation of phase angle count due to quantization
Standard deviation of sum of ON and otq
Delay, in seconds, of illuminating wavefront
Space angle ground station to perturbated interferometer arm
Roll. angle
Phase angle, in radians unless otherwise stated
Yaw angle
Angular frequency, radians per second
w of clock in counter
w station oscillator
100 kHz IF signal
w ground station transn_itter
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Glossary
ATS-4
ERP
dB
dBW
S
N
kHz
gHz
MHz
SNR
RF
n. rn.
FM
IF
T
/_.L"
RMS
PRN
RFI
HF
LO
¥CO
Xtal
TP
RR
RAER
= Applied Technology Satellite, Series 4
= Effective Radiated Power
= Decibel; i0 times common log of power ratio
= Decibel; 10 times common log of power divided by
one watt
= Signal to Noise Ratio in dB
= kilo hertz = one thousand cycles per second
= giga hertz = one billion (10 9 ) cycles per second
= mega hertz = one million cycles per second
= Signal to noise ratio
= Radio Frequency
= Nautical miles
= Frequency modulation
= Intermediate Frequency
= Root mean square
= Pseudo random noise
= Radio frequency interference
= High frequency
= Local Oscillator
= Voltage Controlled Oscillator
= Crystal
= Timing Pulse
= Range, Range Rate Navigation System
= Range, Angle Estimate, Range Rate Navigation
System
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IAPPENDIX 8A
INTERFERFNCE REDUCTION BY CORRELATION (1 )
I
I
This appendix discusses the reduction of interfering signals
appearing on the secondary major lobes of either antenna of Figure 8, 5-?
Let the illuminating signal
be the desired signal appearing on the center main lobe
I
I
I
of either array.
an
interfering signal simultaneously appearing on a seccndary
I
I
major lobe of one antenna arraf, and
be another interfering signal simultaneously appearing on a secondary major
lobe of the other array. Assume rE.? phases of _ and _va.ry randomly with
(_ and _ are incoherent with_ ). The first array will receive atime.
signal
I
I
|. Vi = e_ 4-_1 and the second will yield
Crosa-correlating these outputs with zero time delay yields ;
I 7"-----_ o _'
I
,:ec-) Je
I
(1.) John E. Walsh, Final Report on Interferometer Development, " Pickar-d
and Burns, Inc., Needham, Mass.
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1
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I
Since i/(_' and__4 2 are random, all terms containing them average to zero
1 f°r a sufficiently I°ng integrati°nintervaI" Thus _s (O) "-__2-
I The result of this analysis shows that _ , and C:z_have been suppressed by
cross-correlation.
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IAPPENDIX 8B IR. F. LINK CALCULATION
The required ground station ERP-versus the signal-to-noise I
i
ratio required at the input to the crossover detector is detern_ined in
the following n_anner. I
Atn_ospheric and precipitation losses at X band can be accounted
for with a simple additive factor whose magnitude, outside of tropical
areas, seldom is greater than 3 to 4 dB. This is a very conservative I
figure if a 98 or 99_/0 availability of the sateilite is sufficient for
the experiment. Other losses include tracking errors of the ground I
station, polarization losses and miscellaneous (e.g. mismatch) |
losses. For this calculation all these minor losses (at1:_osphere, other and
n_iscellaneous) are lumped in one term called Miscellaneous Losses and I
given a value of 5 d]_.
1 The range cquation then becolnes:
Gt + Pt = ERPdBw : S/N + PmdB%V - Gr + Lfs + Ln_is (i)
where
Pt = Trans_nitted Power in dBW
G t = Transmitting Antenna Gain in dB
S/N = Signal to noise ratio in dB
P = Received Noise Power in d]BW
n
G : Received Antenna Gain in dB : 12 dB for whole eart]_ coverage
r
Lfs
L
mis
: Free Space Loss in dB : (4}_'-R/ X)2 : 204.15 dB
R : distance fron_ transmitter to receiver : 4. 82 x 107 max
X = wavelength : 3.75 x 10 -2
both in meters
: miscellaneous losses : 5 dB (see above)
T]lis redc{ces to"
ERPd]3W : SIN + Pn + 197 (Z)
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The noise power is a function of the noise figure of the receiver
(assumed to be 6. 6 dB), the area illuminating the antenna (assumed
to rnake the antenna noise temperature 300°K) and the loss in the antenna
feed (assumed to be I dB), and the equivalent noise bandwidth of the
system. The noise equivalent temperature method of calculating the
system noise is used.
= T + Tfeed + T =Tsys ant rec
= 300 + 1065 + 78 = 1443 deg.
from :
N
O
where
N
O
300+ (1.26 -l) 300 + (4.55 -i) 300
K
The noise sperctral density in watts per cycle may be calculated
-23 -20
= k T = I. 38 x l0 T + 1.98 X i0 = -197 db W/Hz (3)
= noise spectral density, k = Boltzman's constant
If the noise bandwidth ratio is now expressed in dB = + 40 dB)
the noise power in any bandwidth may be rapidly obtained.
a one k[Iuh_rtz bandwidth (30 dlB) the noise power is -167 dBW.
Returning to equation (2)
ERPdB W = S!N -167 + 197 = S'N + 30 dBW
Figure 8. B-l shows the relationship of ERP,
Assuming
(4)
S/N and bandwidth.
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I8P10
I
+ MBPi d
I
o
= (ld10)607 = MSPd_I]
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APPENDIX gC
INTERFEROMETER ANGULAR ERROR DUE TO MUTUAL COUPLING
Representative System: Direct Phase Reading System - 2 orthogonal arms,
each having coarse antenna pair closely spaced for ambiguity resolution.
Figure 8C-l shows the maximum angle error as a function of the antenna
separation and mutual coupling. The allowable angular error is different
for coarse antenna pair and vernier antenna pair.
Allowable Angular Error for Coarse Antenna Pair
If the mutual coupling induced error in the coarse pair
angle characteristic is too large, the ambiguity in the vernier pair phase
angle will be resolved incorrectly_
Figure 8C-2 shows phase angle as a function of the space angle for
coarse and vernier antenna pair respectively, and how a displaced curve
_,_c_L _ ,_1_r_ ........ i_ "due to _,,* ....I <:uu_._, _ car: _,:--u_tin [n<orrect ambiguity resolution
Maximum al[owab!e coarse angular error (_ @ ) i_ t_qual to the vernier
1-I3 C
unambiguous interval, which is equal to the spacing between the vernier
phase characteristics.
The mutual coupling (C) is related to the maximum angle error by
Z_o
m ,7 D "
As an example for/l _ = 0_0875 ° = 1.53 X l0 -3 radians and = 2.73
mc '
C = 1.71 X 10 .4 , 10 log C = -37.8 db.
Allowable Angular Error for Vernier Antenna Pair
The allowable angular error for the vernier antenna pair is determined
by the desired angular accuracy.
I
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ANTENNA SEPARATION (D/z. - WAVELENGTHS)
l,'i,_ur'_, 3. ('-1 SPACH ANGUI,AR EtRI_()R (AOr_ VS ANTENNA
SEPARATION (D/X) FOIl I)IFI,'Eltl(NT MUTUAI,
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SPACEANGLE 0 (DEGREES)
I I
VERNIERpA,R _ 16o i i
I ! I CORRECT
e. / / t/ II v READINGCHARACTER,ST,C_ ,20 . LL.
n
T
| _
O • ! I I t
I 6 8 102 4
SPACEANGLE - 8 (DEGREES)
I
I
I
I
i _ DISPLACED CURVE DUE TO MUTUAL COUPLING
180- _/_/_160 e=360(D/X) sln OI COARSE (360X2.73) sin pPAIR = 982 sin #
CHARACTERISTIC 120 _ 17.1 (0 °)
FIGURE 8. C-2
I
I
e = 360 (D/x) sin e
= (360) (32.7) sin e
1.18 x 104 sin 8
= 206 (e o)
SPACE ANGLE ERROR DUE TO MUTUAL
COUPLING-COARSE ANTENNA PAIR
I
I
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The mutual coupling will depend on antenna type (linear or circularly
p_Jtarized) antenna gain (higher gain results in lower coupling), relative
antenna orientation, and antenna environment (ground plane, reflecting
,_urfac_'_).
Kig. 8C-3 shows the mutual coupling antenna spacing for different
anttmna typus (based on half-wave dipole model) and shows the maximum
coupling allowable for coarse antenna pair and vernier antenna pair.
Conclusions - Comparison of Mutual Coupling between Antenna Elements
For the coarse antenna pairs the only antenna elements that have a low
,'nough mutual coupling are collinear rectangular horns and orthogonal
r_'ctangular or diagonal horns.
For the vernier antenna pairs, any of the antenna types shown have a
h_w enough mutual coupling.
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1,'i_ure 8. C-3 COMPAI_ISON OF ANTENNA ]']I,I']MENTS-
MUTUAI_ COUPLING
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APPENDIX _D
SYSTEM POLARIZATION
I_i_rodL_cl i()ll
The _ hoicc of lhc polarization of the inlerferometcr antenna
(,1,,l,,,(,nls and the polarizltlion of the oround station antenna will influence
I}:_, _i_ ctlra_:\- of the intcrfcron_eter systen-t. In the following section the
(,rr_,rs (t_1c lo antenna polarization will be analyzed and a preferred
polari zation
A l] __T_na._tisiY Systen_s
lhe f(mr possible alternative systems of polarization are
_!,o'.,.n in Yablc
_ V stcFrl
8D-I.
TABLE 8D- 1
Ground Station
Polarization
Int erferor_eter
Polarization
1 Linear Linear
fi Linear Circular
3 Circular Linear
4 Circular Circular
F'<_r system 1 the relative orientation of the satellite and ground
_lalion might be such as to orient the two linear antennas orthogonally.
Tt,is cr_ss-polarization would cause complete signal dropout.
s_slem 1 is impractical and will not be considered.
E,!_,_ts of System Polarization on System Perforn_ance
Phase Error
a)
Therefore
Phase Error as aFunction of _.ntenna '_niformity
The polarization of an antenna can be chara('lcrized by its
axial ratio R and the orientation angle B c)f its polarization
clliFse. Since it is in, possible to make th,,' interferomct_,r
antenna elcm_->/s exactly alike there will bca small phasc.
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error introduced by the non-uniformity in axial ratio (_R)
and the non-uniformity in ellipse angle (_B).
(b) Phase Error as a Function of Orientation
For slightly non-uniform antenna elements the phase error
that exists when the incoming wavefront is on boresight
will change as the incident angle departs from boresight.
T},is means that a slightly different phase error will
exist when working with different ground stations. There
will also be an orientation dependent phase error due to
changes in the axial ratio and/or ellipse tilt angle in the
ground station antenna for angles off the boresight axis.
Mutual Coupling
The type of interferometer antenna element used (linear or
circular) will affect the mutual coupling between the elements. For
_xaz:_p:_, z£ _lhe_r-y po±ar:ze_q e'ements are used these can be orientated
orthogonally to reduce _r _,_ _uup_Hg.
Signal Amplitude
Since perfect circularity cannot be obtained in a practical antenna,
the amplitude of the received signal will vary as a function of the ground
station-satellite orientation angles. For small amplitude changes, the
amplitude variations will introduce a second order phase error.
System Comparison - Phase Error
To evaluate the maximum phase errors that each system might
have, a two element interferometer was analyzed. The interferometer
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<,]cments ] and fi were assumed to have axial ratios Rl and R2 a,:cl polarization
ellipse, tilt a'nul,:s Bl and :;2 Isee Figurc8D-l). T]:e wavefront from the oround
station is incident on the interfcrometer at an_le _and and has an axial
ratl .... i I<_[. Fhen t}_e phases of the voltages received on interferorneter
a:_t.,nr..a ,.qe,__,,_nt \'(_._. ] and Z is given in Table 8D-2.
'!l_e phase error ldue to polarization) is
P] ase Error duc to interferometer Element Axial Ratio Inequality
ant,.nna 1,
On bor esight
-i
/X (/)= tan
l
0 / 0 °= = S 0
tan B i - tan B
I+R1RT,/ tan k I+R 2R2' ,/
i,ct tl:e axial ratio of antenna Z be slight different than that of
?. e. R 1 = R Z /_ R
F(_r S',stem Z - Linear G/S, Circular Interferometer
R T R 1 R 2 = B 2Let = O, -- == 1,. and t31
- R1 ,. -! t- '_ N!
,:..6 aal -1 )
• ; tan t31 - tan (',--_2 tan BZ I
a O z ta R) = 0
For System 3 - Circular G/S,
,_1 RI=0,Let R I
.-]
/', 0 3 (AR : tar
A Q_, I,: b',) : 0
Linear Interferometer
R 2 -- Z._ R
-" [ 1 _ZXR1 +Zl R,' tan B
8- 1-4{",
I
I
I
II
I \
I POLARZZATION ELLIPSE - \ ANTENNA 1
ANTENNA 2 _
I
I
I
i BO,_ES,_H',"\/,_.__ ____ \,I
POLARIZATION ELLIPSE -
INTERFEROMETER
ARRAY
POLARIZATION ELLIPSE-
INCOMING WAVE
t
B1, B2 =
I RT =
O, 6 =
RI =
R2 =
I Vl __ =
V 2 _. =
_0 b =
I _b =
I
I
A¢_b
FIGURE 8. D-I
qP'l I I • ., al • .
lilt angles of polarization ellipses, _nt. | and 2
AxiaJ ratio of incoming wave
Angular coordinates of incoming wave
A_xlaJ ratio of interferometer antenna No. 1
Axial ratio of interferometer antenna No. 2
Received voltage phasor, antenna 1
Received voltage phasor, antenna 2
Polarization space angle error =
Phase error
'_b
: _)2 - _1
ELLIPTICALLY POLARIZED INTERFEROMETER ANTENNA PAIt
WITH ELLIPTIC ALLY POLARIZED INCOMING WAVE
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For System 4 - Circular G S, Circular Interferometer
Let R T = I-K R 1 = i, R 2 = 1 -_R
I.dR ' = tan-1 2-K _ tan B -tan -1 -(K+/]R tan B 1
' 2-K j 1 -(K+z_ R)+Kz_
-1 -1 -1 a-b
Since tan (a) - tan (b) = tan l+ab
r
For systems Z and 3 the phase error due to axial ratio inequality
is zero. For system 4, however, the phase error can become large if the
inequality becomes very large (i.e. axial ratio difference of 0.5 or more).
In Figure 8D-2 the phase angle errorZl_ is plotted versus the
axial ratio inequality for system 4.
Phase error due to Interferometer element polarization ellipse tilt-
Angle Ineciuality
The polarization ellipse tilt angles of the two interferon_eter antennas
....._.......... laentlcal or:nay ._4rr_..eitl.er !-;ec_,,_a tha t\vt_ e]en]ents are not " ' " ' because one
element is misaligned (has a different angle to the interferometer axis)
For the three systems on boresight
!-;2 : 1%_ + Z_B 6) :.J" : O ° R] : R Z = R
/1 _ (l_\ B): tan -1 [_-i-_]_lP-_TT_ tan B - [_,I+R2RT j tan B 2
For System 2 - Linear G/S, Circular Interferometcr
Let lZ_, O R = i
• _) 23 • "" B'' g { "} " ta_, _:a_ -tan R tan ( f,.:.
tan P.,] : tan /i B -._.. tan B 1 + glB
tan {B 1 + %i%)
1 -tan B 1 tan /SB 1 - ZS<tanB 1
tan2Bl ]
• ...... (R) (l+tanZB l _,_./_ B
/- ?2 (_ !_; := tan ] (_'_ B) 1 + R Z
g-l-'l
I..kJ
C_t
©
u.J
r'h
L
-t
i
b
C_
L_
32
System 4 - Ellipticull/ Polarized Ground Station Antenna, Elliptically
Polarized Interfe_ometer Antennas
Conditions
Axial Ratio, Ground Station Antenna RT = 0.9 (K = 0.1)
Axial Ratio, Interferometer Antennas R 1 :_ 1.0 (Exactly Circular)
Tilt Angles R2 : t.0 to 0.5
Antennas B1 : B2 = 45°
2.0
1.0
0.6
•.. 4
_.2
I
I
, .jO
,.). i •
AXIALRATIOR2 = I-_R
C 9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5
) 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
.x R CHANGE INAXIALRATIO
/_ MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE
ERROR (0.01 ° SPACE ANGLE)
l:l(;I Ill" 8.13-2 PHASE ANGLE ERROR VERSUS AXIAL RATrO INEOUAI,ITY
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I
()r SvsteY,: Circ>]ar (i/'S I_Anear h_terferonleter
Let i' =- ]. !_ _
: /
-] -1
ta;_ _ _it !tan!:] -tan {R ta> {i-_] _Zl]%) I
_.- ")
i {,/'. T_,) {R__) {l_ta_,-i!,1 I
) tan I 1 : o, _- +an,. [}>], ._'
_,r S,,ste>._ 4 Circ_lar ._./S, Circular £nterferorneter
Let -':
L 0 4 ,.,
-1
:. tan
-]
=:- tall
_,-_ ;' : - (k+.{) -': 1
L
These equations are
-- d_zI:
summarized in Table 8D-3;
9-igu re 8D-3. Typical phase e
is plotted in
4
rrors for the three different systems are also
_iven. It can be seen that systems 2 and 3 are very slightly better than system 4.
Phase _ror due to Oll-Bores_ht Operation
V/hen tl_e wavefront from the ground station is not incident alon_
t],{,:)c,res:._ht axis a phase error which is slightly dependent on the
inciination an_]es {9,,_'
,_ 0 - tan
exists.
a)
-i
._'cr constan[ "aw and ]Roll and variable Pitch ( r _ = 00 _ variab]e}
r- "x, " i- "RzCO s O+R,_, ",, ][_lcos 6) I [ T _ tan ].1 cos eOi _tan -I / _ tan B 2
t:cos, {9 * [{1P-T / ] " ,. -RzRT,,'
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System 4 - Elliptically polarized ground station antenna, elliptically
polarized interferometer antennas.
Conditions
Axial Ratio, ground station antenna R T - _ 1
Axia I ratio, interferometer antennas R 1' R2 _ 1
Tilt Angles B1, B2 arbitrary
I,.I.I
1.1.1
O
C_
"e-
<1
O
e_
0
MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE
ERROR (0.01° SPACE
ANG_
J
I t I
1 2 3
TILT ANGLE DIFFERENCE AB (DEGREES)
Figure 8. D-3 PHASE ANGLE ERROR VERSUS ELLIPSE TILT ANGLE INEQUALITY
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t,} K_}r ,,}nstanl Ya' and Pitch and variable Roll (O O ° ' variable
1 R2 + R_ I , osO t/in 1 R 1 _ R T , os.___tan B 1 -lan tan B Z
1 + R1R T : 1 _ R2R T
FLc p_,rli_ular valtles for this equation for svslems Z, 3 and 4
ar_ !isled in Tables 8. "..)-4 and 8. D -_- Typical examples are also
aiven in Tables 8. D-4 and 8. D-5. It can be seen that system 2 has
no phase error variation with changing 0 or</" System 3 has a very
small variation, and system 4 has a small variation.
c} For constant Ya_v, variable Pitch and Roll (O and: variable)
Ti_e _eneral cq_lation for this case is given in Table 8. D-2
part ,t _tlar _alues are lislcd in Table8D-6 Fro_ the typical exan_plc
_i', _,n Jn T;tl_]e 8D-61he phase error varialion v,'ilh changing O and ,' is
/,{'r_ for system 2, is small for system 3 and is large for systen_ 4.
The phase error for systern 4 versus the: roll angle is given in Fig-
ure 8. D-4. The phase error versus the pitch angle is given in
Figure 8. D-5.
S__nal Amplitude
'Tin,, power loss between a linearly polarized antenna and a cir-
, _',larly polarized antenna is
g { I +R 2 )
L {{tI}} I 0 log
(t 4 R 2 } +(1 R a } sin ZB
IF{}r 1',._} { ircularl,_ p{}larized antennas \_11h axi/tl ratios near one
{itlqc] 1.he 51t112{' polarizati{)n sense} the, p{_\ver loss is
L (dl}} -10 l()e sine B + {R + RT)2 Z
, {{}s }_
(R1R Z + 1} Z
8 - 1 5 {_
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System -¢ - Elliptic_lly polarized ground station antenn'-'., elliptically
polarized "nlerferometer antennas.
Condit;c, ns
Axial ratio, ground station antenna
Axial ratio, interferometer antennas
1;I t a,,gl_._., inrerferometer antennas
8 i , o• Imosr rcu,a,)RT= (a c
R1 _ 1.0 (exactly circular)
R2 _ O.d (almost rircular)
B -: 45 °
1
B7 :: 46 °
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Figure 8. D-4 PtIASE ANGI_E ERROR VERSUS ROLL ANGLE (_)
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i SYSTEM 4 - ELLIPTiCALLY POLARIZED GROUND STATION ANTENNA, ELLIPTIEALLY POLARIZED
INTERFEROMETER ANTENNAS
I C O N D.IT ION.___.S
AXIAL RATIO, GROUND STATION ANTENNA RT = 0.8 (ALMOST CIRCULAR)
I AXIAL RATIO, INTERFEROMETER ANTENNAS R1 = 1 (EXACTLY CIRCULAR)
TILT ANGLES, INTERFEROMETER ANTENNAS R2 = 2 (ALMOST CIRCULAR)
I B1 = 45 °
I B2 = 46 °
I
I
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The ..,,rti, ular _',l,tdli()nS fc_r the three pc_lar_zalion s\'slcn-_s art"
isl<,(l in Table 8D-7 as is an example, It ¢a_ 1)c sccn that systen_s Z and
}_vc a,: a\crag_." los_ ol -3dto and the signa I L an lluclllat¢' _l. idb and
0. _;(li, l-r_)l_ t}:ls avers at as the spacecraft rolls. This small al],()ttl]t
f slcnal l-lu(:lualiol-I ..ill influence the phase l[3q(,,rtSllr{'t]leIlt a(_.llral,-v ()!_l_,-
a st_all alll()tlnl, On th(, (_ther hand system 4 has a minimum loss (ff 0 dl)
and a m;_xi!num loss _f only -O. ZO dbo
Selc_ tion of Polarization System
From the pr_,\'io_ts st,cli_ns lhe following _ ont lusions can be reached.
1) ['t_' piaase errors due to differences between the axial ratios
c)i the illt(,rferometer antenna elements are negligible for systems 2 and
_. The, err()r is small for system 4 if the inequality is not large.
21 7he phase errors due to differe.nces in the angle of the polariza-
:it)=, cllipst, of lhe interferorneter antenna elements at(, large. For all three
sFslcn_s _)>c degree of ellipse angle difference results in approxin_ately one
degree of phase error. The polarization ellipse angle _nequality can be
(aused by manufac'turinz difh_rences or n_echanical misalignn_ents.
3) The phase errors due to off-boresight incidence angles are
zero for svslcm Z, are small for syste_ 3 and are fairly large for system 4.
4) Ft'c po_er loss is about -3 db for both systems 2. and 3 and is
()I-,1\ -0. 3 dh m;tximutn for systctn 4.
S,. alen_ 4. (cir< ttldr around station polarization and circ_]ar
i_:l,rft,r()[_,ler pol,trizdlion} has the disadvantage of having larger phas(_
t,rr()rs. ,_d the' stoic adxa_la,_,c ()f having approximate], 3 db less loss.
,%int _, lh_, int{.rl,.'ron_ctcr-_r{_k:v,d station system is nol pov. er limit{'d i.e., il
rcqltlr,,s (_ltl\ a lc\_ vatts (of transmitter power) 1Bis "_ db loss is not tzrcatly
,_iznilit ,_!qI S\st('nn 4 v. ilt therefore be c]im_inal{,d fr(,_ ( onsid(,rali{,n
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The choice is now between system 2 (linear Ground Satellite' circular
interferometer) and system 3 (circular Ground Satellite linear interfero-
meter_. For a linearly polarized interferometer antenna element such as a
vprt_ncr_11_v hn_-,_ _h_ =v4_I _ti_, O; _,-_, horn can ........ very close tu
zero. Thus, R 1=R2=0. (The orthogonal polarization will be below cutoff in the
r, ctang_lar \vaveguidc feeding the horn and will be very rapidly attenuated. )
"F]_ inclination of the polarization eclipse of a linearly polarized horn (which
is a straight line) can be readily controlled by the _echani('a] alignment of
the horn (i.e. }%1 : l_Z)'
On tLc other hand, it is difficult to construct a set ()f circularly
i)(AarJzed horns that will have exactly the same axial ratio {i. e. RI/ 1%2 =])
a,_d tl;at ,,<ill ],a\c t_c sa_e polarization ellipse orientation (i. e. B 1/ B1).
O)tainin g polarization circularity requires controlling the an_plitudes and
t],{, phase st_ifts in the horn feed exactly. For example, Dorne and Margolin
quotes an axial ratio of O to ldb (R : 1 to 0. 8) for their Model P9A conical
horn. 'l } cse considerations tend to [avor system 2.
i lsing system 3 with linearly polarized interferometer elenlents
als(_ has an advantage as far as mutual coupling is concerned. For the closely
space antenna elements, where it is d_fficult to obtain the required decoupling,
the two linear]}' polarized horns could be placed ortLogonal to each other.
'_Vt_ile this introduces a 90 ° phase shift in the received signal on boresight
t]lis c)0() can be calibrated out. On the other hand if system 2 is used the
o_tpling tl_at exists between the two circularly polarized elements must be
ace ei)t(,d.
To sumlnarize, t]qt" _Se of a circularly polarized _-round station
anlcnna and linearly polarized intcrferon_eter elen_cnts is recornn_endcd because
,_{ antenna element reproducability and stability and occausc of lower mut_a]
.... _i_]inF _3- l 54
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APPENDIX 8E
DERIVATION OF THE RFCEIVFD "Vr3L,TAGE PHASES O_'T A_ T FLLImTICALLY
POLARIZED INTERFEROMETER ANTENNA PAIR WITH AN INCIDENT ELLIP-
TICALLY POLARIZED WAVE
Consider an ellipticaIly polarized plane wave traveling in the positive
1
Z direction (see Figure 8. E-l). Assume that the coordinate system is
oriented so that the minor and major axes of the polarization ellipse
coincide with the X and Y axis. Then the electric field of this wave can be
written as
_ _ j {wt-kz}
E ( ax E +
x ay j Ey) e
Let it bc assumed that the power carried by this wave is constant, so
Ex 2 Ey 2
No,< let the axial ratio R be defined as
R Ey {( 1 Ex 2 )
Ex E x
Ey : R: RE x
I +R Z
therefore
a 1 -_
x ay j R
I °
1 ( ax + i R ay) E x + Ey
+R"
Iartop. "Po_ er Loss betxveen Arbitrarily Polarized Anlennas",
L. "F_'_h. Report Nc,. 32-457 (NASA N(,5-14806)
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l,'ifduce 8. E-1 ELLIPTJCAI,LY POLARIZED PLANE WAVE
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Z
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H
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H
Z
D
Z
;>
<
Z
<
M
<
M
0
I
M
a4
Ik,:ow a_:sut_qc tha_ l}_,' in('on_in
t_2y and Ex along the x' and ,," axes
_2y Ey cos, _ a_-"
'z plan_ ',\ave from a transn_itter
E-2). Resolving the component vectors
R cos ,r ay,
1 +R 2
Ex (E x cos @
(c,)sO- I R sin ¢,"
1 +R 2
E\, sin,-h sin O)
sin O) a x
"--'1
a X
]_ : ._1_
1 +R-[ _
(ETx) a x +
[ -' /--T(cos O - i R 2. sin/il sin O) a x + (j R T cos_) ay
__ I
(ETy) ay (T)
Let a r_,ceiving antt_nna be placed at the origin (Z' = O) with its Z axis
,(_incident '.,vith the Z' axis but with the x axis of its polarization ellipse at
,_n an_](, B Io the X axis (see Fig. 8. E-3).
Then il can t)e shown 1 that the electric field of the receive antenna
1_ R 1 iax' (cos B j R R sin B)
_, 1 +RR 2
___ f
ay, (sin B + ,i R R cos B)'
(ERx a x, _- (ER, _,.) ay, (2)
'Fhe v()ltaL,,(' ind_cd n 11_ r_'( cive antenna l_y the inclined plane
' a\(,I-ront is
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- i
voltage Re _pTx] fERx]+ _ETy;_Ry l
(3)I
from eq. (I)
I ET_ = 1
1 ÷ RT2!
I
I
ETy = 1
1 + RT 2
from eq. (2)
I
_k
ERx = 1
1 +R R
(cos@.-j R T sin_sin O)
2
#
= I
I ERy /
¢ 1 + RR z
(cos B + jR R sin B)
(sin B - j R R cos B)
I Im [(ETx:) (ERx.)_ =
I
I
I
from eq. (B)
-j R T cos B sin{ sin _+ j R R sin B cos e
(1 +RR 2) (! +RT 2)
+j R T sin cos c_
(1 +RR 2) (I +RT 2)
cos B cos e ÷ RTR R sin B sin _-sin @
(I +RR 2) ( 1 +KT 2)
+RTR R cos B cos _f"
1 +RRZ ) ( I ÷ RT 2)
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Ifrom eq. 3.
_R = RR sin B cos e + R T sin B cos_- PJT cos B sin e sin¢_ (4)
cos B cos e +RR _T cos B cos_+R R R T sin B sin e sinc_
Consider now a pair of ell_iptically polarized antennas used as an inter-
ferometer (see Fig. E-l). An elliptically polarized incoming wave is
I
I
I
I
incident on the interferometer at arbitrary incidence angles _, c_ . Then
|Vl _ = (z_ . (_1
• 2TD sin e
V 2 L_ 2 = (ET) . (ER*) . e -J---_ I
and
_I = RI sin BlCOS@ +R T sin B 1 cos_-]_ T cos B 1 sin @ sin,_.J-
cos B 1 cos e +R 1 R T co_ B 1 cos_+ R1R T sin B 1 sin @ sinc_
(5)
_2 = R2 sin B 2 cos O + R T sin B z cos_'_- I_T cos B 2 sin e sin _"
cos B z cos O + RzR T cos B z cos_'_+ RzR T sin B 2 sin _ sin_
(6)
I
I
I
I
I
the phase reading of the interferometer system is
The phase error due to polarization effects
_]P = -!"_"t '--_2 ) -- Z _ D____ sin .,e (7)
I
I
I
I
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The polarization space angle error is
aep = 4¢_pco_e = _/p
z_rD_) z¥ {D__)
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/-. PY'ENDIX 8F
ALTER\TATIVE ANTEWNA SWITCHING SYSTEMS-DIRECT
PHASE READING INTERFFROMFTFR
1• hltroduction
Various _cthods have been proposed to s'.\itch the second channel ,,1
lh,,...............ph:,_, ,_.a_,ri_,_ svsl_n_.. 1c) l}_e tour different antenna elements (X coarse.
X \_:rnier. Y coarse. Y vernier)° The purpose of this section is to indicate
how the selection of an optimum switching system was made. This selection
was accomplished by analyzin_ 1he performance of each system for:
a_ Phase stabil ii_.
b) Attenuation
'. I Reliability
d/ Size and \_eight
- QEsc_rjj)t,on (_f Alternaiive Systems
Th,, alt_rnative s\,.,itching systems are
11 S,,.it_:hed RF lines
2) Sailched LO lines
3) S_rit('hed I_-" lines
41 Switched vnuliiplier s.
E_, h of th_'se sytems arc shown in Figs. 8. F-1 to 8. F-4.
g._! ,'
I
i
I
I
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
i
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Z. 1 Switched Signal Lines
The various antennas are connected alternately to a single mixer
by means of an r.f. switch. This system has the advantage of using only
one mixer thus avoiding the mixer phase tracking problem. It also uses
short 1. o. transmission lines.
Its disadvantages are a) the use of long r.f. cables which introduce
phase instability and attenuation; b) the use of an r.f. switch which can
introduce attenuation, phase stability and reliability problems.
2. Z Switched L.O. Lines
Mixers are placed at each antenna element, and the local oscillator
power and I._..signals are simultaneously switched in sequence.
The advantage of this system is that any losses in the I.o. lines will
not adversely affect the system S/N ratio, since the r.f. signal lines are
short and the mixer noise figure is approximately constant with L.O. power.
The disadvantages of this system are a) long i.o. lines are
reql_Sv_d, b) an i" f sw_rh is required, _ ÷........_*-_ ...............
d) multiple mixers degrade phase stability.
2.3 Switched IF lines
The advantage of this system are a) short signal lines promote
phase stability, b) only an i.f. switch is required. The disadvantages are
a) long i.o. lines degrade phase stability, b) multiple mixers degrade
phase stability, c) a large amount of i.o. power is required.
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2. t S\_itchcd Mu]til-liers
The advantages c)f this svsten_ are a) short signal and 10o0 lines
proln(_tc phase stability, B) only i, f. and n.h.f, switches are required.
The, disadvan!au,'s ......... :_1, _.__u!tipla ........mllltinliers,_ degrade phase
slability, l,) lwo switches are required, c) multiple rnixers degrade
phas(, stability.
SeleCtion of Prepared System
From the material in section 4,
()f the various conlponents can be established,
listed first
transmission lines
n_echanical
electrical
mechanical
electrical
frequency multipliers
2. i_f. switches,
3. i.f. switches,
4o r.f. switches.
50 r.f0 sv,'itches.
6° mixers
7,
lines system°Consider the switched g.o.
a hierarchy of the phase stability
with the most phase stable
phase stability
(degrees phase shift)
(tempo change)
o.z%c
o° 5%c
_%c
It uses one more
._e, ilch lhan does lhe switched IF' system, and an rof. switch at that°
I i_,,r_,f_rc this svstem has no ad\antage over the switched i.f. system
_,\_ cpl the, requirement of less L, O. power° Since only about lmW of
I_ O. p(_,\(,r is r(_quircd for each ',_ixer, this is a small disadvantage.
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The switched L.O. system can therefore be eliminated from consider-
ation.
Consider the switched multiplier system. From the hierarchy
of component phase stability and from section 4.4 it can be seen that
the multipliers are the least stable component. This system can
therefore be eliminated.
The choice now lies between the switched signal lines system
and the switched i.f. lines system. Let it be assumed that the length
of the signal lines between the antennas and the r.f. switch in the switched
signal line system is equal to the length of the 1. o. lines between the
mixers and the power divider in the switched i.f. lines system. Since
the 1. o. frequency and the signal frequency are nearly the same, the
phase stability of the signal lines in the switched signal system and of
the 1. o. lines in the switched i.f. system will be nearly the same. Let
it also be assumed that the phase stability of the i.f. switch and i. f.
transmission lines is very good, so that theycan be neglected in
comparison to the phase stability of the r.f. components. Then the
phase stability of the switched r.f. system will be determined by the
phase stability of the r.f. switch and the single mixer, while the phase
stability of the switched i._. system will be determined by the phase
tracking of the multiple mixers.
By placing the mixers close together, their thermal environment
is identical. The tracking problem is minimized. A consideration of all
factors shows the switched I.F. system is best.
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,_:'_ ENDIX 8G
DEAIVATION OF COUNTER E©UATION
The put'po._t' h,'rc is lo derive an expression for what the
_ _,ur_l implics Errors due to yarldotrl noise will l_ot be considered.
The derivali_n is oerformed in conjunction with Figure 8. 7. 2
<,f Bt_ ti,:,,n 8. 7 Fro ,_ iY_is t'i,2;_lre. Tai,le 8C-1 follows directly, c_] G is the
_:r_)lllld ()sci[[iilor lrecllltYil_, V. I< is !]'ne ',, eo,,,ei'_cv multiplier constant. Actually
_G and {-_i!.. '*'-", fre(l _ act" oqual.
The' phase de:color error sisznal is zero when the phases
frona lhe II_- slF.r_al and th'.' V(:_ are eq:.al This e_ai,les one to solve for lhe
_l!_known trequenc_/_ 6 and pb.ase shiii 0 2,
It has bce_, assumed t]'..a_ the mixer is a pure multiplier
• _I_.e sum term is
._ucil that cos x cos '.,." = I /Z cos (x y) + 1 !2 cos (x - y) "'_ _
eli :_i_lated by the bandpass characleristics of the IF section. In addition,
the only sigllificant time conslant assumed is that in lhe IF section.
The counl N is expressed in radians which avoids the problem
()f qu;inlization N is lreated as a conlinuous variable. In practice, N will
,_,,_ essarily be quanlized to 2"_ radians (2 qY'radians equals 1 count). There-
f(,,t, lh(' exa(l counter expression will have a factor of 2 '_YiI] the denominator.
The eift_cls of (lua_ltization are considered in another section
<>f llic._v Appendices
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V 0
V 1
V 2
V3A
V7A
V4A
V5A
V6A
VNA
V7A
V4A
V4B
V5A
V5B
t
on
t
off
N
=0
TABLE 8. G-I
cos #_,Gt
cos
cos
[(k + l)wGt]
[(k + l)£4;Gt + _G ]
cos
_k + I)W G (t + RA*/C ) + _G]
cos
cos
[k_6t +_2_ I _4J6 & _Z unknown at this point in derivation
[k_o (t+ RA_/C)+_o (t+ RA_:YC_- k,,,6t- _,_
cos VC) (t + RA*/C ) -
_¢g$_ (t + R A +_G - kt4/6t _2 + _IFA
cos _/6 t + @Z J , direct from V7A
When _/6t + f)2 = kL_'G (t +RA*/C ) +_'G (t + R A /C) - kD$6t -#2 +_IFA
cos
= lq *
(k + I)_26t + Z_2 (k + l)z¢ Gt + (k + I)_/G _.A/C +PIFA
_J6 = _G and OZ : (k + l)/2W_ R A /C + _,=.^12
_.A 2_L' X_A
[kWGt + I/Z(k+ '.)WC RA/c + ,/z_zFA2
cos [w Gt+ 1/z (k# l)_ RA/c - ,./z _mA-1
By Analogy cos_,Gt = I/2 (k + l)_ G R
cos_Gt l/Z (k + l)_4_'G RA*/C + I/2_IFA 3
_G _ccos t + I/2 (k + l) _G RB IC + 112 @IFB
When V5A = 0 or ton = n_'// 6G,G + (k + I.)/2 R A 'C + 0IFA2 ¢'¢G
. /C + _IFB/Z_G
When V5B = 0 or to[f = m _/WG + (k + l)/2r_.R/'_
7_n m) t4/c = k+1. R B
_c (ton - toff) = 2 c _c + _c
_G
Ambiguity
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APPENDIX 8H I
GATING TIME ERROR ANALYSIS
The problem is to determine the error in gating time due to I
noise superimposed on the signal. I
The major assumptions are:
1. Triggering occurs when the signal is crossing zero in a I
positive direction.
2. The signal plus noise is passed through a high Q bandpass I
filter prior to the gating device. I
A good approximation to the cumulation triggering time
distribution will be: I
W (t)= _-EXP (-B2t2/2_lo)_O t _. O (I) I
=0 t_O
W (t) represents the probability of triggering prior to time t I
B = d t (A sin_Jt) _ A c_ m at t _- 0
I
No = mean noise power
_o = total expected number of zero crossings (signal-plus- I
noise) in the time interval I
It can be shown that _2 I
s/m * I (z)
8-182
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[
where ]-o is the center frequency of the bandpass filter
_Bis of this filterthe bandwidth
S/N is the signal-to-noise ratio.
For SIN _ 10, m _ 1
o
Therefore equation 1 may be written
[ B2t2 _olW (t) = l - EXP - ' /2 t _ O
=0 t> O
The probability density function of triggering time will be
zv., Z,_oj
I The triggering error will be "7"= O-t
such that
= 0
I
The average triggering error will be
7-_o
The variance will be
I
I
I
-C_-<,)]'-_BIo"
- L_'_J
- 8,/,_z- [Ec_;]"-
since B = _)A
and A2/2 = signal power-S
_t w
I 8-183
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
I
Therefore
O" =
T w2
IF
the equivalent error is
(S/N)
.463
_2
r£ (S/N)
(8)
(T : (_0 orT¢ IF (9)
Quantization ]Error in the Count
Assuming the counter counts only when the clock oscillator
signal passes through zero in a negative (positive) direction, it is possible
to produce an error in phase due to quantization at the beg.;nning and end of
the counting operation. The distribution function of the phase error produced
at the beginning of the count is given by Figure 8. H-1 while the end of the
count is shown in Figure 8. H-2, The quantization error is always such as to
infer extra phase at the beginning of the count and deficient phase at the end
of the count,
The total phase error produced by quantization is simply
the sum of the two phase errors, Since it is reasonable to assume that
the phase error at the beginning and the phase error at the end are statistic-
ally independent, the density function of the sum is achieved by convolution
of the two density functions. The result is as shown in Figure 8. H-3. By
inspection it is seen that the average phase error produced by quantication
is zero. The variance of the phase error is given by
c_- : o (3) d _ :, O (_) d _ = 2 2
_'l l o 2
- 0
w]lere p(#Q = 1/2v [ 1 - 3/2_r ]
8-184
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which upon evaluation yields
2 2/3, 7r ; aCT T _ 2. 56 radians.
T
(_r is the phase error referenced to the clock frequency.
equivalent to a timing error of
q'_./_ /'/" t/_ -8
-- = -- -- /.36 xlO{_'?" c ,_x 30_ 106
The phase error referenced to the 100kc signal is then
-8
I
I
I
I
I
I
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It is
U
P' ') I
2;- m
l:i_mre 8. H-1 PtIASE ERROR DIS TION
!
P_ ,0 I
!1/2,
-21 c._dRAD)
I
I
I
Figure 8. ti-2 PHASE ERROR DISTRIBUTION
I
p (CbT) I
I
-2 :,
27/
l.i_ure 8. tt-3 PIIASE ERROR DENSITY FI;NCT1ON
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APPENDIX 8 I
CON'vERSION OF @S INTO ATTITUDE
(PART A) DEFINITIONS
Take the geocentric, equatorial, directionally fixed coordin-
ate system X, Y, Z (unit vectors I, J, K) as the basic
reference frame. A set of axes x, y, z fixed to the vehicle
are related to the inertial set as:
()(i)(ala123)J = A ; A = a21 a22 a23
k _ a31 a32 a33
(i)
-- be the unit vector along the LOS (line of sight) pointingLet p i
from the vehicle to the i-th STATION.
inertial frame,
And assume --_Oi in the
l
'_ PX I r- -- - .-_ _ P ---" (2)i i +eYi ' zi
i s known.
In the present development, for simplicity, let
Interferometer leg #I vector = Di
Interferometer leg #2 vector = Dj_
(3)
This does not [imit the generality of the development.
The phase difference measurements between the signals
received at the two ends of ;,n int_'rferometer leg can be
interpreted with reference to Figure 8 I-1.
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Letting
and
we have
4¢= _bB _ _ A ; or 4¢ = ¢C " CA
A_ =
li
A¢ =
lj
he =
2i
2j
2,rD
2 7rD
measurement pertaining to Station #I & Leg #I
measurement pertaining to Station #I & Leg #2
measurement pertaining to Station #2 & Leg#l
measurement pertaining to Station #2 & Leg #2
_ ¢ li =-P 1 *i
=P- "J I_lj I -
l
A ¢ =_P oi i
2i 2 !
2j - 2
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(4}
(s}
I/
I
Eq. 6 indicates that the basic interferometer measurement of _
actually gives the components of the unit LOS vectors f 1 and f 2 (to
Stations #1 _ #2) along the interferometer legs #1 & #2, which in this
i
i
development are taken along the vehicle x & y axes respectively. R
m
Let us identify as
• ! : Pxl I
1 According to Eqs. 6. These are available
• J - Pyl
__P I -- from measurements. Therefore, letu6 (7) I
• i PxZ
f 2 -- look upon these as having been measured.
• J : FyZ |-Pz -
Use of the Interferometer to Sense Attitude Error
Let_EE be the small angle attitude error vector with components along
vehicle axes x, 7, z. The significance of E is the following.
If, the vehicle is rotated
through the angle
i
!
2
1 =X
about the axis which makes the direction cosines
IEI ' IF_I ' I EI
with the vehicle axes; the attitude of the v_hicle comes into
coincidence with the desired vehicle attitude.
Note that:
(a)
(b)
The components of __ are not Euler angle errors
The components of _ can be directly used to generate torques
in the correct vectorial direction to coerce the vehicle towards
its desired attitude.
According to Eq. 1 the vehicle actual attitude is defined by the
transformation.
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I
I Let
I
I
where A D is known.
(7)
(8)
I From Eqs. (I) _ (8)
Jl _-i_] = AD A "I
]
(9)
-!
ADA " = E
I ,fthe de i'e
I rotating the vehicle through the small angles fix' _:y' 6z
vehicle axes x, y, z respectively,
i AD A- i = E = z I _x
(io)
It can be shown that, if the desired vehicle attitude can be obtained by
about the
(II)
I
I
From the Z_ measurements (see Eqs. 6 & 7), we know the components
of the unit LOS vector/9 . along the vehicle axes x and y (i. e. , we know
?xi and /_yi).
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I
If we also know that z-axis is approximately pointing towards the
earth (andnot pointing the other way), as shown in Figure 8.1-2
we can write
= + I - + o (12)
Pzi xi y
From the four ¢ measurements we have ( Pxl'
( Px2, p yZ) and invoking (12) we can write
P 1) andY
P 1 = Pxl i+ p J + p k
-- -- yl -- zl
P = P i ÷ p j + p k
- 2 xl-- yl-- z2-
Measured (13)
and in the inertial frame
-P I = Px'1 _I + Py2-- J + pzl-k
22 = PxZ -I + PyZ J + Pzl k
Known (14)
Now let us construct a right handed orthogonal set of axes out
of P and P by proceeding as follows
-1 --2
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(b)
:!
,7"
K
TY:.u anit vector. _ jO
orthogonal t ri;,d._
W," can exprcssl O [ , __. _/o_ in vehicle and inertial
coordinates and write
/P×I eyj e=,}P;_ pj_ pA
I
I
I
_, _e_ '--, I
t _ _ ,_P3 right-h_.d
!i*_" F:| : d
I
_._eor_o_on_. I
1 the matrix product c t tdenttfled I
I
I
,,-._>::':e, both matrices are rthogonal.
Therefore, from Eq,
&,
-- py/
&t
:*; &_l
:*_&,]
whet ..... .c.:ordip, n to Eq.
1
-iS A "_ "
R,'fr'rring to Eq ,_ let in
"JD = AD
D
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fl
Z
Ey
/aD D D \a a
[1 12 _3
A
D
D D D
a a
2t 22 23
DjD D a33a31 a32
From Eqs. (11), (18) and (19) we have
Z
l e_ _-
X
/D _ D1all a12 a[3
D D D
a21 a22 a23
D D D
a31 a32 a33j
f
/
Given Given
-1
A
xl /_yl 41
Measured
Z
can be computed. For instance, for £ we have
Z
Frr)m the attitude error components _x, _ y' E
computed to null the attitude errors.
_yl
Py_
tPy3
torques arc
Z_
(19)
(20)
(2_)
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Use of Interferometer as "Small Attitude Error" Sensor (Part B! I
I_,_t _-i = unit LOS vector from the vehicle to the ith station. I
x, y, z (unit vector i. i, k) = axes fixed to the vehicle
D D D -- - -D D D
x , y , ,< (unit vectors i , j , k ): vehicle axes for the I
desired attitude.
Expr_'s_ing _-i in actua___land desire______d vehicle coordinates we have I
e-i = (gix _iY ¢iz ) ; (2.2)
D !
where for small attitude errors it can be shown that I
J D -6z I _x ]-- (23) I
k
6v -6x 1 h I
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I Substituting 23 into 22 and letting
D
I ( C°mp°nents °f "1_ c°mp°nent° °f _-i al°n
_actuat vehicle / khe desired vehicXe axes.]
I We have
D D
I A possib[ _ commbination of measurements from stations #I and
J_2 would give / \ /
/ ° °/I L_i x O £iz -eiyD
o /
I
I
I
i
I
i 8-197
i
The solution of Eq,, 26 gives
D D
_z _D D D ^D
_"iy (_2z f 2y t'iz
= IX Z
(27)
These are the equations that a computing device has to
soLve to obtain E x, Ey, _'z ° To do this it is necessary to
transmit to the vehicle from the ground the foLLowing:
D D D D
Plx ' ¢Oly ' 82x ' _2y
D D D ,/I_Dor a_lj ' a_tj , _¢2i 2j
_/
where subscript D on /I _indicates the phase measurement that
would have obtained if the attitude error had been zero.
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The interferometer then measures, for instance,
cPij - ,4 _ ij
actual desired
from which and similar measurements it is necessary to
compute
_eix " _'ij " ,_
(_ D) 21rD
_?iy : *ij - A_ij ,,_
(4 D> 2"7"ff D
_e2y = (_o2j _ A,2j ) 2"TPD
{28)
Thus, to compute attitude errors _x' _'y' _:z' the interferom-
et,.r performs the measurements AS. " and the co._nputin_ device
U
has to perform the operations indicated by Eqs. 28 followed b V
Eq s. 27.
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_r
._ote.
The' procedure ell.scribed here works only for the small
attilude error c,_,,. The method described in Part A, even
though not so indicated, would work equally well for any
attitude condition,
For the general case, the matrix
I #z y
-_z i 6 x
_6x 1
in Eq, 20 of Part A has to be replaced by the matrix
cos _ cos {D sin t cosQ
(-_inf _osO (_os_'_os_
+ COS _ sin@ sin_) + sin_ sin_)
(sin _ sin._ (-cos_sin_
÷_os sin_co_ +si_psin_osg)
- sin @
(cos@ sin_)
(cos__os _)
and the attitud_e errors._, @, _// (Euler angles) are determined,
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APPENDIX 8J
LIMITATION OF RANGE AND RANGE RATE CAPABILITY
The following is an analysis of why range, range rate navigation
system is not capable of meeting system pointing requirements.
Basically the problem is as shown in Figure 8J-1. The object
is to determine the error A _ assuming R is measured with probable error
A R, R and 9 are known with probable errors A R and A p
e S e s
respectively.
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From the law of cosines
R_:_,+_ '-2f_os_
Solving for cos_ yields
The effect of errors _8 and
c2_ I
_¢ is given I
' _r' r'"R') ._,. 3L[. I
The nornina_ v_lues are
R = 35.7 km
_¢: 6.38 km
39.8 °
IIading to
(s)
I
I
I
I
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I
2The variance is given by
and it has been assumed that all three errors are
unto rrelated.
The following error model has been given or was
assumed.
= .015 km (15m)
_-le - 01 km (10m)o
_ - .0:3 km (3Ore)
Applying these errors to equation 0 yields
_ = .8 X 10.2 rad
= .46 degrees
An investigation of the error contributions would show
that the error in _s is 90% of the contributor to :i_
l
It is unlikely that _p will ever be less than 30 meters,
things considered. Therefore, the 0.46Qerror would
o
seem to be a severe limitation on the RR System.
(6)
all
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_ou_o I
TION I
I
I
_O_A_._,__ I
SATELLITE I
t:iKure 8, J-1 GEOMETRY F'OR RANGE AND RANGE RATE ANALYSIS
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9.0 TELEMETRY AND COMMAND SUBSYSTEMS
']:his section discusses the design of the onboardinstrumentation
system; the instrumentation is comprised of the telemetry system, the
command system and the range and range rate (R&RR) transponder.
First the data transmission requirements are summarized. Based
on these requirements a model of the data flow is derived. This model
serves as the basis for designing the onboard instrumentation system, and
the definition of interfaces.
This is followed by sections containing detailed system analyses
and designs for the telemetry system, the command system and the R&RR
transponder. In each of these sections, system configurations to meet the
requirements are developed. Included are transmission link calculations
relating the transmitter powers, antenna gains, and receiver characteristics.
The design sections are concluded by estimates of the onboard equipment
weight, size and power requirements, and summaries of equipment imple-
m entatio n.
Finally, the ground station equipment requirements are reviewed.
Typical equipment to meet the interface requirements are discussed and,
where possible, identified.
Command and telemetry signal catalogs and some detailed calcula-
tions are presented in Appendices 9A to 9G.
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9. 1 DATA FLOW
9. 1. 1 Definition
This section discusses the detailed data flow necessary to
operate the ATS-4 Satellite System and perform the experimentation. The
gross data flow was discussed in Section Z, Systems Analysis. Here the
data transmission requirements between the satellite and ground stations
are analyzed in detail. This enables the definition of space/ground inter-
faces.
Furthermore, the data flow onboard the satellite is analyzed.
This permits identification of interfaces between the spacecraft subsystems.
To complete an overall analysis, the flow requirements at the ground stations
are also discussed.
9. 1.2 Requirements
For analysis of the ATS-4 data transmission requirements,
it was necessary for all team members to summarize their subsystem data
requirements. To facilitate this process, aquestionnaire was completed
by each design group in a format suited to estimate the total requirements.
A copy of this questionnaire is reproduced in Appendix 9G.
From the information received on the questionnaire, tele-
metry and command signal catalogs were compiled. These catalogs list
the transmission signals, and describe them in sufficient detail to permit
a system design. The Telemetry Signal Catalog is given in Appendix 9F;
the Command Signal Catalog in Appendix 9E. These two catalogs serve
as a basis for the design of the onboard telemetry and command systems.
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9. 1.3 Model of the Data Flow
Figure 9. i-I depicts the data flow aboard the spacecraft
and also defines the radio trans_ission interfaces to the ground system.
Shown in the figure are the spacecraft subsystems; the instrumentation
subsystem is shown as three blocks, the IR g_ IRR transponder, the telemetry
system and the command system. The connecting lines between the blocks
show the data flow in terms of the telemetry signal and command catalogs.
A block for secondary experiments is also shown, but since they are presently
not defined, no interconnections to the instrumentation subsystem are shown.
The radio transmission nominal frequency allocations and
assoicated functions are as follows:
136 MHz:
148 MHz :
1705/2271 MHz:
I00 MHz
800 MHz
2.3 GHz
7.3 GHz
I. 7 GHz
2. l GHz
8 GHz
8 GHz:
Telemetry
Commands
R & RR Tracking
S_tell_te transmission, antenna
experiments
Ground transmission, antenna
expe riments
Interferometer experiment illumina-
tion
Figure 9. 1-2 shows the essential blocks of a typical
ATS-4 ground station. The top row are the receivers and transmitters
required to interface the spacecraft.
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The R & RR (Range and Range Rate) equipment interfaces
the MCC (Master Control Console) from where ranging is initiated. The
data output from the R & RR equipment interfaces the ground computer which
reduces the data to a form suitable for transmission to ATSOCC, (ATS
Operations Control Center) where the actual orbit computation takes place.
The telemetry receiver accepts the telemetry transmissions.
Data handling equipment separates the PCM from the analog channels. The
telemetry signals are recorded, but they can also interface the PCM-DHE
(PCM Data Handling Equipment) directly. This direct interface is provided
to permit real-time display of selected channels. The receiver also inter-
faces analog channel discriminators where the FM/PM telemetry channels
are demodulated. The demodulated channels can be displayed or processed
by the ground computer for further use or for transmission to ATSOCC.
The antenna experiment receivers shown in one block are
actually four receivers operating at the indicated frequencies. They are
connected to the communication experiment electronics where signals are
suitably demodulated, or to the antenna pattern measurement equipment
which is used to determine antenna patterns.
The three antenna experiment transmitters, shown in one
block, operate at the indicated frequencies. The transmitters interface the
communications experiment electronics.
The command transmitter operates at a nominal frequency
of 148 MHz. It accepts the properly formatted commands and transmits
them to the spacecraft.
The interferometer illumination operates at a nominal
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frequency of 8 GHz. The transmission is controlled from the ECC (Experi-
ment Control Console).
Another set of interfaces exists with the other ATS-4
ground stations and ATSOCC. For this purpose the ground station is equipped
with teletypewriter transmission and receiving equipment. Telephones are
also used; appropriate circuits are provided through NASCOM.
Also indicated in Figure 9. I-2 is the data flow between the
control equipment and the ground computer. The MCC controls most of the
ground operation. From the MCC the following operations can be controlled:
Display
Ground computation
Tracking through the R & RR
Ground communication
Command transmission
The MCC can also request instructions from the computer,
_" ghwhlch__ are +__++__,_.._,_.._,._ _,_ *'_. spacec±_iL £hrou the command link.
In order to simplify the operations of the MCC, the ECC
(Experiment Control Console) is provided. This console controls the space-
craft experimentation. It interfaces the ground computer and can request
attitude data and calculatiops, The commands are controlled through the
MCC and consequently the ECC must interface the MCC to request commands
for experimentation. The ECC directly controls the experiment electronics
and the interferometer illumination transmitter.
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9. 2 TELEMETRY SYS' i£Ni
9. 2. I Data Handling Requirements
"Yhc ATS-4 onboard teh'nletry _ystc'm will be required to
handle three kinds of data" spacecraft subsystem housekeeping data, experi-
,ncnt _quipmcnt hou_c'_.t-_:p_;_ u,t_d_.... , ,_,,,_,.__. _.,.,_;..... .._t _.,1_......... The handling
process will include continuous monitoring and peri(_dic sampling of sensors,
(I;_1_i conditioning, data conversion and data formatting, Data from the
following subsystems is to be accommodated,
Auxiliary Propulsion
Spacecraft Control System
Structures
Parabolic Antenn_
Phased Array
Interferometer
Power
Temperature
Instrumentation
The sensor outputs from these subsystems occur in either
analog, discrete or binary form. Therefore, it is necessary to design the on-
board telemetry system to be flexible enough to permit the handling of all
categories of data. In Appendix 9F, the Telemetry Signal Catalog identifies
the parameters to be telemetered from each of the subsystems. Included for
each sampled parameter is its sampling rate, duration of sampling time and
accuracy requirements. It should be noted that all accuracies expressed in a
percentage indicate that the sensor output is in analog form, while those
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accuracies expressed in "bits" indicate that the sensor output is digital or a
discrete.
9. 2. 2 Data Handling System Design
In order to satisfy the telemetry data requirements of
Section 9_ I, the onboard data handling system will have to employ both analog
and digital commutation, along with continuous data monitoring. Table 9.2-1
summarizes the data sensor output requirements by breaking them down into
analog, discrete and binary categories. The table also provides a further
breakdown of the required sampling rates for each data category. In addition
to those sensor outputs listed in tabular form, there is also a requirement to
monitor several other data sources. These sources are:
• Four Structure Subsystem analog vibration outputs which must
be monitored continuously from lift-off through deployment,
• One hundres discrete data sources, associated with the
Structure Subsystem, which must be monitored at a rate
of I sample/source/sec during the deployment phase
(approximately 30 minute s) ;
• One binary output of 40 bits/sample at a sampling rate
of 16 samples/sec during the deployment phase.
These "additional" data sources were not included in
Table 9.2-I because they do not have to be monitored during the entire mission.
If they were included, they would greatly increase the data handling system
and data transmission system design requirements. This would be undesir-
able considering the small portion of the mission duration in which the
signals will be required.
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A re_'iew of the accuracy requirements for the analog sensor
outputs indicates that i% is the most stringent requirement. If we convert
all analog data into digital form and provide 1% accuracy, we will
have to use a 7 bit binary code for each sample. (7 bit accuracy provides
an accuracy of approximately 0.8%). However, for the purpose of this study
we will assume an 8 bit analog-to-digital conversion so that the system will
have the capability to handle more stringent accuracy requirements if
existing requirements are raised or if additional sensors with greater
accuracy requirements are included later. ( An 8 bit word will also ease
digital data handling.) In order to insure that single bit errors are not added
to the digital word representing each analog quantity, a parity bit will be
added to each 8 data bits (each word). To ensure that a "data" word will
not contain all ZEROS, odd parity will be employed. This will make it im-
possible to transmit a serial pulse train having a 64 bit segment occurring
without a transition.
In order to efficiently utilize data words, the onboard data
handling system will take discrete data outputs, convert them into a single
digital bit, and then combine up to 8 discrete sensor outputs into a single
data word (8bits per word). Binary data will be reformatted to also fit into
an 8 bit wordf0rma_. Odd parity will be employed for all data words con-
taining discrete or binary data. Thus, the word format for all sampled
data sensor outputs will be uniform (i.e. , the system will employ a fixed
word length. )
0-ii
The sensor output requirements summarized in Table 9.2-I,
were ordered into commutation groupings as shown in Table 9. 2-2. A main
sampling rate of I channel/sec was selected based on the actual data require-
ments_ Working from this basic sampling rate, and maintaining binary factor-
ing to derive sub-commutation and super-commutator configurations, a basic
commutation scheme was derived. Yabie 9. 2-2, shows that four commutator
sampling rates were selected; 1 channel/sec (included within this rate is a
super_commutated rate of 8 channels/sec), I channel/8sec., I channel/64
seconds, and i channel/4096 seconds. In order to conform to these sampling
rates, the main commutator was allotted 128 data channels which are sampled
at a frame rate of 128 channels/sec (i.e., each channel is sampled once per
sec). To provide the next group of data channels sampling rate of l channel/
per 8 seconds, 16 sub-commutators are employed which are sampled at a
frame rate of 8 channels per 8 seconds (i. e. , each channel will be sampled
once every 8 seconds). The next group of data sensors requires sampling
at a rate of once per 64 seconds and therefore two 64 channel sub-sub-
commutators are employed with each having a frame rate of 64 channels per
64 seconds. The remaining data sensors, those with a sampling rate of l per
4096 seconds, are assigned to a 32 channel sub-sub-sub-commutator with a
frame rate of I channel per 128 seconds. Table 9.2-2 also presents a com-
posite picture of the channel requirements for each of the commutators. For
example, the main commutator is shown to accomodate the required 42 analog
channels (34 channels at one sample/second and 8 channels, representing the
output of a single sensor, at one sample per second); two channels contain-
ing discrete data from 16 sensors and 29 binary data channels (21 channels
at one sample per second and 8 channels, representing the outputs of one
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digital sensor, sampled at one sample per secondl. In addition to the analog,
digital and discrete data channels, the main commutator will have to provide
two channels for frame synchronization and sixteen channels for sub-commuta-
tor inputs. Therefore, the main commutator must accomodate a minimum of
91 channels to meet the basic requirements. The system will be designed
with a main commutator having 128 channels and, therefore, 37 channels will
be available for future system growth.
Table 9.2-2 presents a similar type of breakdown, as
described for the main commutator, for each of the remaining commutators.
The entire commutation scheme can accomodate up to 416 channels, however,
present requirements are for 323 channels for data, including synchronization
and sub and super-commutation; this represents data from 330 sensor outputs.
The system has been over-designed by almost 25°_0 to allow for future growth.
Figure 9.2-i presents a basic block configuration of how
data commutation would be performed. Appendix9A shows where each one of
the sensor outputs has been assigned a data channel in the various commutators.
In addition, synchronization channels, commutation channels, and spare
channels have also been identified. Presently, two synchronization channels
have been allotted to the main commutator and one synchronization channel
has been allotted to each sub-commutator. If these assignments prove to
be inadequate, ample space is available to permit additional assignments of
channels. It will be explained in detail later that the commutation system
will be capable of sampling specific commutators at a faster rate than usual
while omitting the sampling of Other commutators; with a basic premise
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I
being satisfied of not exceeding the maximum data transmission rate while
in a "fast sampling mode " Because of this option, there may be
a requirement for a change in frame synchronization pattern and/or length.
However, for the purpose of this study only the basic system synchronization
i_ addressed and details of optional sampling modes and synchronization are
omitted,
In discussing Figure 9. g-1 it should be understood that al-
though the commutation system can accommodate 376 data channels (i. e. ,
416 total channels less synchronization and sub-commutation channels), in
reality 376 sensor outputs are not physically connected to the commutators.
Only the analog inputs (?.43 channels) are connected to the commutators shown
in Figure 9.?.-1. The discrete and digital sensor outputs are sampied by
their own commutation system and data words are assembled so that the
time slots (shown in Appendix 9A) for these channels are filled by these data
words. Actually the assignment of data sensors to the Basic Commutation Con-
figuration corresponds to a "time-line" for a serial data train. When a
"blank" data channel is sampled, a constant voltage is present. This
voltage is handled by the A/D converter in the same manner as an analog
data channel, however, when the data is presented to the Word Assembler
a digital or discrete word is read in over the "biank" word thus destroying
the "blank" word ( which is useless anyway ) and inserting a real
d_ta word in its place. Thus for every digital or discrete word inserted
into the PCM data train an analog word slot is lost. This loss is compensated
for by assigning proper channel allocations and sampling rates to each
commutator channel
._)- 16
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9. 2. 3 Data Handling System Configuration
The block diagram of the onboard data handling system
is shown in Figure 9.2-2. The block for the Basic Commutator Config-
uration has been discussed previously in the Data Handling System Design
section, however, a few additional points will be included here. The
Basic Commutator Configuration is fundamentally an analog commutator.
It is designed to accomodate the multiplicity of signal types set forth in the
requirements list and will provide flexibility in channel capacity commen-
surate with a variety of mission requirements. Therefore, the design will
accommodate prime channel sampling for high level or low level input
gating with buffer amplifiers, low level inputs with either channel amplifiers
or a wideband post amplifier, and sub-commutation circuitry containing the
circuits listed above plus sub-commutation format matrix circuits for gate
selection. Gate selection within the main commutator is accomplished by
individual pulse lines from the programmer. The sub-commutators, cas-
caded onto the main commutator, receive selection pulses from the pro-
grammer and from other subcornmutators. The gates are activated by
selection pulses from frequency division matrix segments within the sub-
commutators. The output of the analog commutators is a serial PAM wave-
train. This wavetrain is fed into an A/D converter.
The conversion process to be employed by the A/D con-
verter is the "half-split sampling method" or "successive approximation
method". The A/D converter will provide for an eight bit digital representa-
tion of an analog quantity, {i. e. , the quantization error will be approxi-
mately 0.4%). The encoding process begins with the receipt of a control
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FIGURE 9.2-2 DATA HANDLING SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
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pulse from the Programmer. A high speed asynchronous oscillator is enabled
and at the same.' time the eight output register switches are reset to the zero
state. The oscillator output is counted and decoded to produce eight timing
pulses (27 through 2°). The 27 pulse sets the most significant bit register
switch, applies a precision voltage to one leg of a ladder network and produces
<,n analog voltage equivalent to one-half the full scale analog input voltage.
The output of the ladder network is applied to one input of a comparator for
comparison with the input voltage. If the input voltage is less than the
ladder network output voltage, the 27 register switch is reset. If the input
7
voltage is greater than the ladder output voltage, the 2 register switch
remains set. The next decoded pulse (2 6) sets the 26 register switch and
produces an analog voltage equivalent to one-quarter the full-scale value of
the analog input voltage. The same comparison is followed, bit-by-bit, until
the decision is made to reset or not to reset the 2° register switch. At this
time, the em_oding process is completed; the ladder network output is equi-
v,t_-_Lt tu tht: ,,lt_,ug _nput vu[Lage <mu _rt_ _Lu_ of _he individual register
switches are the binary equivalent of the input analog voltage. Since the
timing and control logic of the programmer controls the start time of the
A/D conve, rter and also produces timing pulses to synchronize sampling of
the commutators, each time slot is maintained just as it was at the output of
the main commutator. However, each time slotis now comprised of eight digital
bits of information which are equivalent to the analog voltage that formerly
occupied the time slot. After the A/D process has been completed, the eight
bit digital word is passed through a parity generator. The parity generator
counts the number of ONES in each word and the "result" is fed to the
._J-19
Word A,_scmbl_-r during the "l_arity bit time. " If the parity generator counts
an odd number of ONES in the eight bit word then the parity bit is a ZERO; if
it counts an even number of ONES then the parity bit is a ONE.
The Digital Data Commutator (DDC),shown in Figure 9. 2-2,
handles digital and discrete data inputs in much the same manner as analog
data was handled. The sampling rates available for digital and discrete
data are the same as those identified previously in the 3asic Commutator
Configuration. The Digital Dat;_ Commutator block performs data channel
multiplexing, word generation and parity bit generation for each data word.
Whenever discrete signals are used as monitoring functions, the DDC groups
up to eight of these inputs together to form one data word (since each bi-leve[
s_t requires only one bit). Therefore, whenever a time slot is assigned for
dis_;r_te data, up to eight discrete data inputs can be associated with that
single time slot. Whenever digital data inputs of a given bit length are to be
rnonitored, the DDC handles the data in eight bit bytes° If the digital data word
l,.ngth is less than eight bits, then the remaining bits can be left blank or, if
desired, dis_ rete data inputs could be inserted to make up a complete eight
bit word. If the digital word length is greater than eight bits then more than
one data word will be required to accommodate it. Therefore, an additional
tinne _lot will have to be reserved for each eight bit segment of a digital
word whose length exceeds eight bits (eog., if a digital word is IZ hits long,
th_'n one _Lnd one-half data words will be required and two time slots reserved
for sampling). Each eight bit word, whether it bc composed of discrete inputs,
digital inputs or a mix of both type_ of inputs, will have s psrity bit
_ssociated with _t. The parity generation process will be similar to that
5)-20
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previously described for A/D converled :lata. In addition to the normal
sampling rates identified for analog and digital data channels, the onboard
data handling system will have an optional mode of operation whereby any
commutator can be operated in a "fast sampling mode." A "fast sampling
mode" is defined to mean that instead of sampling all commutators at
the normal -_ampling rate, only one commutator (or only a specific group of
commutators) is sampled but at a rate faster thanits normal sampling rate.
The limiting factor in determining the maximum commutator sampling rate is
the "fast sampling mode" commutation rate which cannot exceed the basic main
fr_mc commutation rate. Actually it would be possible to employ the dwell
mode on a single channel input if desired. So far, no operational requirement
for this type of operation has been identified.
Because a serial data train comprised only of analog and
digital data words would be useless upon receipt at the ground station, a
synchronization pattern generator is required to provide synchronization
,v_rds for insertion intn the d_a train. Synchronization words will be used at
the_• start of each commutation frame. The Frame Synchronization Generator
will provide different synchronization words for each commutator. The
patterns for these words will be selected to be optimum for the 9 bit word
length of this system. No attempt will be made at this time to select the
patterns for frame synchronization, however, much information is avdilable
(1)(2)in this area.
The Word Assembler consists Of a nine bit buffer storage
register, a read-out timer, and input-output gating circuitry. The buffer
storage register provides for sampling and storage of time varying digital
9 -21
I
inputs. This register also ,_ccepts continuous parallel inputs from the A/D
_onverter and reads synchronization and digital word inputs in broadside.
The type' of word selected is det_'rmined by supplying the Word Assemble r
_,,,itha synchronization or digital command when it is desired to inserL
,'ither a synchronization or digital word into the message frame. Because
th,_,input from th__ A/D converter is continuous, "worthless data" (i.e. , data
_,ssociated with a blank time slot) is reptaced by either a synchronization word
or _ digital word. The output serial PCM data train is formed by sequentially
r,'ading out the information stored in the buffer register with staggered
paral[¢_l pulses furnished by the read-out ti1_ner. This information appears
on parallel tines and is mixed in an OR gate to form the serial PCM output.
In addition to r_'ading out the contents of the buffer register, the staggered
iJu_se_ also read information from the A/D converter into the buffer register.
The heart of the onboard-data handling system is the
Programmer° The Programmer provides bit rate control signals to the Word
Assembler, th_• A/D Converter, the Digitai Data Word Generator and the
Fram,. • Synchronization Generator° It also coordinates the gating times for
the. _nalog commutators and the A/D converter. Timing for the Word
Assemb|er is provided through the generation of the necessary delays between
th_• data inputs and the read-out buffers. The Programmer provides the analog
commutators with channel sel_,ct timing signals and provides the digital
commutators with select and sample timing pulses. Timing pulses to be
used in forming data words are provided to the digital word generator.
'fh__ Programmer provides the Frame Synchronization Generator with the
_._ ,s_ary t_ming pulses to generat_ • synchronization patterns and to select the
'_-22
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correct patterns for insertion into the Word Aseembler.
In addition to providing the onboard data handling systems
timing control signals, the Programmer also provides control and timing of
data handling operational mode changes and telemetry system transmitter
equipment configuration changes.
9.2.4 Data Transmission System Design
The telemetry data transmission system will accomodate
data from the following sources;
• PCM data at data rates of up to I, 152 k bit/sec from the
output of the Word Assembler;
• Analog data from the outputs of four subcarrier oscillators.
The PCM data is in a serial wavetrain and the data rate
can be varied. If the data handling system is monitoring the data require-
ments as set forth in Table 9.2-1, the data rate will be i. 152 k bits/sec
Ii.e., 128 samples/sec at 9 bits per sample}. However, if the system only
]iandles the Str_ctured Subsvste:n di_ita! data durin_ deployment, then the
data rate will be 0.74 k bits/sec. All PCM data is transmitted in PCM/PM
modulation form.
Data from each of the four Structures Subsystem vibration
sensors {0-100 Hz) is handled by frequency modulating them onto individual
subcarriers. The subcarrier oscillator frequencies selected are IRIG
c1_annels 7, 8, 9 and 10, which have center frequencies of 2.3 kHz, 3.0 kHz
3. 9 kHz and 5.4 kHz respectively. These FM channels will be transmitted
as FM/PM modulation.
9 -23
I
Figure 9.2-3 is a block diagram of the major functional
elements required for data transmission.
The PCM serial data train is fed into a Low-Pass Filter
,a,hich has a cut-oil frequency equal to one-half the digital bit rate. The
output of the Low-Pass Filter is fed into a Mixing Networks The four sub-
carrier oscillator outputs are also fed into the Mixing Network_ This network
lin¢'arly combines the five data inputs into a composite signal which is used to
modulate the PM transmitter The PM transmitter will operate at a given
frequc_ncy in the 136-138 MHz band and wilt emit 3,5 watts of IRF power.
Th,," output of the transmitter can be fed either directly to the antenna diplexer
ol- to a power amplifier and then to the antenna diplexer. The power amplifier,
which provides an output power level of 15.0 watts, is included to accommodate
transmission modes requi ring more power than that available from the 3.5 watt
transmitter.
The telemetry data transmission system will be capable of
b_qng configured into two modes of operation, Mode I will accommodate the
following five data inputs:
• PCM data at a 0.74 k bit/sec data rate at baseband;
• Four analog inputs on subcarrier frequencies.
Mode II wit! accommodate a single PCM data input at a rate of I. 152 k bits/sec.
Table 9. 2-3 summarizes the data content and signal characteristics for
each mode of operation. As will be shown later, Mode I requires a 15 watt
telemetry transmitter in the spacecraft and a 30 MHz IF bandwidth in the
ground receiver°
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Because the telemetry system is capable of operation in two
different modes, there will be a requirement to switch various system
functional elenqents into or out of the configuration. Referring to Figure 9.2-3
if the system is op_rating in Mode I then the switches will be set as follows:
• Switches I, 2, 3 and 4 closed (SCO inputs);
• Switch 5 in position A (to connect transmitter to power amplifier) ;
• Switch 6 closed (to connect power _mplifier to diplexer).
In addition to these changes, the PCM stria I datatrain will consist of only
Structures Subsystem digital data (0. 74 k bits/sec), therefore, changes will
b,, made to the encoding process taking place back in the data handling system.
(Not_, that although Mode I calls for 0.74 k bits/sec of PCM data at baseband,
th,_ system will be designed to handle I. 152 k bits/sec of data; this will allow
for future growth and allow for more efficient equipment usage onboard the
spacecraft and on the ground.)
In Mode II operation the PCM data input is at a rate of
I_ 152 k bits/see and the switches are set as follows:
• Switches 1, 2, 3 and 4 are open (no SCO inputs required);
• Switch 5 in position B (to connect the transmitter to the diplexe r);
• Switch 6 is open (power amplifier not required).
In addition to the above-mentioned equipment switching changes, there will
,_1,_o b,. :.omc intern_,l system operational changes. (e.g. , a change in the PCM
data r_t,. will require changes in sampling rates, synchronization codes, data
formatting, and in selection of sensor outputs). When final system require-
ments are derived the necessary changes can be incorporated into the
:_yst,_m design, however, no attempt will be made at this time to identify all
_::ter::a! sy_.tem changes requir_'d.
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The reliability of the telemetry system can be enhanced by
employing equipment redundancy and "building block" interchangeability.
Figure 9.2-4 shows that the telemetry system equipment will include two
data handling systems (encoders), two telemetry transmitters, two power
amplifiers, and one diplexer. These "building blocks" can be arranged so
that either data handling system can be connected to either telemetry trans-
mitter/power amplifier grouping. Also, the analog, discrete and digital data
inputs can be connected to either data handling system. The outputs from
both of the telemetry transmitter/power amplifier groupings are always con-
nected to the antenna diplexer. Therefore, if any single building block fails
or if any two building blocks (of unlike function) fail, the system can be
rearranged to restore data transmission.
Configuration changes involving internal circuits within the
"buiIdin_ blocks" or involving "building block" switching will be controlled
by the Programmer. The Programmer will receive commands from the
ground and will implement the necessary steps required to rearrange the
telemetry system° Commands will be required for the following functions:
• Set up for Mode I Operation
• Set up for Mode II Operation
• Connect data inputs to Data Handling System (DHS) # 1
• Connect data inputs to Data Handling System (DHS) #2
• Connect DHS #1 to Transmitter/Power Amplifier #1
• Connect DHS #] to Transmitter/Power Amplifier #2
9 -27
I
• C<,nn"_ t DIIS //2 to Transmitter/Power Amplifier #I
• Conn..ct DHS ;;Z to "1 c_Jn_mitter/Po',vcr Amplifier //2
• Set up t,;i .... f,,>t _Hmpling mode"
• Turn Tr _li_mi/tcr //I on/off
• Turn "Fra_l_mitt.,r t_Z on/off
• O,_)erate 'Yelcm_try Sy._t_'m in Standby Mode
9, 2 % Data Transml ssion Link Calculation
The telemetry system wilt employ both PGM/PM and FM/
PM modulated data transmission. In order to _ustify the transmitter power
requirements for the transmission system, calculations are presented for
the various information spectra occuring in a given space-to-ground dat_
link configuration. A review of the data channel requirements for each mode
of operation (as shown in Table 9. 2-3} indicates that individual space-link
calculation must be made for each mode of transmission due to differences in
spectrum distribution,
We sp; cii'y the use of a tctemctry
m!_l._v;Hg :_ c _rri...r-tri_ci<]n._ [;ha_. det-nodutator.
receiving system
Therefore, the rms
m,,duli_tion index for ,'ach mode of operation must be selected to ensure an
ad,'qual ' carri: r p,_wer t;) total power (Pc/Ptotal) ratio so that carrier
I," :, 1._n:- _an bc p,.'rf,.)rrn_'d In addition to this, the modulation index must
I_ [,_\_ n.ou_h to ,_ ._d ph .... ,nx .rsJ_m of th,e L;,rricr. For Mode I operation
.:_J l _, _orhlt _tion _nd,'x .,i , :_,' t _rt_;tn i_; sel_'¢ l_'d to handle fi\c r._-.:lli ;lcxcd
: I {o_," _;_.'_:d _}_;_nel and foyer _ubc,trrier channels).
Tbc er_,_.,n_t :,'_ _'_ving ._vstem should employ synchronous
_,r_..l t. dot ti:_,.,, _i th,' ph_t- ' _du[ated wave. An extremely narrow-band
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Channel Modulation
PCM/PM
FM/PM
FM/PM
S Frequency
(kHz)
Baseband
2.3
3. 0 i 450
FM/PM 3.9
Channel i
i Filter
Bandwidth I
(Hz/s) I
!'
t,
, p
576 ii
t
k
E:
I Ii
1
346 i
]
i,
, ]i
t
h ..... i,
' :2
e
! 586 !
I' i
I+
4
FM/PM 5+4 810
Modulating
Frequency
(Hz/s)
576
100
100
100
100
Mode I: Channels 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
Mode II: Channel 1
Table 9.2-3
Summary of Telemetry Channel Characteristics
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phase tracking loop, of about I00 Hz, will permit the data channels to reach
t}-_ir thresholds prior to the level at which the carrier-tracking loop loses lock.
The PCM integrating detector will require am input SNR of
10 dB to attain a bit error probability of l bit in 104 .(4) The FM detectors
will require an input SNR ol i0 dB in order to be above detector threshold.
The use of synchronous product detection on the incoming
pbas,,-modulated wave permits the phase-modulated output SNR to decrease
linearly with input signal _nti] the carrier tracking loop loses lock. This
system is designed so that the i0 dB channel detector SNR is the signifi-
cant threshold and will be reached simultaneously in all channels. The
system is also designed so that the power available in the carrier at the
level of channel demodulator threshold will be well above the carrier loop
in lock threshold (3 dB above threshold is a nominal allowable value and it
will be shown later that the signal is well above this level).
The modulation index of the main carrier due to each
channel is selected in such a manner as to provide equal channel S/N ratios
at the output of the subcarrier filtering networks. The deviation on the main
carrier, as previously stated, is selected to be one radian (rms); a value which
provides a nearly equal distribution of carrier power and channel power.
In order for the channel S/N ratios to be equal at the output of the channel
bandpass filters, the peak deviation of each channe] must be proportional to
th,' square root of the t}andwidth of each channel. For Mode I operation, the
following relationship holds:
"_8 _ 81 A82 A@_ ,%84
O
z
In this formulation
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AO. is the peak deviation of the carrier due to the ith channel, and B.
1 1
is the channel filter bandwidth and is equal to 15 percent of the IRIG sub-
carrier center frequency (IRIG channels 7, 8, 9 and I0 were chosen) and
one-half the bit rate for the baseband channel.
For an rms deviation of one radian:
(AO)2 (4@)2 )2 )2 04)2
o 1 (402 (AO3 (A )2
2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 -- (1
Solving for the modulation index corresponding to each of the channels yields
(see Appendix A):
B0
O
A01
5 0 2
A 04
= 0°825,
= 0. 454,
= 0.517,
the main carrier deviation due to the baseband channel
the main carrier deviation due to the 2. 3 kHz channel
the main carrier deviation due to the 3.0 kHz channel
= 0.590, the main carrier deviation due to the 3.9 kHz channel
= 0.692, the main carrier deviation due to the 5.4 kHz channel
The ratio of the carrier power to the total power can be calculated as:
[P
i 01) °2) °3
.... c .... = J (50)" J (_ " J (5 • J (5 )" J
Pto tal o o o o o o
i.
Substituting the values from Table 9.2-4 into the above expression
yields:
P
--_C_ .
P
total
= 36 (-4.4 dB) or 36% of the total power is in the carrier.
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The ratio of channel power to the total power is expressed as:
Pchannel = 2 c l
Ptotal Ptotal Jo (_ @i)j
Substituting the values from T-ible 9o 2-4 into the preceding expression yields:
P
channel-0
Ptotal
, 146 (-8.4 dB) or 14. 6%0 of the total power is in
channel- 0 (baseband)
P
channel-I
total
= .040 (-14.0 dB) or 4.0%o of the total power is in
channel-I (2. 3 kHz subcarrier)
P
channel-2
P
total
• 0517 (-12o9 dB) or 5. 17% of the total power is in
channel-2 (3.0 kHz subcarrier).
P
channel-3
P
total
•0684 (-ll. TdB) or 6o84% of the total power is in
channel-3 (3.9 kHz subcarrier)
P
channel-4
P
total
•0977 (-i0. I dB) or 9.77% of the total power is in
channel-4 (5.4 kHz subcarrier).
Therefore, for a total rms modulation index of one radian, 3607o of the
poxvor is in the carrier, 40% of the power is in the data channels and the
rem,_ining 24% is absorbed by the higher order modulation products.
We assume the ground received has a carrier tracking bandwidth
(2 BL0 ) of I00 Hz; therefore, the noise power in the tracking loop can be
expressed as:
P =2k T 13
n (. L0
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Channel Modulation Index J
0
Baseband .825 .8366
J
I
.3780
1 .454 .9485 •2220
2 o517 .93_0 •2498
3 .590 .9147 •2823
4 .692 .8837 •3256
Table 9. 2-4
Summary of Channel Modulation Characteristics for
Mode [ Operation
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where, k = Boltzman's constant = i. 23 x i0 -23 joules/OK,
T = 1060 ° K assuming
e
T
e
= T * _I" with a receiver preamplifier
s1_F recvr. ,
O
having a 3. 5 dB NF and a radio sky of 700 K at 136
M_-_ Zo
and /L,L0: loop noise bandwidth = I00 Hz
P = -148. 3 dBm
n
It has been shown in previous programs
(3)
that the carrier tracking loop will
track to 0 dB and with adequate knowledge of the expected frequency, a 3 dB
SN!R will allow acquisition with moderate ease.
Therefore, the total power required at the input of the receiver to meet the
tracking threshold is expressed as:
P
C
Preq. tracking = pn" --Ptotal"
(SNa)
P = - 140.9 dBm.
req. tracking
As previously stated the individual channel detector thresholds have all
been set at a 10 dB SNR and therefore each threshold will be calculated as:
BIF
P =P
nc. nr B
1 C.
1
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where ,
P
YIC.
1
• th
the noise power in the 1
of the 2 nd detector,
channel at the input
and
P : the noise power in the receiver at the input to the first
nr
detector (BIF: 30 kHz); see Appendix 9B,
B
_IF ::the ratio of IF bandwidth to channel bandwidth at the
B
C.
1
input to the second detector•
S1tbstituting into the previous expression yields the following value of P
nc
P = -137. 8 dBm
nc -o
P = -143.1 dBm
nc -i
P = -141.9 dBm
nc -2
P = -140. 8 dBm
nc-3
P : -139.4 dBm
nc -4
The total received power required at the receiver input to meet channel threshold
for each channel can be expressed as:
P =P
required c. nc.
I I
(SNR)detector 2
Ptotal
P
C.
1
where, P
nc.
1
.th
:- the noise power required in the 1 channel at the
input to the 2nd detector to meet a 0 dB SNR,
(SNR)Znd detector : SNR required to be above detector,
and
P
C.
1
P
total
threshold (I0 dB)
::Percentage of total power in the ith channel•
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p
req. c-0
P =
req. c-l
P =
req. c-2
P =
req. c-3
p _-
req. c-4
-137.8 dBm + I0 dB + 8.4 dB = -119.4 dBm
-143.1 dBm + i0 dB+ I4.0 dB : -I19.1 dBm
-141. 9 dBm + l0 dB + 12.9 dB = -119.0 dBm
-140.8 dBm + 10 dB+ ii.7 dB = -I19.1 dBm
-139.4 dBm + i0 dB+ 10.1 dB = -119. 3 dBm
The link parameters for the ATS-4 satellite operating a transmitting frequency of
13(_ MHz and at synchronous altitude (22, 300 statute miles)are defined as:
Spacecraft Antenna Gain (GT) = -3 dB
Transmitter Power, PT 05 watts) = 41.8 dBm
Spacecraft losses, g T (diplexer, line losses) --3 dB
Receiving Antenna Gain, G T (9 element Yagi) = 19.2 dB
Polarization Losses, Lp (assuming diversity reception) = 3 dB
Free Space Loss, X (at a maximum slant range of 26,000
statute miles) = 168 dB
Thercfore the total received power at the ground is defined as:
Precei_ed total = GT _ PT + LT + GR + Lp + X (all in dt:)
P = -116 dBm
received total
Table 9.2-5 shows the various channel parameters and identifies margins.
Figure 9.2-5 identifies the points in the receiving system where power require-
ments exist and indicates available signal levels. The letters A, B, C, E, and
G in the heading of the coIumns in Table 9.2-5 (e.g., "A" corresponds to the
power required at the input to the detector to meet a O dB SNR). The "Power
Above Threshold at the Input to Detector" column is the system design margin
for each of the channels. The five data channels have a 3 dB margin while the
carrier channel has a margin of almost 25 dB.
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Figure 9. 2-5 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF BASIC TELEMETRY RECEIVER
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Th+. expression for FM improvement for each of the subcarrier channels
Ichannels i-4) is
(SYR)out : 3 M z (BIF ) (SNR)in
2B
m
whePo:
For Channel-l:
(SNR}
" out
M
BIF
B
m
= SNR at ot_tput of detector
Modulation index : fd
f
nl
-- Bandwidth of the input to the detector
: baseband filter bandwidth (low pass filter bandwidth
equal to fro)
(SNR)in -: SNR at input of detector
(SNR)out -- 2(,0 = 24. 5 dB
Fk>r Channel-Z"
(SNR)out = 345 : 25.4 dB
For Channel- 3 :
(SNR)ott t : 768 : 28. 9 dB
For Channel-4: (SNR)out : 1980 : 33.0 dB
The baseband channel will have a SNR at the input of its Znd detector of 10dB.
An input SNR of 10 dB yields a bit error probability of 1 bit in 104 if we assume
the use of an integrating detector with an Input Bandwidth/Bit Rate ratio equal
to one and a Premodulation Video Bandwidth/Bit Rate ratio equal to 0. 5.
In M()de II opc:ration the telemetry system will be required to transmit a single
serial PCM data train of 1.152 k bits/sec (transmitted as PCM/PM). In Mode I,
tl_,, I>aseband modulation index was 0. 325 radians peak, however, if this modulation
_,n(t_,x is tttilized in Mode II operation, aninefficientdistribution of power between
the, baseband channel and the carrier will exist, (e.g. , almost 70% of the power
in the, carrier and only 28. 6°?'o of the power in the baseband chal_n_l). Therefore,
the r_Y_dulation index for Mode II operation will be changed to 1.4 radians peak
O-40
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(l.0 radians rms), which is the highest practical modulation level in this type
of modulation system 4.
As previously stated, the expression for the ratio of the carrier power to
the total power can be calculated as:
c (A0o) 2o : .32 ( -4. 9 dB),
Ptotal
or 32% of the total power is in the carrier.
T}'_ ratio of baseband channel power to the total power is expressed as:
P J1 (A@PBaseband = 2 c o
Ptotal Ptotal ( A Oo
2
Substituting the proper values into the above expression yields
PBaseband
Ptotal
• _s_ (-z. 3 dB),
or 58. 5% of the total power is in the baseband channel.
Therefore, with an optin_um modulation index of 1.0 radians rms, Mode II
operation has about 580/0 of the power in the baseband channel, 32% of tLe
power in the carrier, and only 10% is wasted.
As previously calculated, the ground receiver was found to have a carrier
tracking threshold, PN : -148. 3 dBm and assuming a 3 dB SNR, the total
power required at the input to the receiver to meet the tracking threshold
is expressed as:
P
c
PReq. Tracking : PN p (SNR)
total
PReq. Tracking : -140.4 dBm
The PCM integrating detector has been assigned a I0 dB SNR above threshold
and the noise power required in the baseband channel at the input to the
integrating detector to meet a 0 dB SNR is expressed as:
9 -41
BP = P c-0 = 137.9 dBm,
nc-0 nr BIF
for calculations of P andnr
BIF
Bc-0
see Appendix 9C,
The total received power required at the input to the receiver to meet the
baseband channel threshold is expressed as:
PRequired c-0 = Pnc-0 = (SNR)Detector 2 PtotalP
c-0
Substit_ting the valu_ into the above equation yields:
= -125.6 dBm
PR equired c-0
Assuming the same space link parameters for Mode II operation as were
used for Mode I operation with one exception: a 3.5 watt (35.4 dBm)
transmitter. The total received power at the ground is calculated to be:
PReceived Total = -122.4 dBm
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Table 9.2-6 shows the power levels and margins for the baseband channel
and the carrier channel for a 3.5 watt transmitter. As evidenced in Table 9.2-6,
the baseband channel has a margin of over 3 dB and the carrier channel has
a margin of 10 dB.
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9. Z. 6 System Size, Weight, and Power Estimates
The telemetry system package is defined to include:
• Two 3.5 watt phase modulated transmitters
• Two 15 watt power amplifiers
• One antenna duplexer
• Eight subcarrier oscillators
• Two encoders (each encoder includes analog and digital
communtators, an A/D converter, a programmer, a
synchronization generator and a word assembler).
The equipment characteristics for each of the components in the package is
summarized in Table 9.2-7. The total package will occupy a volume of
approximately 210 cubic inches and will weigh approximately 15 pounds. When
the system operates in the Mode I configuration the peak power requirement
will be 61.8 watts and when operating in the Mode II configuration the peak
power requirement will be 27. 3 watts. If the system is in a non-operational
standby mode, 4 watts of power will be requires.
9.2.7 Equipment Implementation
The telemetry transmission system (i. e., the phase modu-
lated transmitter, power amplifier, diplexer, subcarrier oscillators, and
low-pass filters) can be implemented through the use of "off-the-shelf" hard-
ware. In some instances there may be requirements for minor modifications
to the hardware, but in no case will major custom design be required.
The data handling requirements for the ATS-4 mission will
require custom designing of some of the components. The state-of-the-art
design associated with the components in the telemetry data handling system
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(i.e., the A/D converter, word assemblers, programmers, frame synchro-
nization generators, and analog/digital commutators) is advanced and sophis-
ticated. Several components (e.g., the A/D converters, the frame synchro-
nization generators, and the word assemblers) can be implemented by using
"standard" hardware with minor modification. But other components (e. g. ,
the programmers, the analog/digital commutators, and the system integra-
tion circuitry) will have to be custom designed.
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9.3 COMMAND SYSTEM
9.3. 1 Definition
The ATS-4 instruction command system is a PCM up-data
link for transmission of commands to the spacecraft. Its design is compatible
with the GSFC Aerospace DataSystems Standards 5.
This system shall perform the following functions:
1. rTransmit discrete commands from the ground stations
(Rosman and Mojave} to ATS-4 for activation of all space-
craft subsystems;
2. Transmit instructions and data to the SCS, the phased array_
and the interferometer.
The onboard command system will interface directly with all other space-
craft subsystems. The interfacing is shown in Figure 9. l-l, Section 9. 1
9.3.2 Requirements
The command requirements existing for the ATS-4 space-
craft subsystems were compiled and are summarized in the command catalog
(see Appendix 9F). A summary of the command catalog is presented in
Table 9.3-I.
From the command catalog and the summary table it can
be seen that wo types of command information are required:
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Subsy stem
Auxiliary Propulsion
System
Structures
Orientation Control
System (ACS &
ARS)
Power System
Parabolic Antenna
, Experiment
' Electronics
t
Phased Array
Expe riment
Electronics
[nterferometc-r
Experiment
Electronics
Instrumentation
Table 9.3-i
Summary of Command Requirements
' i - = i
t Number ofCode Signals
S
L
Remarks
Discretes only+
Discretes only.
5
-f
O
44
1
35
+
l
19
19
16
Discretes plus data sequences
for programmed motion of the
spacec raft.
Discretes.
Discretes°
Discretes plus data sequence for
antenna beam pointing.
Discretes plus data for element
and frequency sequencing
program.
Discretes.
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1. Discretes: These are single pulses that activate switches,
or set relays and latches;
2. Data: Represents control instructions or programs needed
to perform maneuvers or experiments.
Table 9.3-1 shows that presently eight subsystems require
command data and that forty-four is the maximum number of commands
required by any of the subsystems. Growth capability is needed because it
is anticipated that ATS-4 will carry secondary experiments.
The table also shows that some of the subsystems require
instruction data sequences. These instructions will be channeled to the
subsystems directly. Each subsystem will have a programmer which will
further identify and route the instruction words.
From the requirements the following data capabilities were
derived for the command system:
i. Transmission of data words, at least twelve bits long,
to the ACS and the interferometer (Mode 1);
2. Transmission of data words, 35 bits long to the phased
array electronics {Mode 2);
3. Transmission of discretes to the spacecraft subsystems;
up to sixty-four discretes per subsystem are provided (Mode3).
Capabilities are provided in excess of the requirements
shown in Table 9.3, l. The command system is capable of addressing sixteen
subsystems; the command word format permits assigning of up to 5 12 dis-
cretes per subsystem. This allows for growth and gives latitude for design
mo dific ations.
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In order to expeditiously enter data words, particularly for
array beam control, the command system should be as fast as possible. The
command word length and duration are specified in the Aerospace Data System
Standards; one sixty-four bit command word has a duration of 0.5 seconds.
The transmission delay to a synchronous satellite is 0. IZ seconds, and since
command verification is required, at least 0.75 seconds are needed to trans-
mit a command word and receive verification. This is the minimum time
required for entering a command and receiving verification on the ground.
Consequently the highest data rate possible is approximately forty-two bits
per second (in Mode 2).
The verification scheme could increase this time significantly.
For example, if the command words were to be retransmitted by the telemetry
system on the ground, compared to the originally transmitted word, and then
executed via an execute command, the transmission time for one command
would at least double.
Therefore, a requirement is derived here to accomplish
command verification and subsequent execution onboard ATS-4. This can be
done either by using error control codes or by transmitting the command
message and its complement in a single command system transmission word.
The latter method appears sufficient for ATS-4 and hence is favored for
Modes 1 and 3; it will also require less hardware than error control codes.
For transmission of the 35 bit data word only a parity check is performed;
hence in Mode 2 speed is traded for transmission reliability.
9.3. 3 Word Format
The command system transmission word format suitable for
the ATS-4 Command System is shown in Figure 9.3-I. The first twenty bit
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Bit Position 1-14 Synchronization
I Bit Position 15-20 Spacecraft Complement
Address Bit Position 21-40
Co mma nd i,Word
T
Bit Position 41-60 Command Word
Bit Position 61-64
Synchronization
(a) Command System Transmission Word_ Mode 1 and Discretes
J / s/c ISync IAddressl1 14115 2012_ Instruction Word
(b) Command System Transmission Word, Mode 2
54Syn'41
t
Parity check bit
(c)
21 22 23124
I
T
Identifier
25126 27128,29!30131 32 33 34 35
I I i a • .
_,_ #1_
_ Data Word
SubsystemI address
36 37 38 39 40
I I I I
L.,,
/
Discrete command
Spare
Command Word, Mode 1 and Mode 3. Number indicates the blt posltion in the
command transmisslon word.
Figure 9.3-1 COMMAND WORDSTRUCTUR]£
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I
periods are occupied by synchronization data and spacecraft address. Synch-
ronization data must occupy at least the first fourteen bit periods (as indicated
in Figure 9.3-I), the remaining bits, up to bit position 19, are reserved for
the spacecraft address. Should the address assigned to ATS-4 require less
than 5 bits, the synchronization data would occupy correspondingly more bit
positions.
In Mode 1 the command word will occupy no more than twenty
bits; the bit positions are 21 to 40. The bit positions 41 to 60 are occupied by
the complement of the command word (i.e. , where the command word position
has a "l" the complement has a "0" and vice versa). The last four bits are
synchronization data, as specified in the Aerospace System Standards.
In Mode 2 the instruction word is forty bits long and will
occupy bit positions 21 to 60. The first four bits, positions 21 to 24, are
identifier bits; the last bit, position 60, is a parity check bit.
The structure of the command word used in Mode I and
Mode 3, is also shown in Figure 9.3-I(c). It consists of twenty bits. The
first four bit positions (21 to 24)constitude an identifier which routes the
instructions to various subsystems in the spacecraft; the identifier distinguishes
between discretes and instructions.
These identifier bits are used in all Modes and determine
whether the decoder operates in Modes 1,2 or 3. The number of possible
identifiers is sixteen; they may be assigned in the following way:
# 1..
#2..
#3..
#4..
#5..
#6..
Discrete (Mode 3)
Interferometer data word (Mode I)
Phased array (Mode 2)
Phased array, spare
ACS 12-bit pitch offset (Mode I)
ACS 12-bit roll offset (Mode l)
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# 7. ° •
# 8,..
# 9-16...
ACS 12-bit spare
ACS other data words {Mode I)
Spares
The twelve bit words following the identifiers # 2-16 are either data or Mode 1
or Mode 2 instruction data; they are routed to their espective destinations.
The twelve bit words following the identifier "discrete" are
the discrete commands that will be applied to the individual subsystems. The
first four of these twelve bits (positions 25 to 29 in the command word) are
subsystems addresses (16 possibilities); the following eight are decoded into
discretes. Only six bits are used for decoding into sixty-four discretes; the
remaining two bits are presently unused. The last four bits, positions 37 to
40, are not assigned and can be used as the need arises. One possibility
would be to use these bits for additional coding redundancy; in the simplest
form this may be a parity check.
9.3.4 Description and Operation of the Onboard System
receivers and two command decoders. The dual units provide for redundancy_
Figure 9. 3-? shows the basic configuration. The two
receivers are connected to a select logic that automatically samples the
receiver outputs. When a signal appears at the output of the receivers, the
logic selects one of the receivers and connects both decoders to th_ selection
receiver. The selection of the proper decoder is made from the ground via the
frequency of the command data tone subcarriers. In this fashion a functional
command system is retained when either one receiver, one decoder or one
receiver and one decoder should have failed.
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RECEIVER
NO, 1 L
SELECT
LOGIC
RECEIVER
NO. 2
I
I
I
I
I
I
/ ,NsTRucr,oN |
DECODER _ AND
LOGIC _ DISCRETES I
J OUT
I
I ...TO
VTELEMETRY I
I I [ I k 'DECODER AND INO. 2 DISCRETES
OUT
I
Figure 9.3-2 COMMAND SYSTEM
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B
TO TELEMETRY
I TO COMMAND DECODER #2+
JRECE,VER#,_ I I
RECEIVER
SELECT
LOGIC
I RECEIVER #2 i +
BIT 64POWER ON
POWER
+
BIT POWER
ENABLE
DISABLE(: CIRCUIT
+ +
RESET ALL POWER TO
REGISTERS CIRCUITS
TONE/DIGITAL
CONVERTER
CLOCK
BIT 64 _POWER ON
t DATA
ONE
DETECTOR
ZERO
RESET
l
,p
15 TO 19
BITS ___
21 TO 60
1
CLOCK _.__COUNTER
BITS #15 TO 64 OUT
_1 5+,+J_..J
w t ADDRESSREGISTER
COMPARISON AND j
CHECKING LOGIC 1
40 BIT ICOMMAND REGISTER
ADDRESSLOGIC BIT 20
,+
,_/_oI
_IYES/NO I
BITS 25 TO 59
DATA
BITS _, 21-24
BIT J IDENTIFIER I
II
+--1°_°°"I
BITS
25-34
V
COUNT 16 J DECODERL.
COUNT 35 j t_TRIX j__ i
II++.+ !'
SHIFT OUT l+ 1_ DISCRETES OUT
DISCRETE
MATRIX J,11_._O W
POWER ER
ENABLE
TO TELEMETRY
TO TELEMETRY
TO TELEMETRY
61 I INSTRUCTION WORDS TO
J TRANSFER _ ACS
I GATE
_1 BANK PHASED ARRAYINTERFEROMETER
TO TELEMETRY
I FIGURE 9.3-3 COMMAND DECODER
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The command decoder is shown in Figure 9. 3-3. Included
in the figure are also the two receivers and the receiver select logic. The
receiver select logic is sampled in such a way that during the first thirteen
zero bits of the synchronization the receiver select circuit latches on to one
receiver. The receiver select dircuit is then kept in the ._Lcn_u-uu state _--_
the furation of the command word. Indication of the state of the select cir-
cuit is transmitted via telemetry back to ground. The indication signal also
activates the decoder power enable circuit, through which the decoder cir-
cuitry, except for the decoder matrix, is connected to the onboard power
source. The status of the power enable circuit is checked via telemetry.
The receiver select logic is connected to the T/D
converter; in this unit the PCM is demodulated from the tone subcarriers,
and also the 128 Hz clock signal is extracted. The 128 Hz clock signal is
conditioned to produce pulses which are fed into the clock counter. This
counter counts clock pulses for bit positions 15 to 64. This is performed as
follows: the first ONE, bit number 14, appearing at the conclusion of the
synchronization, is detected by the "ONE detector"; the latter latches up in
this position and becomes insensitive for the remainder of the command word.
The output of the "ONE detector" opens the gate to the clock counter, such
that the counter can start counting beginning with bit number 15 in the command
word. The counter controls the activity of the decoder for the reception of
one command word. At 7.8 m sec after the counter senses bit position 64,
the counter is reset to zero, and the ONE detector sensitized to prepare the
decoder for reception of a new command.
The command data word is routed from the T/D converter
into an address register and into a word register. By proper timing the
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spacecraft address (bits 15 to 19) is entered into the address register. The
command register is opened only for the time corresponding to bit positions
15 to 19 and no additional bits can enter it. At the time corresponding to bit
position 20 the address is sampled in the address logic. If the address is
correct, a gate is enabled to permit reading the command word (bit positions
21 to 60) into the forty bit command register.
The sampling of the address register also is transmitted
back to ground via telemetry. In this fashion the correctness of the spacecraft
address is verified. The correct address identification also sets the decoder
matrix power enable circuit into a ready state. Thus, only if a correct address
is identified can the command be executed.
The command word and its complement, bit positions 21 to
60, now enter the forty bit command register through a gate that is kept open
for bits 21 to 60. Once bit 60 has been entered, the gate closes and no more
bits can enter the forty bit command register.
At the time correspondin_ to bit position 61, a comparison
logic is activated. This logic senses the command word identifier (bits 21 to
24). For Modes 1 and 3 the comparison logic then ascertains that the word in
bit positions 4 1 to 60 is the complement of the command word in bit positions
21 to 40. For Mode 2 operation the logic checks the parity bit. If the logic
finds the word to be correct a verification signal is transmitted to ground via
telemetry. The same verification signal also readies the matrix power enable
circuit; this will ascertain that only correct commands can be executed.
Connected to the forty bit command word register is identification logic and a
set of transfer gates. At the time corresponding to bit position 62, the command
word identification bits (21 to 24) are decoded. If the identifier indicates a
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discrete, the maxtrix power enable circuit is enabled. If the identifier
indicates a data word, the proper gate in the bank of transfer gates is enabled.
At the time corresponding to bit position 63 now the transfer
of the command takes place. If the command is a discrete, the power is
applied to the matrix. The matrix receives the data contained in bit positions
25 to 36 from the forty bit command word register, decodes it and creates
the proper switching signal for the spacecraft subsystem which must be
enabled. The occurence of this event creates a pulse which is monitored on
the ground via telemetry. This pulse also is routed to the power enable cir-
cuit to prepare disablement at the time corresponding to bit position 64;
following disablement will ready the decoder for a new command.
If the command is a data word, the identification circuit
sets an enable shiftout clock circuit. The identification circuit latches the
gate in an open condition at the time corresponding to bit position 63 in order
to permit the application of shiftout clock pulses to the forty word command
register. These shiftout clock pulses are derived from the spacecraft clock
and have a frequency other than 128 Hz, the basic command decoder clock
frequency. At this point the distinction between Mode 1 and Mode 2 becomes
apparent. For a Mode 1 identifier a counter must be set to permit only
sixteen shiftout pulses to be applied. For Mode 2 the counter is set to 35 to
permit shiftout of 35 instruction bits.
If shiftout clock pulses can enter through the opened gate,
they will start the counter circuit and shift the data out of the command regis-
ter through the transfer gates to the respective spacecraft subsystem. The
counter circuit assures that the correct number of shiftout pulses is applied.
At the proper count the latching gate for shiftout clock pulses is closed and a
pulse is sent to the power enable circuitry to squelch decoder power and thus
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make the decoder ready for reception of a new command.
The decoder power enable circuit is squelched either at the
time corresponding to bit position 64 through line A (if the command was a
discrete) or at the end of the command register shiftout count through line B
(if the command was an instruction). The decoder power enable circuit then
produces a pulse to reset all registers.
In summary, the operation of the command system can be
described as follows:
• The decoder is power-squelched until the decoder has
latched onto a signal;
• The command is executed automatically if:
(a) A correct address is identified;
(b) Redundancy evaluation verifier the
command;
• The decoder matrix power is turned on only to
decode a discrete;
• The decoder power is turned off at the end of
decoding of a discrete or shifting out of an instruction
word to the respective spacecraft subsystem;
• The performance is monitored by telemetry in the
following respects :
(a) Latching on of the decoder to a receiver signal,
(b) Identification of a correct spacecraft address ,
(c) Verification of correctness of the command word,
(d) Decoding of the discrete in the decoder matrix,
(e) Status of the power enable circuit;
• The receiver select logic and the T/D converter are
always on standby power.
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9. 3.5 Estimates of Physical Characteristics
This section summarizes estimates of the physical
characteristics of the command system in terms of weight, size and input
power requirements.
The receivers are assumed to be solid-state superheterodyne
receivers. For an operating frequency in the VHF band (!48 MHz)
the following physical characteristics are estimated:
Weight 10 oz.
Size 20 cu.
DC power requirement 0.5W
in.
The receiver select logic is also solid-state equipment.
physical characteristics are estimated for this equipment:
Weight 6 o z.
Size 15 cu. in.
DC power requirement 0.2W
The following
The decoder circuitry is also assumed to be completely solid-state equipment.
Based on Figure 9.3-3, the following characteristics are estimated.
75 oz.
150 cu. in.
Weight
Size
DC power requirement (a} standby 0.5W
(b} active 5 W
(c) decoding matrix
on llW
Table 9. 3-2 summarizes the estimated physical characteristics of the
command system.
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Table 9.3-2
Estimated Physical Characteristics of Command System
Weight Size DC Power Requirement
Standby In Operation
o z. cu. in. W W
IReceiver #I I0 20 0.5 0.5
IReceiver #2 I0 20 0.5 0.5
i
I
Select logic 6 15 0.2 0.2
i
i
i
Decoder #1 75 150 0.5 ll
Decoder #2 75 150 0.5 11
TOTALS 176 (II Ibs.) 355 2.2 12.7
;:" This figure includes one decoder in standby and one
decoder in the active state.
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9. 3o6 Transmission Link Power Requirements
For solid-state receivers operating in the VHF band a
sensitivity of -154 dB W is characteristic; this assumes that for a received
This is based on a 6 dB noise figure and a 30 kHz receiver i-f bandwidth.
The range equation in logarithmic form can be written as
PR (dBW) = PT (dBW) + G T + G R - Lsp - Lmisc
wherE, PR is the received power, PT the transmitted power, G T the
transmitter antenna gain, G R the receiver antenna gain Lsp = 20 log 4 IIR' --X--
isthe space loss and Lmisc are miscellaneous losses from cabling, polari-
zation, absorption, etc.
Table 9.3-3 summarizes the values that can be expected
for ATS-4.
The signal-to-noise ratio that can be expected in operation
is simply the difference between the received power and the sensitivity; for
this one obtains 9.5 dB. In order to estimate the receiver performance, the
energy contrast E
N
o
must be calculated from the SNR. For the command
system under discussion, the SNR must be multiplied by afactor of
BIF
T BitBfilt Bfil t - TBi t BIF
where, TBi t is the duration of one bit (7.8 msec),
Bfilt the bandwidth of the tone filter in the T/D converter (see Figure 9.3-3),
and BIF the receiver IF bandwidth (30 kHz). This factor amounts to 13.8 dB.
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Table 9.3-3
Range Equation Values for Command System
PT (transmitter 242-G-2)
G T (dual Yagi)
G R (onboard antenna system)
Lsp(fOr 40,000 km, 148 MHz)
L
misc
PR
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23 dBW
13.5 dB
-3 dB
160 dB
9dB
-144.5 dBW
Consequently, the energy contrast for the command system is 23.3 dB. This
quarantees a bit error rate of less than 1:10 -5 with an operating margin of
i0 dB.
If more powerful transmitters (5 kW) and higher gain
antennas {SATAN} will be employed, the operating margin will increase even
more.
9.3.7 Equipment Implementation
For the onboard command system three different kinds of
equipment are needed. These are the command receiver, the receiver select
logic and the command decoder.
For the command receiver a solid-state superheterodyne
receiver is suggested. Such receivers have been used successfully in satellite
programs. In particular, the command receivers used in the ATS A, B, C
and D satellites have the capability required for the ATS-4 satellite.
The receiver select logic circuitry asynchronously samples
the output of each receiver. The sampling rate must guarantee one sample of
each receiver output during the time of the first thirteen bit positions of the
command transmission word. The sampling rate must be less than 50 m sec.
Equipment suitable for receiver selecting must be specifically developed for
ATS-4. It is anticipated that the state-of-fhe-art components can be employed.
The command decoder is special equipment, that needs to be
designed for ATS-4. The block diagram shown in Figure 9.3-3 can serve
as basis. Transistorized circuitry is envisioned. The switching rates are
in the order of milliseconds, and present state-of-the-art components can
be selected for design of highly reliable equipment.
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9. 3.8 Ground Equipment Requirements
The ground equipment must meet the following requirements:
• Be compatible with the Aerospace PCM Command
System standards_
• Allow manual entry of commands_
• Allow automatic entry of instructions and
commands)
• Produce a transmitter power of at least 200 W$
• Have antenna gains of at least 13.5 dB.
Many ground stations already have equipment installed which may be
suitable if modified. This equipment is the OGO command console, pre-
sently available at Quito, Gilmore Creek, Rosman, Santiago and
Hartebeetshoek; in the future such equipment will be available at Carnar-
yon and Tananarive.
This equipment permits entering commands manually
by setting switches, or automatically from a tape reader. The manual
mode only allows the entering of commands into bit positions 21 to 30 and
the complement of the command word into bit positions 31 to 40. Similarly
the paper tape mode can automatically enter commands but only bit positions
21 to 30 can carry command words. The other bit positions are filled with
addresses, complements, data or synchronization.
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The verification for the paper tape mode consists of one
single bit in the telemetry format. This bit_controlling the transmission of
command data, is relayed from the PCM DHE to the command console.
The ba,_c opel-at_ng prinr'_pl_ r_f *h_ O&,O _r_nrn_,_+ _=
well-suited for ATS operation. However, the following modifications are
necessary in order to achieve compatibility with the command system des-
cribed in Figure 9.3-3:
I. The command word must be entered into bit position
21 to 40° In a manual mode four hexadecimal switches
(A to D) should be provided for the following functions:
Switch A - bits 21 to 24 for the identifier
Switch B - bits 25 to 28 for the spacecraft subsystem
address
Switch C - bits 29 to 32 for the first four bits of the
command word
Switch D - bits 33 to 36 for the remainder of the command
WO rd
An optional Switch E may be provided for bit positions
37 to 40. Also, it is desirable to have the switches
automatically form complements which are then entered into
bit positions 41 to 60.
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3.
4.
5.
I.
In the automatic mode of paper tape command entry a
twenty bit word must be entered into bit positions 21 to 40.
It may be necessary to provide for a twenty bit buffer stor-
age between the tape reader and the command equipment.
Also, in this caseit is necessary to automatically form a
complement word to be entered into bit positions 41 to 60.
This type of operation is required for transmission of
Mode 1 instructions.
For Mode 2 operation of the onboard command system,
instructions must be entered into bit positions 21 to 60.
This mode shall operate from paper tape only. It may be
necessary to provide for a 40 bit buffer storage between the
tape reader and the command equipment.
The command verification consists of several bits relayed
from the PCM-DHE. These bits represent the recognition
_ _1 _ ......... _ - _ _ - "" th
_ =,s-=_, _ _=_L =uu-=_, uz,_ r_dundancy check, e
execution of the command, and the status of the power enable
circuits. A suitable combination of these telemetry bits
must be received at the ground to advance the paper tape to
the next command word.
A switch must be provided to select the proper decoder
aboard the spacecraft.
The operation of the command console is suggested as follows:
Manual: The desired command word is entered into a
register by setting switches. A transmit button
facilitates transmission. Verification is obtained
9-67
.from the PCM-DHE; this clears the register for
entering the next command. A light indicates the
status of the register. The command can be re-
peated up to four times. If, during this time, a
correct command cannot be entered, a corrective
measure must be taken.
Automatic: The set of commands or instructions are punched
on paper tape. Upon switching the command con-
sole to the automatic mode, the paper tape is
advanced to enter one command into the buffer
register. This command is automatically trans-
mitted. Upon receipt of a verification, the tape
is advanced again, the next command is entered,
etc. A command can be repeated four times (if
the verification shown an incorrect command).
After four attempts, an indicator is turned on to
indicate that a dorrective measure is required.
In this automatic mode the transmission of one
instruction or command word requires approximately
0.75 seconds.
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9.4 RANGE AND RANGE RATE TRANSPONDER
9.4. I Accuracy Requirements
The ATS-4 satellite will require ground tracking during
various mission phases (eog. , during the parking orbit, the transfer orbit,
and for injection into synchronous orbit). After the satellite is injected into
synchronous orbit, the transponder will be required to provide correction
data for the orbital trim maneuver and for station keeping. The orbital trim
maneuver will require measurement of the inclination angle to accuracies of
0.01 ° anc_therefore_ a range rate resolution of i0. 1 meters per second is
required. In addition to providing the required resolution characteristics,
the transponder must also be compatible with the Goddard Range and Range
Rate Tracking System.
9.4.2 Transponder Operating Frequency Selection
The Goddard Range and Range Rate Tracking System is
, a,t)able ,_f ¢}p_-ratic_n al ,,ilh_,r VNV c)r iTH_. The VHF sysiem transmits
ranging signals to the spacecraft at 148 MHz and receives the return
signals from the spacecraft at 136 MHz. The UHF syste_l transmits
ranging signals at any one of three frequencies in the 2270 MHz range
and receives the return signals from the spacecraft at about 1700 MHz.
The actual choice of operating frequency is dependent on mission
critical paran_eter So
The critical factor could be any one of or a combination
of: accuracy requirements, vehicle stablization characteristic affecting
antenna patterns, or size, weight and power restrictions. In the case
for the ATS-4 vehicle, the range rate resolution requirement is the prime
9-69
critical factor (i.e., a resolution of +0. l n_eters per second is required).
A VHF system is capable of providing range rate with +i. 0 meter per
second resolution while a UHF system can provide range rate with +0. l
The range resolution of both the VHF and
Therefore, the UHF system will be
meter per second resolution.
UHF systems is +15 meters.
selected.
9.4.3
istics:
UHF Transponder Characteristics
The UHF Transponder will have the following character-
Input Carrier Frequencies: up to 3 @ approx 2?-70 MHz
Input Signal Power: -40 to -I00 dBm (each channel)
Transmitted Carrier Frequency: approx. 1705 MHz
Channel Information Bandwidth: 200 kHz
Transmitter Power Output: 200 mW (?-3 dBm)
Primary Power Requirement:
Weight: 8 pounds
Volume: 150 cubic inches
4 W (standby)
15 W (transmitting)
The ground tracking stations will employ 14 foot para-
bolic antennas, one for transmitting and one for receiving, with gains
of 37 dB and 35 dB, respectively. The ground receivers will have an
input signal power of -78 to -I48 dBm. The transmitter power available
will be 10kW.
The up-link and down-link transponder system character-
istics are calculated as follows:
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UP-LINK {transmitting at 2270 MHz)
Transmitter Power:
Transmitter Antenna Gain:
Space Loss:
Spacecraft Antenna Gain:
Miscellaneous System
Losses:
Therefore, the total received power at /he satellite is -94 dBm. The trans-
ponder input signal power level is -100 dBm and a 6 dB margin is available.
DOWN-LINK {transmitting at 1700 MHz)
Transmitter Power:
Transmitter Antenna Gain:
Space Loss
70 dBm (:0 kW
37 dB
192 dB { assuming maximum
26, 000 st. mile slant range)
-3 dB
6 dB (polarization, cabling, etc. )
23 dBm (200 re:V)
-3 dB
190 dB (assuming maximum
26, 000 st. mile slant range)
Receivin_ Antenna Gain: 3_ dB
Miscel[aneous System
moss_'s:
Therefore, the total received power received at the ground is _141 dBm.
ground receiver input signal power level is -148 dBm and a 7dB margin is
available.
6 dB (polarization, cabling, etc. )
The
9.4.4 Equipment Implementation
The :mplementation of the on board equipment associated
with the Range and Range Rate Transponder can be satisfied through the use of
"off-the-shctf hardware", with minor modifications. Minor modifications
may be required to accommodate :_pecific input carrier channel center fre-
quencies and their subcarriers. In addition, design modifications may be
needed to satisfy transmitter pow_'r requirements.
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9.5 GROUND STATION REQUIREMENTS
The analysis of the flight profile and mission operation (see
Section 2,% shows that ATS-4 requires only a small number of ground stations.
Some of these stations are needed only for a short period of time, during the
ascent phase, whereas others will be permanent ground stations. Table 9.5-I
presents a summary of the required ground station and shows the capacity in
which the stations are needed.
The table shows that during the ascent phase, stations are
needed for a relatively short period of time. The mission, as presently
defined, will require only two ATS-4 ground stations, Rosman and Mojave.
For support of some of the communication demonstrations, other ground
stations may be used. For example, in communicating with aircraft or low
flying satellites, other ground stations having a specific capability may be
used.
Also, once secondary experiments are defined for ATS-4
it may be necessary to include other ground stations. For example, it may
be desirable to make some measurements at a station where the ATS-4 is
at a very low elevation angle. Other examples may be a small mobile ground
station for demonstrations of point to point communications.
ATS-4 operation will be supported by the primary (and
secondary) ground stations. The primary station will, therefore, require
all equipment that is needed for ATS-4 ground support. Consequently, the
discussion of the equipment will be limited here to this station.
9.5. I Ground Station Equipment Description
A block diagram of the ground station equipment is presented
in Figure 9. i-2, Section 9. i. Here the functional requirements of these
blocks and, where possible, implementations will be discussed.
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Table 9.5-I
Ground Station Summary
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
I
I
Station
Kano,
Nigeria
F
T,, r;,_na rive
M =[,,gasy
Rep.
i
I Carnarvon, i
J
i Australia
q
iLima,
Peru
i
! "--
Rosman,
iN. C
I
i
Moj ave,
Calif.
Function for
which required
Command override
for separation.
R 8{ RR Tracking
R & RR Tracking
I
[ Backup
i
E
R & RR tracking,
telemetry, command
! interferometer
i illumination_ com-
I muncation experi-
ments.
Telemetry, command,
interferometer
illuminatior_ com-
munication experi-
ments.
:Approx. time
Phase during Iperiod for
which required lwhich req'd.
Ascent
Ascent
Ascent
Ascent
Total life of
mission.
Total life of
mi s sion.
7 min.
9.5 hrs.
l0 hours
1 hou r
2 years
Z years
Remarks
This station is op-
tional; if separation is
programmed, the sta-
tion is not needed.
Most of the time the
spacecraft is also visi-
ble from Carnarvon.
May also be used for
command and telemetry
in emergency situations
This station provides
coverage for about one
hour, where ATS-4 is
otherwise not covered.
This is the primary
ATS-4 station.
This is the secondary
ATS-4 station.
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R & RR Transmitter/Receiver. This block represents
the complete range and range rate system available at the ground station.
It includes antenna transmitters, receivers, range tone generators and
combiners, range and range rate extractors, data processor and output
equipment. This equipment is described in the STADAN capabilities report. 6
Telemetry Receiver. The block labeled telemetry receiver
consists of:
• An auto track-controlled receiving antenna with
Z0dB gain and polarization diversity switching
capability.
• A dual channel phaselock telemetry receiver with a
second receiver provided as backup.
• A demodulation system with an additional system
for backup.
The following functions are required of the telemetry receiver for ATS-4
operation:
• Receiving of PCM/PM and FM/PM telemetry signals
of formats and bandwidth as described in Section 9.2,
• Product detector demodulation of the PM,
• Phaselock loop operation with an acquisition threshold
of 3 dBo
The equipment required at the ground stations can be similar to the MOD-I
or GD-E receivers, the associated tracking filters and demodulators,
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handling equipment.
g
PCM-DHE. The block labeled PCM-DHE is the PCM data
Its functions are as follows:
Accept the PCM from the demodulator or tape recorder;
Condition the signals;
Extract frame synchronization;
Extract words for quick-look display;
Prepare signals for display and further processing.
The following capabilities are required of the PCM-DHE:
• Accept PtSM telemetry of the formats described in
Section 9.2.
The equipment can be similar to the Magnavox PCM Data Handling equipment
described in the STADAN capabilities report. 6
Analog Channel Discriminators. For the demodulation of
th,' FM/PM _na!_g _'h;_,_nel_ filter_ and subcarrier discriminators are
required. The following functions must be performed:
• Accept the telemetry from the first demodulator_
• Filter the FM components
• Pass the subcarrier through the discriminator and
produce analog signals.
Discriminators must be available for the subcarrier frequencies ,_s specified
in Section 9_ g.
Tape Recorder. A seven channel tape recorder with a backup
unit is provided for recording telemetry signals. The teIemetry
signals can then be played back to the PCM DHE.': The recorder required
'letemetry signals can also be connected directly from the receiver to the
DHE for quick-look display.
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Transmitters. • Transmitter equipment operating at 1.7,
2. 1 and 8 GHz is required for ATS-4 operation. The
output power requirement is moderate; it is expected to
be below IkW for all transmitters, The transmitters
should have capabilities for SSBAM and FM transmission;
the total transmitted signal bandwidth is estimated to be
at most 10 MHz. Suitably modified existing equipment
could be used for the S-band region; new equipment may
be required for X-band.
Receivers: Front end amplifiers and receivers for
I00 MHz, 800 MHz, 2.3 GHz and 7. B GHz are required.
Suitable modified existing equipment may be used. The
ground stations will require new X-band equipment.
Mobile platform: A mobile transmitter platform is
required for the monopulse measurement. The platform
consists of an 8 GHz transmitter and a suitable antenna,
mounted on a truck or van. This equipment must be
self-contained and sufficiently mobile to be placed at
desired locations to within a radius of about 100 miles
from the site. The required transmitter power is in
the order of lkW; only short term operation is required.
The mobile platform must be specially designed for
ATS-4 operations.
Antenna measurement electronics: The following equip-
are required for antenna pattern measurements:
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- A/D converter, 6 bit, 30 dB
- Tone generator
- Timing decoder, 3 bit
Phase shift computer
- Beam position decoder
- Audio multiplexer
- Timing code generator (l kHz)
= Delay line (i sec)
- Synchronous receiver
Different configurations of the above-listed equipments will
be used for the various measurements. Regular laboratory
test equipment can be used. The receiver to be used for the
the measurement is a modified Scientific Atlanta, Model 1600.
The modification consists of a change in the IF bandwidth to
100 Hz and a change in the sweep rate of the local oscillator.
These modifications wili provide a sign=_l-tu-noise ratio
sufficient to obtain the 40 dB dynamic range required for
good pattern measurements.
• Communications experiments: Equipment for multi-
6
channel telephony and television transmission is required.
It is expected that the Communication Test Evaluation
Console, designed and used for the ATS program, can
be utilized.
Command Transmitter. The block labeled command trans-
mitter contains the following elements:
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• A command antenna with a gain of at least 13.5 dB.
• A transmitter capable of delivering at least 200W
output power.
The command antenna can be similar to dual Yagi antenna
currently in use. The command transmitter must have at least the capability
of the Collins 242 0-2 transmitter. More powerful transmitters and higher
gain antennas may be employed_ in this case the command link operation
margin will increase.
Command l_ncoder. The command encoder generates the
PCM command word suitable for ATS-4 operation. The functions required of
the command encoder and possible equipment implementations are described
in detail in Section 9.3. The command encoder will interface the MCC and
some part of the controlling elements (switches for setting up commands)
may be incorporated into the MCC.
For the encoder, new equipment may have to be installed;
however, it may also be possible to modify the OGO command encoder to
meet ATS-4 operating requirements. Requirements for new or modified
equipment can only be determined when the equipment usage, degree of modi-
fication, and better definition of ATS-4 are available.
Interferometer Illumination. The interferometer illumina-
tion equipment consists of an 8 OHz transmitter and an antenna. The antenna-
transmitter combination shall be capable of producing at least 64 dBW. The
antenna may be a forty foot or larger parabolic reflector capable of operating
at 8 OHz. The gain would be at least fifty-five dB. Consequently a trans-
mitter power of about 10W would be sufficient. Smaller diameter antennas
may be used if more power is transmitted.
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The transmitted signal is an unmodulated continuous wave.
The polarization of the signal shall be circular. The stability of the trans-
mitted signal shall be 1:10 8 .
Master Control Console. The MCC is used to control the
satellite operations. It interfaces the command encoder and effects the
command transmission. It has the capability to request computation,
support, operation of the R & RR equipment, and display of telemetry. The
MCC shall control the following operations:
O
O
®
Satellite attitude
Satellite position
Satellite subsystem status
Telemetry data display
Telemetry data routing to ATSOCC
Satellite tracking
Transmission of commands to the satellite
Satellite experiment execution
• Ground computations to monitor satellite status.
The master control console shall have the capability to inhibit the transmission
of certain commands. In some situations, the erroneous transmission of a
command could lead to loss of some satellite equipment. An example
would be operation during transfer orbit with the antenna petals folded, where
onboard experiment transmitters must not be turned on, lest the power stages
may be burned out.
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Equipment for the MCC is presently not defined.
Experiment Control Console. The ECC controls the satellite
experimentation and the satellite communication demonstrations. The ECC
interfaces the MCC. Commands to perform experiments are requested from
the ECC through the MCC. The ECC directly controls the communication
experiments and the Interferometer illumination. The ECC also interfaces
the ground computer and can request experiment evaluations for quick-look.
The ECC shall have the capabilities for:
• Requesting display of spacecraft telemetry
• Requesting calculations of experiment sequences
• Controlling of experiment data reduction for display
and transmission to ATSOCC
• Requesting attitude changes
• Requesting command transmission
• Requesting attitude calculation
• Controlling interferometer illumination
• Controlling communication demonstration
• Requesting phased array beam pointing data
calculations and transmission.
The equipment for the ECC is not presently defined. It is
anticipated that new equipment must be developed for this purpose.
Ground computer. The ground computer provides for the
data processing functions required at the ground atation. The ground com-
puter interfaces the PCM-DHE, the display, the MCC, the ECC and may
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for ATS-4 operation will be similar to the FR 600 recorder.
Display. The display unit presents information from the
data word selectors. The data words either come from the PCM-DHE (quick-
look) or from the ground computer. Display is requested through the MCC.
Data is either presented on a chart recorder or on a visual numerical display.
Antenna Experiment Receivers, Antenna Experiment Trans-
mitters, Communication Experiment Electronics and Antenna Pattern Measure-
I
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ment Ec_uipment. The performance requirements of the equipment for these
blocks are discussed in Section 2. Here a summary of the equipment
is presented.
• Antennas: For performing the different measurements and
conducting communication experiments, ground trans-
mitter and receiver antennas are needed. At the ground
stations, 40 ft. and 85 ft. diameter parabolic reflector
antennas are available. Operation up to a frequency of
8 GHz is required.
• Antenna feeds: A feed group is needed for operating the
parabolic reflector antennas at the nominal frequencies
allocated to ATS-4. These frequencies are:
100 MHz, 800 MHz, 2.3 GHz and 7. B GHz for
receiving of satellite transmission;
1.7 GHz, 2. 1 OHz and 8 GHz for transmission to
the satellite.
Simultaneous operation at several frequencies is planned.
It is estimated that new feed groups need to be designed
for ATS-4 operation.
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also interface the R & RR system. ;'."The ground computer shall have the
capability to perform the following functions:
• Reduction of raw experiment data for display and
transmission to ATSOCC i
• Determination of satellite attitude from tacking data
in real-time;
• Computation of beam pointing data for the phased array;
• Computation of attitude control signals for communication
demonstrations involving tracking;
• Computation of attitude data from interferometer
reading s ;
• Simulation for interometer closed loop experiments;
• Computation of attitude control data for experiments
requiring complex vehicle motions;
• Preparation of command and instruction sequences in
format suitable for transmission to the satellite;
• Determination of experimentation operation sequences
where required.
At present no recommendat;on for a computer can be made. After examining
the requirements in more detail it can be determined whether present capa-
bilities are sufficient or augmentation is required.
,:-'TheR & RR system has its own processor, the computer may, however,
serve as an interface to the ground transmission equipment; in this inter-
face capacity it may reformat the data.
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Ground communications. Ground communication facilities
to interconnect the ground stations and ATSOCC are required. These
facilities are primarily teletypewriter and telephone circuits.
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APPENDIX 9A
COMMUTATOR CHANNEL ASSIGNMENTS
The channel assignments for each of the commutators are
derived from the Telemetry Signal Catalog of Section 9. I. A set of suggested
commutator channel assignments follows:
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
ii
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
Z0
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
Main Commutator
Sync
Sync
Spare
Spare
Command System Decoder Latch Status
Command System Address Check
Command System Word Check
Command System Word Execute
Spare
Vibration
Sub-Commutator # 1
Coarse Sun Sensor Pitch Error
Coarse Sun Sensor Yaw Error
Fine Sun Sensor Pitch Error
Spare
Fine Sun Sensor Yaw Error
Roll Oyro Output
Pitch Gyro Output
Sub-Commutator #2
Yaw Oyro Output
Inverter Output
Spar e
Spare
Command System Decoder Latch Status
Command System Decoder Power Status
Command System Address Check
Command System Word Check
Command System Word Execute
Spare
Vibration
Sub-Commutator #3
Power Supply Voltage
Propellant Tank and Line Pressure
Propellant Tank and Line Pressure
Spare
Propellant Tank and Line Pressure
Propellant Tank and Line Pressure
Propellant Tank and Line Pressure
Sub-Commutator #4
Propellant Tank and Line Pressure
Propellant Tank and Line Pressure
Spare
Spare
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Main Commutator - continued- 2
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
7O
Command System Decoder Latch Status
Command System Decoder Power Status
Command System Address Check
Command System Word Check
Command System Word Execute
Spare
Propellant Tank and Line Pressure
Sub-Commutator #5
Propellant Tank and Line Pressure
Propellant Tank and Line Pressure
Propellant Tank and Line Pressure
Spare
8 GHz rcvr Mono P. , AGC Voltage (I. F. )
8 GHz rcvr Mono R. , AGC Voltage (I.F.)
Monopulse Roll Error
Sub-Commutator #6
Monopulse Pitch Error
Element Temperature
Spare
Spare
Command System Decoder Latch Status
Command System Decoder Power Status
Command System Address Check
Command System Word Check
Command System Word Execute
Spare
Vibration
Sub-Commutator #7
Element Temperatures
Element Temperatures
Element Temperatures
Spare
Element Temperatures
Element Temperatures
Element Temperatures
Sub-Commutator #8
Element Temperatures
Element Temperatures
Spare
Spare
Command System Decoder Latch Status
Command System Decoder Power Status
Command System Address Check
Command System Word Check
Command System Word Execute
Spare
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Main Commutator - continued - 3
71
72
73
74
,-_r-
l:)
76
77
78
79
8O
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
q8
99
i00
101
Vibration
Sub-Commutator #9
Element Temperatures
VCO Control Voltage
S. T .....
_i?_ur
. ozgna_
Roll and Pitch Error Signal (attitude)
Roll Error Signal (attitude)
Pitch Error Signal (attitude)
Roll (Inertia Wheel Speed)
Sub-Commutator # l0
Pitch Inertia Wheel Speed
Yaw Inertia Wheel Speed
Spare
Spare
Command System Decoder Latch Status
Command System Decoder Power Status
Command System Address Check
Command System Word Check
Command System Word Execute
Spare
Valve Status
Sub-Commutator #1 l
Spare
Spacecraft Time
Spare
Spare
Spare
S/C Clock
S/C Clock
Sub-Commutator # 12
S/C Clock
Roll Inertia Wheel Current
Pitch Inertia Wheel Current
Yaw Inertia Wheel Current
Sun Acquisition Logic Activated
Earth Acquisition Logic Activated
Star Acquisition Logic Activated
Sun Presence - CSS
Sun Presence - FSS
Spare
Spare
Command System Decoder Latch Status
Command System Decoder Power Status
Command System Address Check
Command System Word Check
Command System Word Execute
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Main Commutator - continued - 4
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
I09
ii0
iii
112
113
114
I15
116
117
i18
119
120
121
122
IZ3
124
125
126
127
128
"Spare
Vibration
Sub-Commutator #15
Valve Status
Valve Status
Valve Status
Valve Status
4 Discretes
Interferometer Smoothed - Buffered Counter Output
Interferometer Smoothed - Buffered Counter Output
Interferometer Smoothed - Buffered Counter Output
Interferometer Smoothed - Buffered Counter Output
Interferometer Smoothed - Buffered Counter Output
Interferometer Smoothed - Buffered Counter Output
Sub-Commutator #14
Interferometer Smoothed - Buffered Counter Output
Interferometer Smoothed - Buffered Counter Output
Interferometer Processor Output, @
Interferometer Processor Output,
Interferometer Processor Output,
Command System Decoder Latch Status
Command System Decoder Power Status
Command System Address Check
Command bystem Word Check
Command System Word Execute
Vibration
Sub-Commutator #I 5
Spare
Spare
Spare
Spare
Spare
Spare
Spare
Sub-Commutator #16
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1
Z
3
4
5
6
7
8
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Sub-Commutator #i
Sync
Panel Current
Pane[ Current
Panel Current
Panel Current
Panel Voltage
Panel Voltage
Panel Voltage
Sub-Commutator #Z
Sync
Panel Voltage
Load Current (DC Load)
Load Current (DC/DC Input)
Load Current (Inverter Input)
Load Current (DC/DC Cony.)
Load Current (Inverter)
Load Voltage (DC/DC Cony. )
Sub-Commutator #3
Sync
Load Voltage (DC Load)
Load Voltage (Inverter)
Regulator Current
Regulator Current
Regulator Voltage
Regulator Voltage
Battery Current
Sub-Commutator #4
Sync
Battery Current
Battery Voltage
Battery Voltage
Attitude Control Subsy.
Attitude Control Subsy.
Attitude Control Subsy.
Attitude Control Subsy.
Temp.
Temp.
Temp.
Temp.
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6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Sub - Commutator # 5
Sync
Attitude Control Subsy. Temp.
Array and Antenna Expt.
Array and Antenna Expt.
Array and Antenna Expt.
Array and Antenna Expt.
Array and Antenna Expt.
Array and Antenna Expt.
Temps.
Temps.
Temps.
Temps.
Temps.
Temps.
Sub-Commutator #6
Sync
Array and Antenna Expt. Temps.
Array and Antenna Expt. Temps.
Array and Antenna Expt. Temps.
Array and Antenna Expt. Temps.
Array and Antenna Expt. Temps.
Array and Antenna Expt. Temps.
Array and Antenna Expt. Temps.
Sub- Commutator #7
Sync
Array and Antenna Expt. Temps.
Interferometer Expt. Temp.
Interferometer Expt. Temp.
Interferemeter Expt. Temp.
Interferometer Expt. Temp.
Telemetry Subsystem Temp.
Telemetry Subsystem Temp.
Sub- Commutator #8
Sync
Sub -Sub-Commutator #i
Telemetry Subsystem Temp.
Telemetry Subsystem Temp.
Power Subsystem Temp.
Power Subsystem Temp.
Power Subsystem Temp.
Power Subsystem Temp.
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2
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4
5
6
7
8
Sub-Commutator #9
Sync
Power Subsystem Temp
Power Subsystem Temp
Power Subsyste1_ Tefnp
Power Subsystem Temp
Secondary Expts. Temp
Secondary Expts. Temp
Structures Subsystem Temp.
Sub -Commutator #I 0
Sync
Structures Subsystem Temp.
Structures Subsystem Temp.
Structures Subsystem Temp.
Structures Subsystem Temp.
Structures Subsystem Temp.
Structures Subsystem Temp.
Structures Subsystem Temp.
Sub-Commutator #i i
Sync
Structures Subsystem Temp.
Structures Subsystem Temp.
Structures Subsystem Temp.
Structures Subsystem Temp.
Structures Subsystem Temp.
Structures Subsystem Temp.
Structures Subsystem Temp.
Sub-Commutator #12
Sync
Structures Subsystem Temp.
Structures Subsystem Temp.
Structures Subsystem Temp.
Structures Subsystem Temp.
Structures Subsystem Temp.
Structures Subsystem Temp.
Structures Subsystem Temp.
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4
5
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8
l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Sub -Commutator #13
Sync
Structures Subsystem Temp.
Structures Subsystem Temp.
Structures Subsystem Temp.
Structures Subsystem Temp.
Structures Subsystem Temp.
Structures Subsystem Temp.
Structures Subsystem Temp.
Sub- Commutator # 14
Sync
Structures Subsystem Temp.
Structures Subsystem Temp.
Structures Subsystem Temp.
Structures Subsystem Temp.
Charging Select
Charging Select
Load Select
Load Select
Load Select
Load Select
Load Select
Load S elect
T _ _ .-1 C _1 _ _-
Load Select
Load Select
Load Current (DC/DC Cony. )
Load Current (Inverter)
Battery Select
Battery Select
i Discrete
Spare
Sub -Commutator # 15
Sync
Spare
Spare
Spare
Spare
Spare
Spare
Spare
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8
Sub-Commutator #16
Sync
Sub -Sub- Commutator #2
Spare
Spare
Spare
Spare
Spare
Spare
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Ii
iZ
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2O
21
ZZ
?3
24
25
Z6
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
Sync
l° 7 OHz rcvr
i° 7 GHz rcvr
I. 7 GHz rcvr
i. 7 GHz rcvr
l° 70Hz rcvr
I. 7 GHz rcvr
I. 7 GHz rcvr
2. 1 GHz rcvr
2. 1 GHz rcvr
2. i GHz rcvr
Z. I GHz rcvr
2. 1 GHz rcvr
2. l GHz rcvr
Temperature (IF)
Temperature (LO)
Power (LO)
Operating Voltage (LO)
Collector Voltage (IF)
AGC Voltage (IF)
Crystal Current (Mixer)
Temperature (IF)
Temperature (LO)
Power (LO)
Operating Voltage (go)
Collector Voltage (IF)
AGC Voltage (IF)
Zo I GHz rcvr Crystal Current (Mixer)
8 GHz rcvr Mono P: Crystal Current (Mixer)
8 GHz rcvr Mono P: Collector Voltage (IF)
8 GHz rcvr Mono P: Temperature (IF)
8 GHz rcvr Mono, Crystal Current (Mixer)
8 GHz rcvr Mono, Collector Voltage (IF)
cvr Mono, Temperature8 GHz r
1 GHz
I OHz
1 GHz
1 GHz
1 GHz
1 GHz
1 GHz
1 GHz
8 GHz
8 GHz
8 GHz
8 GHz
8GHz
• 8 GHz
.8 GHz
8 GHz
8 GHz
8 GHz
8 GHz
8 GHz
8 GHz
8 GHz
×mt r,
xrntr,
xmtr.
xmtr,
xmtr
xmtr
xmt r
xmt r
xmtr
xmtr
xmt r
xmtr
xmtr
xmt r
xmtr
xmtr
rcvr
rcvr
rcvr
rcvr_
rcvr,
rcvr
8 GHz rcvr
7. 3 OHz xmtr,
Temperature (GO)
Operating Voltage (LO)
Power (LO)
Crystal Current (Mixer)
Temperature (Ampl.)
Operating Voltage (Ampl.)
VSWR
Power (RF Output)
Temperature (LO)
Operating Voltage (LO)
Power (LO)
Crystal Current (Mixer)
Temperature (Ampl.)
Operating Voltage (Ampl.)
VSWR
Power (RF Output)
Temperature (IF)
Temperature (LO)
Power (LO)
Operating Voltage (LO)
Collector Voltage {IF)
, AGC Voltage {IF)
, Crystal Current (Mixer}
Temperature #1 (LO)
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Sub-Sub-Commutator #i - continued - Z
46
47
48
49
5O
51
52.
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
6O
61
62
63
64
7. 3 GHz xmtr
7. 3 GHz xmtr
7. 3 GHz xmtr
7. 3 GHz xmtr
7. 3 GHz xrntr
7. 3 GHz xmtr
7. 3 GHz xmtr
7. 3 GHz xmtr
7. 3 GHz xmtr
Temperature #2 (LO)
Power #i (LO)
Power #2 (LO)
Temper'ature (Amplifier)
Operating Voltage (Amplo)
Opc_rating Voltage #i (LO)
Operating Voltage #Z (LO)
VSWR
7. 3 GHz xmtr Power (RF Output)
High Voltage Cony. #2 Voltage
High Voltage Cony. #2 Current
2. 3 GHz xmtr Temperature (LO)
2. 3 GHz xmtr,
2. 3 GHz xmtr,
2. 3 GHz xmtr,
2o 3 GHz xmtr,
2. 3 GHz xmtr,
Sub -Sub
Operating Voltage (LO)
Powe r (LO)
Crystal Current (Mixer)
Temperature (Ampl.)
Operating Voltage {Ampl.)
-Sub -Commutator #i
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3
4
6
7
8
9
i0
II
12
13
14
15
16
!7
18
19
ZO
Zl
22
Z3
g_t
Z5
26
?.7
28
Z9
3O
31
32
33
34
35
3_
37
38
39
4O
41
42
43
Sub-Sub-Commutator #2
Sync
8 GHz rcvr
8 GHz rcvr
8 GHz rcvr
8 GHz rcvr
8 GHz rcvr
8 GHz rcvr
8 GHz rcvr
7. 3 GHz
7. 3 GHz
7. 3 GHz
7o 3 GHz
7. 3 GHz
7. 3 GHz
7. 3 GHz
7. 3 GHz
7. 3 GHz
7. 3 GHz
7. 3 GHz
Voltage,
Current,
xmtr
xmtr
xmtr
xmtr
xrntr
xmt r
xmtr
xmtr
xm.t r
xrntr
xmt r
Temperature (IF)
Temperature (LO)
Power (LO)
Operating Voltage (LO)
Collector Voltage (IF)
AGC Voltage (IF)
Crystal Current (Mixer)
Temperature #1 (LO)
Temperature #2 (LO)
Power #1 (LO)
Power #2 (LO)
Crystal Current (Mixer)
Temperature {amplifier)
Operating Voltage (Ampl. }
Operating Voltage #1 (LO)
Operating Voltage #Z (LO)
VSWR
Power (RF Output)
High Voltage Conv. #1
High Voltage Cony. #1
AGC Voltage
Crystal osc,
C y *-' _ ........ '
Crystal Current #Z
Clock Crystal Current
Mixer Crystal Current
Mixer Crystal Current
Mixer Crystal Current
Mixer Crystal Current
Mixer Crystal Current
R & R Transponder Voltage
R & R Transponder Current
Spare
Spare
Identification Tone, Gnd xmtr #1
Identification Tone, Gnd xrntr #g
6 Discretes
Z. 3 GHz xmtr, VSWR
Z 3 GHz xmtr, Power {RF Output)
Telemetry Devoder #1 Voltage
Telemetry Decoder #2 Voltage
Telemetry Decoder #1 Current
T_,lemetry Decoder #2 Current
Telemetry Transmitter #1 Voltage
calibration ckt voltage
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Sub-Sub-Commutator #2 - continued - 2
44 Telemetry Transmitter #2 Voltage
45 Telemetry Transmitter #2 Current
46 Telemetry Transmitter #2 Current
47 _opare
48 Spare
49 Spare
50 Spare
51 Spare
52 Spare
53 Spare
54 Spare
55 Spare
56 Spare
57 Spare
58 Spare
59 Spare
60 Spare
61 Spare
62 Spare
63 Spare
64 Spare
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II
I
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
12
Sub-Sub-Sub-Commutator # l
Sync
Gas Tank #i Pressure
Gas Tank #1 Temperature
Gas Tank #2 Pressure
Gas Tank #Z Temperature
S. T. Yaw Gimbal Position
S. T. Roll Gimbal Position
Positive Yaw Jets On
Negative Yaw Jets On
Positive Pitch Jets On
Negative Pitch Jets On
Positive Roll Jets On
Negative Roll Jets On
Star Tracker #i Sun Shutter Position
Star Tracker #2 Sun Shutter Position
Earth Presence - Pitch
Earth Presence - Roll
Gyros Power On
Horizon Sensor Power On
Horizon Sensor Mode
Gyro Mode
Monopulse Mode
Station Keeping Mode
So T. Star Presence
Standby Star Tracker Sec #l On
Standby Star Tracker Sec #2 On
Standby Horizon Sensor On
Standby Roll Wheel Electronics On
Standby Pitch Wheel Electronics On
Standby Yaw Wheel Electronics On
Standby Inverter On
Standby Roll Jet Valves On
Standby Pitch Jet Valves On
Standby Yaw Jet Valves On
St andby Controller Sec #1 On
Standby Controller Sec #2 On
Standby Controller Sec #'3 On
Standby Controller Sec #'4 On
Standby Controller Sec #5 On
Standby Controller Sec #6 On
Standby Controller Sec #'7 On
Standby Controller Sec #8 On
Standby Controller Sec #9 On
3 Discretes
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13 Spare
14 Spare
15 Spare
1 _. _ .....
_1.U _-) IJO..L _--
17 Spare
18 Spare
19 Spare
20 Spare
21 Spare
22 Spare
23 Spare
24 Spare
25 Spare
26 Spare
27 Spare
28 Spare
29 Spare
30 Spare
31 Spare
32 Spare
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APPENDIX 9B
MODULATION INDEX CALCULATIONS (MODE I)
To solve for the modulation indicies for each of the data
chanw.[s so that the channel SNR's are equal at the output of the channel bandpass
filters, we make the peak deviation of each channel proportional to the square
root of the bandwidth of each channel°
That is:
4@o Ag I Ag 2 Ag3 Ag4
wh_, r e :
th
'"_@iis the peak deviation of the carrier due to the i channel,
B. is the channel filter bandwidth and is equal to 15 percent of
1
the IRIG subcarrier center frequency (IRIG channels 7, 8, 9,
and I0 were selected) and one-half the bit rate of the baseband
channel°
Substituting the filter bandwidths,
@ A g _ g Ag 3 4 g4
o 1 2
or
4@ 4@ 4@ 2 483 4g 4
O l _
33. 9 18. 6 21.2 24.2 28.4
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Solving for (_ @i),2
( A00 )2. yields
(_ o2)÷ (_ o3),2
.... ) ....... 2.
(_i)- = . 3u/. (_0)
( _ _2) z = . 391 ( _ 00)2
2
(Ao3)2 -- .56o (Ao o)
(_@4)2 = .702 ( A00 )2
and ( _ 04 )2 in terms of
For an rms deviation of one radian:
2 )z 2 2(Ao o) + (Ao I + (Ao 2) + (Ao 3)
2 2 2 2
+ (A04)2 = (I)2
2
Substituting in the above equation and rearranging yields:
2
( _0 o)
( _ 0 )2 = .679
0
Substituting ( A00)
2
and ( _ @4 )
• 5 + . 151 + o 196 + .280 + . 351 = I
2 Aol)Z,into the values of (
Z
(A02)2, (_03) ,
and solving for the modulation index of each channel
yields:
A00 = .825
A01 = .454
A02 = . 517
O = .590
3
A 04 = .692
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APPENDIX 9G
SOLVING FOR RECEIVER NOISE POWER AND CHANNEL
BANDWIDTH RATIOS (MODE I)
Bandwidth Ratios (Mode I)
In Mode I operation, the five data channels modulating the
transmitter results in an information bandwidth on the transmitter carrier:
Bfm 2fm ( _@ + l)
where, f = maximum modulation frequency (for a 5.4 kHz
m
subcarrier, f 5. 805 kHz)
m
A@ = composite peak deviation = 1.4 radians
Therefore:
Bf m
Bf m
information bandwidth (Bfm) , the doppler shift
of the transmitter°
= (g) (5. 805 kHz)(1.4 + 1)
= 26. 3 kHz
The total RF bandwidth is equal to the summation of tl_e
A f, and the frequency stability
Because we have a stationary satellite,
assumed to be negligibleo
doppler shift will be
The freqaency stability of the transmitter will be • 0. 005
percent of the carrier frequency. This figure includes instabilities in the trans-
mitter and the receiver local oscillator. At 136 Mc the stability is i 6.8 kHz
or a total of 13. 6 kHz.
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The total I_F bandwidth is equal to 39. 9 kHz but since a
carrier tracking receiver will be used which will have a capability of tracking
over a + 10 kc range, the transmitter instabilities will be automatically compen-
sated for and a 30 kHz first detector IF bandwidth will be suitable.
When Mode I is being used prior to the spacecraft being in a
stationary orbit, the carrier tracking receiver will also compensate for doppler
shifts so the 30 kHz bandwidth will be suitable then also.
P the noise power of the receiver is expressed as:
Pnr = kTeBIF
P =-IZ3. 7 dBm
nr
The bandwidth ratios for each channel are:
Be-0
BIF
Bc.I
Blf_
B
c..2
BIF
B
c-3
= 26 = 14. 1 dB
= 87 -- 19.4 dB
= 68 = 18.2 dB
= 51 = 17. 1 dB
BIF
B
c-4
= 37 = 15.7 dB
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where,
APPENDIX 9D
SOLVING FOR RECEIVER NOISE POWER AND CHANNEL
BANDWIDTH RATIO (MODE II)
Bandwidth Ratio (Mode If)
in Mode ii operation, the baseband channel modulating the
transmitter results in an information bandwidth on the transmitter carrier as:
Bfm = 2 fm (_@ ÷ l)
f = maximum modulating frequency or . 576 kHz for the baseband
m
channel
= I. 4 radians peakA0
Therefore:
B = 2.86 kHz
fm
However, the ground receiver will have a minimum predetection bandwidth of
10 kHz (BIF) and thus 10 kHz will be used as the information bandwidth. (Note!
The remarks in Appendix B relative to doppler shift and transmitter instabilities
will also apply for the Mode [ system).
The noise power (Pnr) in the receiver is expressed as:
P = kT B =-lZ8. 5 dBm
nr e IF
The bandwidth ratio for the baseband channel is:
BIF : 8. 67 = 9.4 db
Bc.0
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APPENDIX 9E
COMMAND SIGNAL CATALOG
--" Li..lt::IILLIJ. qC:_ L11_c_ _C:Lt,_;_J. LLt,_ ou._oyot.q._lll
'.t b.e prefix before the slgna_ number
which requires the command signal. The prefixes mean the following:
J Auxiliary Proputsion System
C Orientation Control System
I Interferometer
_) Instrumentation
_) Parabolic antenna experiment
._ Phased array
P Power system
___ Secondary experiment
S Structure
-_ Temperature control.
There are two command message types.
X. ° ._iscrete
M... Data
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Command
Numbe r
J I-J4
7-5
J-6
S-l
S-2
g-3
S-4
g-5
Function
Valve commands
APS on
APS off
Petal squibs fire
Locking squibs fire
Solar panels deploy
Turn on calibration generator
Turn off calibration generator
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Type
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Command
Number
C-I
C-2
C-3
-C-4
C-5
-_-6
-C"--7
C-8
C-9
C-I0
C-1I
C-12
C-13
-_-14
-C-15
-C-16
'C- 17
C-18
-C-19
C-20
C-2|
C-22
Function
Acquire sun
Acquire earth
Positive direction of polaris search
Set Star Tracker roll gimbal
position
Set Star Tracker yaw gimbal
position
Negative direction of polaris search
Set time of polaris search
Pitch offset command
Roll offset command
Horizon sensor control
Monoputse contro[
Gyro control
Jets only
Positive roll rate command
Negative roll rate command
Positive pitch rate command
Negative pitch rate command
Gyro power off
Gyro power on
Horizon sensor power off
Horizon sensor power on
Switch standby star tracker Sect. I
9-108
Type
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
M, 12 bits
M, 12 bits
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Ii
I
I
I
q
Command
Number
-23
C-24
C-25
C-2(-
-C-27
-28
C-29
C-30
C-31
C-3Z
C-33
C-34
_-35
C-36
_-37
_-3_
C-39
C -40
C-41
C -42
C-43
C -44
Function
Switch standby star tracker Sect.
Switch standby horizon sensor
Switch standby sun sensor
Switch standby roll wheel drive
electronics
Switch standby pitch wheel drive
electronics
Switch standby yaw wheel drive
electronic s
standby inverter
standby roll jet valves
standby pitch jet valves
Switch
Switch
Switch
Swi tc h
Switch
Switch
Switch
Switch
Switch
Switch
Switch
Switch
Switch
standby controller sec.
standby controller Sec.
standby controller Sec.
standby controller Sec.
standby controller Sec.
Drift time roll gyro
Drift trim pitch gyro
Drift time yaw gyro
9-109
standby yaw jet valves
standby controller Sec. I
standby controller Sec. 2
standby controller Sec. 3
standby controller Sec. 4
5
6
8
8
9
Type
2 X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
M,
M,
M,
8 bits
8 bits
8 bits
Command
Number
P-I
P-3
P-4
P-5
P-6, P- 14
P- 15, P-23
P-Z4
P-Z5
P-Z6
P-27
P-28
P-29
Function
Disconnect preorbital battery
Select Battery A
Select Battery B
Select Charger A
Select Charger B
Turn on main load switches I-9
Turn off main load switches I-9
Turn on inverter
Turn off inverter
Turn on D-C/D-C converter
Turn off D-C/D-C converter
,Select Regulator A
Select Regulator B
Type
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
9- I i0
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Command
Number
l
D-I
D-2
D-3
D-4
D-_
T)-6
D-7
D-8
D-9
D-10
D-If
_)-12
ID
D- 14
D-15
D-16
D-17
D-18
5-19
5-z0
Function
8 GHz #1 rcvr on
8 GHz " 1 rcvr offrr
2. 1 GHz rcvr on
Z. 1 GHz rcvr off
1.7 GHz rcvr on
1. 7 GHz rcvr off
7. 3 GHz xmtr on
7. 3 GHz xmtr off
g. 3 GHz xmtr on
2. 3 GHz xmtr off
800 MHz xmtr on
800 MHz xmtr off
I00 _ _ ....
100 MHz xmtr off
Auxiliary LO on
Auxiliary LO off
Pattern modulator for ZO on
Pattern modulator for LO off
High voltage converter #1, on
High voltage converter # I, off
Type
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
9-111
I
_-21
D-22
D-23
T)-24
D-25
D-26
D-27
_-z8
D-29
D-30
D-31
D-32
D-33
I
D-34
D-35
i
: D-36
13-37
Command
Number Function
High voltage converter #2, on
High voltage converter #2, off
Redundant TWT to transmitter # 1
Redundant TWT to transmitter #2
Redundant triode on
Redundant triode off
Redundant IF # I on
Redundant IF # 1 off
Redundant IF #2 on
Redundant IF #2 off
Redundant IF #2 off
Redundant IF #3 off
Monopulse to automatic mode
Monopulse override
Switch 8 GHz rcvr to monopulse sum
channel
Monoputse receiver pair on
Monopulse receiver pair off
Type
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
9-112
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
II
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
!
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Command
Nulnber
A-I
X - z
A-4
A - 6
A-7
A 9
A-10
A-11
A-12
A-13
X-J4
A-15
Function
8 GHz #2 receiver on
8 GHz #Z receiver off
7. 3 GHz #2 transmitter on
7. 3 GHz #2 transmitter off
Auxiliary LO on
Auxiliary LO off
8 GHz receiver #I to array port #I
8 GHz receiver #! to array port #2
antenna
8 GHz receiver #2 to array port #I
8 GHz receiver #2 to array port #2
8 GHz receiver #2 to parabolic
antenna
7o 3 GHz transmitter #i to array port
#3
7_ 3 GHz transmitter #i to array port
#4
7o 3 GHz transmitter to parabolic:
antenna
9-113
Type
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Command
Number
A-!6
A-17
A-18
A-19
i--2
I-3
I-4
i--5
i--6
i--7
T-8
i--9
i--- 1 0
1-1Z
Function
7. 3 GHz trans:nitter #2 to
array port #3
7. 3 GHz transmitter #2 to
array port #4
7. 3 GHz transmitter #2 to
parabolic antenna
Instructions for beam pointing
Select manual operation mode
Tune to off band noise
Tune to calibration
Tune to ground station # i
Tune to ground station #2
Select element pair i-2
Select element pair i-3
Select element pair I-4
Select element pair I-5
Select element pair 2-3
Select elel::ent pair 4-5
Turn on equipment
9-114
TyEe
X
X
X
M-35 bits
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
2K
X
i
I
i
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
II
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Command
Numb e r Function TyFe
I--13
I--14
Turn off equipment
Select automatic mode
X
X
I--15 Start auton_atic mode X
I-- 16 Stop automatic mode X
I--17 Connect interferometer processor
to attitude control system X
i--18 Disconnect interferometer processor
from attitude control system X
I--19
C-I to O-8
0-9
O-I0
5-1z
(D-13
O-14
O-15
0-16
Interferometer data word
(8) Switch telemetry transmission
mode
Encoder 1 to xmtr 1 and encoder 2
to xmtr 2
Encoder 2 to xmtr l and encoder 1
to xmtr 2
Xmtr 1 on
Xmtr 1 off
Xmtr 2 on
Xmtr 2 off
Range and rate transponder on
Range and rate transponder off
M-12 bits
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
9-115
Note :
APPENDIX 9F
TELEMETRY SIGNAL CATALOG
The prefix before the signal number identifies the satellite subsystem
which generates the telemetry signal. The prefixes mean the
following :
J
C
I
0
D
A
P
E
S
T
Auxiliary Propulsion System
Orientation Control System
Interferometer
Instrumentation
Parabolic Antenna Experiment
Phased Array
Power System
Secondary Experiments
Structure
Temperature Control
9-116
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
II
I
Attitude Control Subsystem (C) Housekeeping Telemetry
I
No. Sampled Parameter Sampling Rate Duration Ac('ura_
1
C-1 Positive Yaw Sets On 1/4096 sec Continuous
Intero.
Discrete
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
(;-2
C-3
C - 4
ci-5
(:-6
C-7
C-8
(;-9
(; - 10
C -!!
C - 12
(;-13
C - 14
"-15
(;-](,
C,-.I-
C -18
•-19
.-20
;-2t
,;-22
(-23
(-24
,-25
"-27
-28
-29
Negative Yaw Jets On
Positive Pitch Jets On
:'4egative Pitch Jets On
Positive Roll Jets On
Negative Roll Jets On
Gas Tank #1 Pressure
Gas Tank #1 Temperature
Gas Tank #2 Pressure
Gas Tank #2 Temperature
Star Tracker #1 Sun Shutter Position
Star Tracker #2 Sun Shutter Position
S. T. Yaw Gimbal Position
S. T. Roll Gimbal Position
S. T. Star Presence
S. T. Error Signal
....... ( )troll .r. rror otg_,al :'':'-'J--ILILUU_
Pitch Error Signal (Altitude)
Coarse Sun Sensor Pitch Error
Coarse Sun Sensor Yaw Error
Fine Sun Sensor Pitch Error
Fine Sun Sensor Y_w Error
Roll Gyro Output
Pitch Gyro Output
Yaw Gyro Output
Earth Presence - Pitch
Earth Presence - Roll
Sun Presence - CSS
Sun Presence - FSS
9-117
Continuous
1/sec Continuous
1/4096 sec Continuous
1/4096 sec
1/sec
I
+ 3"i,
3";.
-! 5";,
+ 5"/,
Discr_,._
Di st" retc
8 Bits
4 Bil s
l)is_{',,'_ ' ,
8 ]>., i i _
!2 !_ '.: ._:
12 Bits
+ 5%
+ 5%
T q";,
+ 5"1,
+ 5%
+ 5'5'.
+ 5%
Dis( rcl(.
Attitude Control Subsystem (C) Housekeeping Telemetry
Page 2
C-30
C-31
C-32
C-33
C-34
C-35
C-36
C-37
C-38
C-39
C -40
c-4l
C -42
C -43
C -44
C -45
C-46
C -47
C -48
C -49
C-50
C_51
C - 52
C-53
_ 54
C-55
C-.55
C-57
C-58
Sampled Parameter
Standby
Standby
Standby
Standby
Standby
Standby
Standby
Standby
Standby
Standby
Standby
Standby
Standby
Standby
Standby
Standby
Standby
Standby
Roll Inertia Wheel Speed
Roll Inertia Wheel Current
Pitch Inertia Wheel Speed
Pitch Inertia Wheel Speed
Yaw Inertia Wheel Speed
Yaw Inertia Wheel Current
Standby Star Tracker Sec #1 On
Star Tracker Sec #1 On
Horizon Sensor On
Sun Sensor On
Roll Wheel Electronics On
Pitch Wheel Electronics On
Yaw Wheel Electronics On
Inverter On
Roll Jet Valves On
Pitch Jet V--lves On
Yaw Jet V_lves On
Controller Sec #1 On
Controller
Controller
Controller
Controller
Controller
Controller
Controller
Sec #Z On
Sec #3 On
Sec #4 On
Sec #5 On
Sec #6 On
Sec #7 On
Sec #8 On
Standby Controller Sec #9 On
Sun Acquisition Logic Activated
E_rth Acquisition Logic Activated
SIar Acquisition Logic Activated
Sampling Rate
i/sec
f
1/4096 sec
Duration
Continuous
1/sec
P
9-118
[
Accuracy
6 Bits
+ 5%
6 Bits
+ 5%
6 Bits
+ 5%
Discrete
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
- I
I
I
II
I
A1lilu(le Control Subsystem (C) Housekeeping Telemetry
Page 3
_
_XT
._o. Sampled Parameter San-lpling R_:.te Duration Accuracy
c_-%9 Gyros Power On 1/4096 sec Continuous Discrete
I
!
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
-_0 Horizon Sensor Power Or, 1/4096 sec
-,,1 Inverter Output 1/sec
-b2 Power Supply Voltage 1/sec
(;-u3 Horizon Sensor Mode 1/4096 sec
(;-,,4 Gyro Mod I
tc;__,5 Monopulse Mod(-b,, Station Keeping 2.4od
9-119
+ 5%
+ 5%
Discrete
i
Power Subsystem (P) Housekeeping Telemetry
I
I
I
No. Sampled Parameter Sampling Rate Duration Accuracy I
P-2 Panel Current
P-3 Panel Current
P-4 Panel Current
P- 5 Panel Voltage
P-6 Panel Voltage
P-7 Panel Voltage
P-8 Panel Voltage
P-9 Charging Select
P-10 Charging Select
P-ll Load Select
P-I2 l_oad Select
P-13 Load Select
P-14 Lozd Select
P-15 Load Select
P-16 !,oad Select
P-17 1_oad Select
P-18 Load Select
P-19 Load S:le ct
P-Z0 Load Current
P-21 Load Current
P-22 Load Current
P-23 Load Current
P-24 Load Current
P-25 Load Voltage
P-20 I,oad Voltage
P-27 l,oad Voltage
(DC Load)
(DC/DC Input)
(Inverter Input
(DC/DC Conv.
(Inverter)
(DC/DC Cony.
(DC Load)
(Inverter)
9-120
!/sec Continuous + 2%
Discrete
w
+ 2%
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
II
i
l_ower Subsystem (P) Housekeeping Telemetry
Palze 2
"(o. San_pled Parameter Sampling Rate Duration Accuracy
I/sec Continuous
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
!
I
I
I
I
i
P- 2_
}_-2q
I_-30
t_-3l
i_- ]2
P-33
P- 34
P-55
P-37
P-5_
!_-39
Regulator Select
i!egu]ator Se]ect
]_egulator Current
T_egulator Current
Regulator Voltage
[_e gulator Voltage
l_a_tery Select
Battery Select
i_attery Current
_%attery Current
Battery Voltage
]%artery Voltage
9-121
Discrete
Discrete
+ 2%
1
Discrete
Discrete
+ 2o7o
1
Spacecraft Temperature (T) Housekeeping Telemetry
I
I
-I-
No. Sampled Parameter Sampling Rate Duration Accuracy
"" _IT 5I -.k }.ttitude Com rol Subsy. Temp.
1/sec Continuous + 1% !
I -61T-18 Array and Antenna _xpt. Temps.
[-19/T-22 Interferometer G:×pt, _Temp.
I-23/T-26 Telemetry S,absystem Temp,
T-27/T-34 Power Subsystem Temp,
F-35/T-36 Secondary Expts, Temp.
T-37/T-69 Structures Subsystem Temp.
9-122
I
i
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
i
I
I
I
I
Auxiliary Propulsion System (J) Housekeeping Telemetry
Xo. Sampled Parameter Sampling Rate Duration Accuracy
I
t
I
!
I
i
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
J-l/J-10 Propellant Tank and Line Pressure I/sec Continuous i%
_-iI/,_-]4 Valve Status I/sec Continuous Discrete
-15 Vibration 8/sec Continuous I%
9-123
Interferometer Subsystem (I) Housekeeping Telemetry
I
I
I
No. Sampled Parameter Sampling Rate Duration Accuracy I• .
I-I
i-2
I-3
[-4
I-5
I-g
1-7/i-16
1-17
1-18
I-]9/I-23
1-24/1-31
Discrete
z%
10%
[
1070
1070
10%
10%
I-3Z/I-34
IUI_IILIll_..d, LIU I k.)ll_ , k._'ll%.J- 2%.11.I. bJ. _7-J-
Identification Tone, Gnd xmtr #2
AGC Voltage
Crystal osc. calibration ckt voltage
Crystal Current #l
Crystal Current #2
Element Temperatures
VCO Control Voltage
Clock Crystal Current
Mixer Crystal Current
Interferometer Smoothed-
Buffered Counter Output
Interferometer Processor
Output @, ¢,
9 -124
1/64 sec.
1
1/64 sec.
1
1/sec.
1/sec.
1/64 sec.
1/64 sec.
1/sec During Expt. 9 Bits
1/sec During E:qot. 9 Bits
1
.I
1
I
I
I
I
I
!
I
I
I
I
I
I
!
!
!
Structures Subsyste1_qs (S) Housekeeping Telemetry
X o.
I
:%i -S 1 O0
:-_i Ol
s 1 (),:
:; 1 ()3- ] 0(_
I
i
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Sa:_ipled Parameter
Linkage Position Switches
Shaft Position
Surface Spacing
V_bration
9--12 5
Sampling Rate
I/Sec
I/Sec
16/Sec
Continuous
Duration
30 rain.
30 rain.
30 rain.
Fron_ Lift-
off through
deplovment
Accuracy
Discrete
8 bits
40 bits
5%
Instrumentation Subsystem (O) Housekeeping Telemetry
I
I
I
O-i
O-2
O-3
0-4
0-5
O - ()
0-7
0-8
o-q
O-1
O-I
O-1
O-1
O-1
O-1
O-1
Sampled Parameter
Cornn_and system decoder latch status
Command system decoder power status
Command system address check
Command systen_word check
Con_mand system word execute
R e,,R transponder voltage
R & R transponder current
Spacecraft time
Tc!emetry
Telemelry
Telemetry
Telemetry
Te lelnetry
Telemetry
Telemetry
Telemetry
decoder #1 voltage
decoder #2 voltage
decoder #I current
decoder #2 current
transn_itter #l voltage
transmitter #2 voltage
transmitter #i current
transmitter #2 current
Sampling Rate
8/sec
,l
1/64 sec
1/64 sec
1/sec
1/64 sec
9-126
Duration
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Accuracy !
Discrete
!I ,
10o-/o
Digital
10% I
!
, I
! i
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Phased Array Subsystem (A) Housekeeping Telemetry
I
I
I
I
I
No,
A-1
A- 3
:k- 4
A- 5
A-6
A-7
A-8
A-9
A-IO
_-11
A-IZ
I A-i 3A-14
A-1 5
I A-10A- 1 7
A- 18
I A- 19A - 20
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
!
Sampled Parameter
8 GHz rcvr
8 GHz rcvr
8 GHz rcvr
8 GHz rcvr
8 GHz rcvr
8 GHz rcvr
8 GHz rcvr
7o 3 GHz
7. 3 GHz
7_ 3 GHz
7o 3 GItz
7o _ GHz
7. _ GHz
7_ 3 GHz
7° 3 GHz
7. 3 GHz
7o 3 GHz
7, 3 GHz
Voltage,
Cur rent,
Temperature (IF)
Temperature (LO)
Power (LO)
Operating Voltage {LO)
Collector Voltage (IF)
AGC Voltage (IF)
Crystal Current (Mixer)
xmtr,
xmtr,
xmtr,
xmtr,
xmtr,
xmtr,
xmtr,
xmtr,
xmtr,
xmtr,
xmtr,
High Voltage Cony.
High Voltage Conv.
Temperature #1 (LO)
Temperature #2 (LO)
Power #1 (LO)
Power #2 {LO)
Crystal Current (Mixer)
Temperature {Amplifier)
Operating Voltage (Ampl.)
Operating Voltage #1 (I,O)
Operating Voltage #2 (LO)
VSWR
Power (RF Output)
#1
#1
9-127
Sampling Rate
1/64 sec
1/64 sec
1/64 sec
Duration
During Expt
V
Accuracy
z%
2%
lO%
lO%
lO%
lO%
lO%
2%
2%
lO%
lO%
lO%
2%
lO%
lO%
lO%
lO%
lO%
lO%
1o%
No_
D-1 1.
D-2 ls
D-3 1
D-4 1°
D-5 1.
D-6 1.
D-7 1
D-8 Z
D-9 2
D-10 2
D-11 2
D-1Z Z
D-13 2
D-14 3o
D-15 8
:)-18 8
D-17 8
D-18 8
D-19 8
D-Z0
D-Z1
D-zz
D-Z_
D-24
D-25
D-Z6
D-,: 7
D-28
D- 29
D- _0
Parabolic Antenna Subsystem (D) Housekeeping Telemetry
Sampled Parameter
7 GHz rcvr
7 GHz rcvr
7 GHz rcvr
7 GHz rcvr
7 GHz rcvr
7 GHz rcvr
7 GHz rcvr
1 GHz rcvr
1 GHz rcvr
1 Gt-Iz rcvr
1 GHz rcvr
1 GHz rcvr
1 GHz rcvr
Temperature (IF)
Temperature (LO}
Power (LO)
Operating Voltage (LO)
Coll(.ctor Voltage (IF)
AGC Voltage (IF)
Crystal Current (Mixer)
Temperature (IF)
Temperature (LO)
Power (I.O)
Operating Voltage (LO)
Collector Voltage (IF)
AGC Voltage {IF)
1 GHz rcvr Crystal Current (Mixer)
GHz rcvr, Mono P; Crystal Current (Mixer)
GHz rcvr, Mono P, Collector Voltage (IF)
GHz rcvr Mono, Temperature (IF)
GHz rcvr Mono, AGC Voltage (I.F)
GHz rcvr Mono R; Crystal Current (Mixer)
8 GHz rcvr Mono, Collector Voltage (IF)
8 GHz rcvr Mono, Temperature (IF)
8 GHz rcvr Mono, AGC Voltage (:F)
Monopulse Roll Error
Monopulse Pitch Error
. 1 GHz xmtr, Temperature (LO)
o 1 GHz xmtr, Operating Voltage (LO)
o 1 GHz xmtr, Power (I.O)
o 1 GHz xmtr, Crystal Current (Mixer)
• 1 GHz xmtr, Temperature (Ampl.)
0 1 GHz xmtr, Operating Voltage (Ampl.)
9-128
Sampling Rate lDur
1/64 sec
W
1/see
1
i,
1/sec
1
1/64 sec
ation
k)ur:ng Expt.
Accuracy
z%
2%
lO%
1
z%
z%
10%
2%
:0%
z%
10%
t%
l%
z%
10%
z%
10%
I :
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
!
Parabolic Antenna
i Page 2
Subsystem (D) Housekeeping Telemetry
!
D-31
ID-32
D-33
-34
D-35
D-36
D-37
D-38
D-39
D-40
I D-41
D-42
I D-43
I D-45
D-46
I D_47
D-48
D-49
I D-50
D-51
No.
I GHz
i GHz
8 GHz
8 GHz
8 GHz
8 GHz
8 GHz
8 GHz
8 GHz
8 GHz
8 GHz rcvr
8 GHz rcvr
8 GHz rcvr
D-44 8 GHz rcvr
8 GHz rcvr
8 GHz rcvr
GHz rcvr,
7. 3 GHz xmtr
7. 3 GHz xmtr
7. 3 GHz xmtr
7. 3 GHz xmtr
I D-52
D-53
I D-54
D-55
I D-56
D-57
D-58
I D-59
!
!
D-60
Sampled Parameter
xmtr VSWR
xmtr Power (RF Output)
xmtr Temperature (LO)
xmtr Operating Voltage (LO)
xmtr Power (LO)
xmtr Crystal Current (Mixer)
xmtr Temperature (Ampl.)
xmtr, Operating Voltage {Ampl.)
xmtr VSWR
xmtr Power (RF Output)
Temperature (IF)
Temperature (LO)
Power (LO)
Collector Voltage (IF)
Collector Voltage (IF)
AGC Voltage (IF)
Crystal Current (Mixer)
Temperature #1 (LO)
Temperature #2 {go)
Power #1 (LO)
Power #2 (LO)
7. 3 GHz xmtr Crystal Current (Mixer)
7.3 GHz xmtr Temperature (Amplifier)
7. 3 GHz xmtr Operating Voltage (Ampk
7. 3 GHz xmtr Operating Voltage # 1 (LO)
7. 3 GHz xmtr Operating Voltage #2 (I_O)
7.3 GHz xmtr, VSWR
7.3 GHz xmtr, Power (RF Output)
High Voltage Cony. #2 Voltage
High Voltage Cony. #2 Current
9 -129
Sampling Ratet Duration Accuracy
1/64 sec. During Expt. 1090
1o_
ZTo
1O9o
lO9o
lO7o
ZTo
lO9o
lO7o
107o
zTo
z%
lO%
lO%
i,
I/64 sec
t V
2%
2%
10%
I
27o
10%
!
1
V.
Parabolic Antenna Subsystem (D) Housekeeping Telemetry
Page 3
No.
D-61
D-62
D-63
D-64
D-65
D-66
D-67
D-68
Sampled
2 3 GHz xmtr,
2. 3 GHz xmtr,
2. 3 GHz xmtr
2. 3 GHz xmtr
Z_ 3 GHz xmtr
2. 3 GHz xmtr
2. 3 GHz xmtr
2. 3 GHz xmtr
Parameter _:Samoling Rate Duration _ A.cguracy
Temperature (LO)
Operating Voltage (LO)
Power (LO)
Crystal Current (Mixer)
Temperature (Ampl.)
Operating Voltage (Ampl._
VSWR
Power (RF Output)
1/64 sec
i
t
i
i
During Expt. z%
1o%
Io%
Io%
e%
1o%
1o%
1o%
I
I
I
_.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
II
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
APPENDIX 9G
DATA QUESTIONNAIRE
The attached questionnaire shows the format used to collect
communication requirements. The layout was made general to permit inclu-
sion of telemetry, command, instruction and experiment data requirements.
The format includes five sections:
1. Transmission requirement. This section serves to
identify why data should be transmitted, and what
measurement or experiment they correspond to. This
section also serves to stimulate a better formulation
of the experimentation.
2. Signal characteristics. This section is used to identify
the individual signals and their parameter values.
3. Sensor characteristics. This section is used to identify
applicable sensors.
4. Support requirements. This section discusses support
requirements and identifies how a particular measure-
ment, requiring data transmission, impacts other
spacecraft subsystems.
5. Data Handling. This section serves to identify proces-
sing and handling requirements associated with the
data requirements listed in the questionnaire.
This questionnaire was composed in this form in order to
identify the data requirements, aid in developing a transmission profile,
identify the relationship of one measurement on other spacecraft subsystems,
and to identify data handling requirements.
9-131
1.2
1.3
Transrnission Requirement
Experiment or Function
(e.g. , interferometer,
housekeeping, etc. )
spacecraft orientation, antenna orientation,
Objective and Significance of Measurements
(Describe objective, e.g., to rotate spacecraft,
measure an angle, etc.)
to slew antenna,
Types of Data
(Include the transmitted signals which are required to conduct the test,
e g., calibration, commands, communication signals, etc.)
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I
I
i
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I
I
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i
i
I
I
I
I
I
I
i
1.4
1.5
Method of Measurement
(Identify the measurement procedure, e.g. , video monitoring,
pressure recording, etc. ; also identify auxiliary equipment such as
recorders, calibration requirements, etc.)
Schedules of Experiments or Data Transmission
(Estimate the total experiment duration, e.g. , life of the mission,
2 months, I week, etc.; estimate the duration of operational periods,
e.g. , 5 minutes, I hour, etc.; and estimate the time interval
between operational periods, e.g., once per day, every 8 hours, once
per month, etc.)
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Signal Characteristics
Measured Parameters
(Identify each parameter to be measured,
reference angle, etc.)
e, g. source voltage,
IN 2. 2-3.7, ADDRESS EACH PARAMETER SPECIFIED ABOVE IN 2. I.
2. 2 Data or Signal Types
(e. g o, anatog, digital, cw, etc. }
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2.3
2.4
Sampling Rates and Bit Rates
(Samples/second, bits/sample for digital data - if possible,
specify the expected data format and provide sufficient informa-
tion to allow for the contraction of a transmission profile. )
Bandwidths (for analog signals)
(e.g. , video of 50-5000 Hz, vibration of 2-25 Hz, etc. )
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2.5
2.6
2.7
Total Data Bulk
(Estimate total bulk data per test,
total tape volume, etc.)
i, eo total bits per measurement,
Accuracy or Resolution Requirements
(e. g. , give SNR in dB, amplitude accuracy in %, error rates, etc. )
Allowable Transmission Delays
(Identify real-time requirements, permissible delays, and
quantize delay p_riod if critical)
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3.0
3.1
3.2
3.3
Sensor Characteristics
(Where applicable, provide information on each sensor.}
Sensor Associated with Data
(e.g., horizon, sensor, sun sensor, etc.}
Location on Spacecraft.
Physical Characteristics.
(Size, weight, power consumption.)
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3.4
4.2
Interface Characteristics
(output voltage level, impedance, etc.)
Experiment Support Requirements
Spac ec raft O rientation and Stabili zation R equi rements
(e.g., if the spacecraft antenna must be slewed in a particular
manner for pattern measurements within a prescribed accuracy. )
Dependence of Other Data
(Identify requirements for support by other spacecraft data; e.g. ,
other experiments to be conducted simultaneously, housekeeping
data, etc. )
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4.3 Prerequisites
(Identify data needed prior to experiment, e.g. , weather data;
dependence on other ATS-4 experiment results, e.g., antenna
pattern measurements must precede communications tests. )
5.0
5.1
5.1.1
Data Handling and Processing
Onboard Requirements
Storage R equirements
(Identify medium, e.g., tape, buffer, etc. ; amount, e.g., 1 hour
of digital data, 20 minutes of analog, number of tracks required,
etc. )
5.1.2 Signal Conditioning Required (if applicable)
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5.1.3
5.2.2
Processing Requirements
(Data checks, data smoothing, command verification, etc.)
Ground Requirements
Data Destination
(e.g. , ground station, ATSOCC, etc.)
Data Display Requirements
(e.g., strip chart, CRT, etc.)
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5.2.3
5.2.4
502.5
Quick-look Requirements
Processing Requirements
(e.g., reformatting, data stripping,
P rio ritie s
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etc. )
5. 2,, 6
6, 0
Special Equipment Requirements
(Identify equipment dedicated to ATS-4)
Remarks
(Add any additional information deemed pertinent)
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